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Abstract
Virasoro Kac modules were originally introduced indirectly as representations whose characters arise in 
the continuum scaling limits of certain transfer matrices in logarithmic minimal models, described using 
Temperley–Lieb algebras. The lattice transfer operators include seams on the boundary that use Wenzl–
Jones projectors. If the projectors are singular, the original prescription is to select a subspace of the 
Temperley–Lieb modules on which the action of the transfer operators is non-singular. However, this pre-
scription does not, in general, yield representations of the Temperley–Lieb algebras and the Virasoro Kac 
modules have remained largely unidentified. Here, we introduce the appropriate algebraic framework for 
the lattice analysis as a quotient of the one-boundary Temperley–Lieb algebra. The corresponding stan-
dard modules are introduced and examined using invariant bilinear forms and their Gram determinants. The 
structures of the Virasoro Kac modules are inferred from these results and are found to be given by finitely 
generated submodules of Feigin–Fuchs modules. Additional evidence for this identification is obtained by 
comparing the formalism of lattice fusion with the fusion rules of the Virasoro Kac modules. These are ob-
tained, at the character level, in complete generality by applying a Verlinde-like formula and, at the module 
level, in many explicit examples by applying the Nahm–Gaberdiel–Kausch fusion algorithm.
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1. Introduction
The minimal models introduced by Belavin, Polyakov and Zamolodchikov [1] are central to 
conformal field theory [2]. A minimal model is characterised by a pair of co-prime integers, 
1 < p < p′, and is often denoted accordingly by M(p, p′). The corresponding central charge c
and conformal weights r,s are given by
c = 1 − 6 (p
′ − p)2
pp′
, r,s = (rp
′ − sp)2 − (p′ − p)2
4pp′
, (1.1)
where r = 1, 2, . . . , p − 1 and s = 1, 2, . . . , p′ − 1. These weights satisfy r,s = p−r,p′−s and 
there is an irreducible Virasoro representation associated with each distinct conformal weight. 
Moreover, these representations are the only indecomposable representations in the model and 
the minimal models are examples of rational conformal field theories.
At criticality, the restricted solid-on-solid models solved by Andrews, Baxter and Forrester 
[3,4] offer lattice realisations of the minimal models. Corresponding to each of the irreducible 
Virasoro representations in a given minimal model, there is a Yang–Baxter integrable boundary 
condition [5–7] for the lattice realisation: In the continuum scaling limit (or scaling limit, for 
short), the eigenvalue spectrum of the corresponding transfer matrix (or of the associated Hamil-
tonian) gives rise to the character of the irreducible representation. In this way, the Hamiltonian 
of the lattice model becomes the first conformal integral of motion I1 = L0 − c24 .
Logarithmic conformal field theory has its roots in work by Rozansky and Saleur [8] and 
Gurarie [9], but the first thorough analysis of such a theory appeared in a series of papers by 
Gaberdiel and Kausch [10–12] on a theory with central charge c = −2. Their theory is not a 
minimal model, at least not from the perspective of the Virasoro algebra, but it may be regarded 
as minimal with respect to an extended symmetry algebra W1,2 related to that of symplectic 
fermions [13]. The central charge and conformal highest weights of the Virasoro representations 
are nevertheless of the form (1.1), but with p = 1, p′ = 2 and no upper bounds on the Kac labels 
r and s. Subsequently, evidence mounted [14–18] suggesting that every Virasoro minimal model 
can be augmented to a logarithmic conformal field theory of the same central charge. This was 
made concrete almost ten years ago when such logarithmic models were realised algebraically as 
conformal field theories with Wp,p′ symmetry [19] and conjectured to be the scaling limits of a 
series of exactly solvable lattice models LM(p, p′) [20]. In these models, the co-prime integers 
p and p′ satisfy 1 ≤ p < p′, thus covering the value c = −2 (the W1,p′ models were introduced 
as conformal field theories much earlier [21,22]). We emphasise that the present work deals with 
the so-called Virasoro picture and thus ignores possible extensions of the Virasoro algebra such 
as the Wp,p′ algebras underlying the W-extended picture [19,23,24].
As lattice theories, the logarithmic minimal models LM(p, p′) describe non-intersecting, 
densely packed loops on a square lattice. Mathematically, this can be formalised in terms of the 
Temperley–Lieb algebra TLn(β) [25], where β denotes the fugacity of the loops and n is the 
width of the lattice. The models admit infinitely many distinct Yang–Baxter integrable boundary 
conditions, among which the so-called (r, s)-type, or Kac, boundary conditions play a prominent 
role. Matrix realisations of the corresponding transfer operators are well-defined, although their 
construction does not yield representations of the full underlying Temperley–Lieb algebras. It 
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was nevertheless argued, based on supporting numerical explorations [20], that they give rise to 
the Virasoro characters
χr,s(q) = q−c/24 q
r,s (1 − qrs)∏∞
j=1(1 − qj )
(r, s ∈ Z+) (1.2)
in the scaling limit. It is stressed that these characters do not, in general, correspond to irreducible 
representations. Because of their definition in terms of Kac labels, they were baptised (Virasoro) 
Kac characters [26,27]. To each logarithmic minimal model LM(p, p′), one can thus associate 
an infinitely extended Kac table of conformal weights r,s of the form (1.1), with r, s ∈ Z+.
Unless a Kac character happens to be irreducible, the structure of the corresponding Virasoro 
module is not determined by the character alone. In fact, the Virasoro module structures associ-
ated with the Kac boundary conditions have remained largely unknown and a primary goal of this 
paper is to remedy this situation. By combining lattice analyses with applications of the Nahm–
Gaberdiel–Kausch algorithm [10,28], an explicit conjecture for these modules, in the logarithmic 
minimal models LM(1, p′), was presented in [29] as certain finitely generated submodules of 
Feigin–Fuchs modules [30]. A key objective here is to extend this conjecture to the general log-
arithmic minimal models LM(p, p′) and to substantiate it by providing new and independent 
evidence.
For getting insight into the conformal properties of logarithmic minimal models, a fundamen-
tal paradigm is that much information is already encoded at the lattice level. In particular, certain 
representation-theoretic properties of the Temperley–Lieb algebra or the transfer matrices are 
thus expected to ‘survive’ in the scaling limit. It is therefore of great importance to understand 
this limit better mathematically, especially how the Virasoro algebra arises. In terms of the gener-
ators of the Temperley–Lieb algebra, Koo and Saleur [31] have proposed explicit expressions that 
are believed to realise the Virasoro modes in the scaling limit. Common structures between finite 
systems and their conformal counterparts have also been examined through quantum groups, ini-
tially for the XXZ spin chain [32], but more recently for the g(1|1) super-spin chain [33,34]
and to realise W-algebraic structures from XXZ spin chains [35]. Recent advances [36,37] have 
extended this to spin chains with periodic boundary conditions, leading to non-trivial predic-
tions for the structures of the corresponding bulk conformal field theories. We refer to the recent 
review paper [38] for more details.
Fusion has played a crucial role in unravelling Virasoro module structures in logarithmic 
minimal models [10,18,39–48]. Extending ideas originating with Cardy [6,49], fusion can also 
be implemented on the lattice, allowing one to construct new (lattice) representations from 
pairs of Kac boundary conditions [20]. In some cases, the corresponding Hamiltonian acts non-
diagonalisably on these new representations, a property believed to persist in the scaling limit. 
The ensuing Virasoro representations thus exhibit non-trivial Jordan blocks in L0. In contrast, 
the Hamiltonians associated with the individual Kac boundary conditions are believed to be di-
agonalisable for all system sizes [20]. For the simplest boundary conditions, this statement was 
proved recently [50]. Imposing associativity and distributivity on the fusion rules has led to con-
crete conjectures for a variety of fusion algebras associated with the logarithmic minimal models 
[26,27,29,51–53]. These studies also give insight into the structure of the Virasoro modules asso-
ciated with the Kac boundary conditions. With reference to the Kac labels in (1.2), it is believed, 
for example, that the modules are indecomposable unless r = kp, s = k′p′ and k, k′ > 1, in which 
case they are completely reducible but not irreducible. Our findings confirm this.
Some of the difficulties encountered in mathematically describing the (r, s)-type boundary 
conditions can be traced back to the fact that the lattice construction does not, in general, yield 
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representations of the associated Temperley–Lieb algebra. This lack of a representation-theoretic 
framework is readily appreciated, at least indirectly, since the well known Temperley–Lieb rep-
resentation theory [54–58] does not accommodate the conformal structures that one might expect 
to see in the scaling limit. It is then natural to suspect that the boundary (or blob) Temperley–Lieb 
algebras [59–62] could resolve this issue. When the strip has at most one non-trivial boundary 
condition, this is indeed what we find, although the appropriate algebraic set-up requires taking a 
particular quotient of the boundary algebra. Due to the appearance of so-called seams in the con-
struction of the boundary conditions, we call these quotient algebras boundary seam algebras. 
Particular care must be given to the cases where the loop fugacity β = q + q−1 is expressed in 
terms of a root of unity q .
By construction, the modules obtained from the lattice with Kac boundary conditions can then 
be interpreted as standard modules over the boundary seam algebras. As such, we refer to them 
as lattice Kac modules. Originally defined somewhat heuristically in [20,63–65], these modules 
finally have a clear mathematical meaning. Here, we examine their structures using an invariant 
bilinear form defined on each of these standard modules, generalising the well known similar 
form [55,57,58,66] on the standard modules over the Temperley–Lieb algebra.
One of our main results is an explicit general conjecture (Conjecture 3) for the Virasoro mod-
ules arising as the scaling limit of the lattice Kac modules. These Virasoro modules are called 
(Virasoro) Kac modules and are defined as particular finitely generated submodules of Feigin–
Fuchs modules. In fact, the specific identification of the Kac modules is subtle. Feigin–Fuchs 
modules of chain or braid type structures come in pairs where one is obtained from the other by 
reversing all embedding arrows. This pairing is inherited by their submodules and means that the 
contragredient module of a Kac module is, in general, not a Kac module. As discussed in [46], 
see also [29] for LM(1, p′), the conformal fusion rules are believed to be invariant under the 
interchange of each Kac module with its contragredient counterpart. The analysis of the fusion 
rules therefore cannot distinguish which should arise in the scaling limit of the lattice models. 
In stark contrast, the lattice Kac modules, as modules over the boundary seam algebras, have 
unambiguous (albeit currently unknown) module structures. These are believed to persist in the 
scaling limit, so we will use the invariant bilinear form defined on these modules to determine 
the limiting Virasoro structures, thereby singling out the Virasoro Kac modules over their contra-
gredients. Our results cover sufficiently many cases to justify Conjecture 3. Even for LM(1, p′), 
this constitutes considerable new insight, as compared with [29].
Additional evidence for the Kac module structure comes from conformal field theory con-
siderations. Motivated by the natural interpretation of lattice Kac modules as certain (lattice) 
fusion products of simpler lattice Kac modules, we analyse the corresponding fusion products 
of Virasoro Kac modules in two independent ways. Using a Verlinde-like formula introduced in 
[67], we confirm the expected result, at the level of characters, for all Kac modules in any given 
logarithmic minimal model LM(p, p′). This Verlinde-like formula falls under the umbrella of 
the standard module formalism developed in [68,69] for modular properties of logarithmic con-
formal field theories. Additional tests of this formula may be found in [70–74]. We then apply 
the Nahm–Gaberdiel–Kausch fusion algorithm and again find exact agreement, at the level of 
the modules, in all the cases that we consider. It is highly non-trivial that these results, obtained 
directly at the conformal level, confirm the lattice analysis and conjectures.
For the structure of this paper, the bulk is divided into three phases. The first phase (Section 2) 
concerns the algebraic description of the lattice construction of Kac boundary conditions. After a 
brief review of the logarithmic minimal models, the Temperley–Lieb algebras and the boundary 
Temperley–Lieb algebras, we define the boundary seam algebras that play a central role in our 
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analysis. We then define the standard modules over these algebras and the corresponding invari-
ant bilinear forms, deriving a formula for the Gram determinants. Some of the details and proofs 
are relegated to the appendices. In particular, Appendix A summarises the representation the-
ory of the Temperley–Lieb algebras and Appendix B reviews the one-boundary Temperley–Lieb 
algebras, including a proof of the equivalence between its definition via diagrams and that via 
generators and relations (we have not found such a proof in the literature). Finally, Appendix C
contains technical proofs pertaining to presentations of the boundary seam algebras themselves, 
while Appendix D is devoted to proving representation-theoretic results for these algebras, in 
particular those involving standard modules and Gram determinants.
The second phase (Section 3) is concerned with establishing the connection between the lattice 
models and their conformal scaling limits. We first define lattice Kac modules and their (lattice) 
fusion, before defining (Virasoro) Kac modules and discussing how they are believed to arise as 
scaling limits of lattice Kac modules. After briefly reviewing how one can guess the character 
of a limiting Virasoro module from numerical lattice data, and the limitations inherent in this 
procedure, we turn to an investigation of the structure of the lattice Kac modules as modules over 
the boundary seam algebras. This structure is (partially) uncovered by using the Gram determi-
nant of the module’s invariant bilinear form. We present numerical experiments and comparisons 
of the results with those expected in the continuum in Section 3.3. This evidence all supports 
Conjecture 3 which precisely identifies the scaling limits of lattice Kac modules with Virasoro 
Kac modules. Background information on the representation theory of the Virasoro algebra is 
found in Appendix E, whereas Appendix F tabulates the data that we have analysed with the aid 
of computer programs.
In the third phase (Section 4), we present (conformal) fusion results that provide strong ev-
idence for the correctness of Conjecture 3 from a conformal field-theoretic perspective. This 
begins by deriving the modular transformation properties of the characters of the Feigin–Fuchs 
modules. We then employ a Verlinde-like formula to determine the character of a fusion prod-
uct of any two Kac modules. The information so-obtained is then combined with the structure 
theory of Virasoro modules [75,76] and explicit fusion computations using the Nahm–Gaberdiel–
Kausch algorithm to identify the fusion product of two Kac modules in many examples. We 
present two example computations in detail in order to illustrate the methods used and the sub-
tleties encountered.
Finally, Section 5 contains some concluding remarks. Here, we summarise the results of the 
paper as well as outline questions that remain unanswered and future directions that this work 
suggests.
2. Lattice models and diagrammatic algebras
In the first phase of this work, our goal is to provide a rigorous algebraic framework for the 
study of transfer operators with (r, s)-type boundary conditions in logarithmic minimal models. 
Section 2.1 reviews the definition of logarithmic minimal models [20] as lattice loop models, in 
particular their description in terms of the Temperley–Lieb algebra (Section 2.1.1) and transfer 
tangles with boundary seams (Section 2.1.2). Section 2.2 then describes these transfer tangles 
in the context of the one-boundary Temperley–Lieb algebra (Section 2.2.1). It turns out that 
the natural description is in terms of quotients of the one-boundary Temperley–Lieb algebras 
that we call the boundary seam algebras (Section 2.2.2). Sections 2.3.1 and 2.3.2 then define 
representations and invariant bilinear forms, respectively, for the boundary seam algebras.
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2.1. Logarithmic minimal models
Logarithmic minimal models [20] are lattice models defined in terms of non-local observ-
ables. They have an underlying structure, the Temperley–Lieb algebra TLn [25], which precisely 
encodes this non-locality. The representation theory of this algebra was studied by Jones [54], 
Martin [55], Goodman and Wenzl [56] and Westbury [57]. A recent article by Ridout and Saint-
Aubin [58] gives a review that aims to be accessible to non-experts. Section 2.1.1 below recalls 
the definition of the algebra TLn, the Wenzl–Jones projectors [77], the standard modules and 
the invariant bilinear form [57,66]. Further basic results of the representation theory of the 
Temperley–Lieb algebra are reviewed in Appendix A.
The logarithmic minimal models are described by evolution operators called transfer tangles. 
These operators are not matrices, but are instead constructed as elements of the diagrammatic 
algebra TLn [78]. Of particular interest for conformal field theory are transfer tangles with in-
tegrable boundary conditions. Section 2.1.2 reviews the definition of transfer tangles on lattices 
whose geometries match that of a strip with non-trivial Kac boundary seams on one side.
2.1.1. Temperley–Lieb algebras
Diagrammatic and algebraic definitions. Let n ∈ Z+. The objects that TLn describes are formal 
linear combinations of diagrams called connectivities. A connectivity is a diagram drawn in a box 
where 2n nodes, equally divided between the top and bottom edges of the box, are connected 
pairwise by non-intersecting arcs. Two connectivities are considered equal if the connections of 
their nodes are identical. To illustrate,
a1 = and a2 = (2.1)
are two distinct connectivities in TL6. We shall refer to linear combinations of connectivities as 
tangles.
The algebraic structure of the Temperley–Lieb algebras depends upon a parameter β , often 
called the loop fugacity. For now, β is taken to be a formal parameter, in which case the linear 
combinations of connectivities have coefficients in some complex field of functions.1 We shall 
eventually consider the specialisation to β ∈ C, in which case the specialised Temperley–Lieb 
algebras will be denoted by TLn(β).
The product a1a2 of two connectivities is defined using the following diagrammatic recipe. 
One draws a1 below a2, identifies the top edge of a1 with the bottom edge of a2, erases this iden-
tified edge, counts the number b of (closed) loops, and finally replaces them by a multiplicative 
factor of βb . An example is useful:
a1a2 = = β2 = β2a3. (2.2)
This product is linearly extended to all the tangles of TLn, turning the space of tangles into an 
associative algebra. This algebra is finite-dimensional with dimension
1 In this section, we may take the field to be the rational function field C(β). However, this will not suffice in Sec-
tion 2.1.2 where we shall require more complicated functional dependences involving β and additional formal variables.
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dim TLn = 1
n+ 1
(
2n
n
)
. (2.3)
The dimension does not change upon specialising to β ∈C.
While the definition given above is purely diagrammatic, the Temperley–Lieb algebra also 
has a presentation in terms of generators and relations: an identity element I and n − 1 elements 
denoted by ej , j = 1, . . . , n − 1, satisfying
e2j = βej , ej ej±1ej = ej , eiej = ej ei (|i − j | > 1). (2.4)
The generators are identified with connectivities as follows:
I = , ej = . (2.5)
A proof of the equivalence of this algebraic description and the diagrammatic one presented 
above may be found in [58]. In particular, every connectivity can then be written as a word in 
the generators. For the examples in (2.1) and (2.2), we have a1 = e2e4e3, a2 = e3e2e4e1e3 and 
a3 = e2e4e1e3.
Projectors. The Wenzl–Jones projectors [54,77,79] comprise an important family of elements 
of TLn. They are defined recursively by
P1 = I, Pi = Pi−1 − Ui−2(
β
2 )
Ui−1(β2 )
Pi−1ei−1Pi−1 (i = 2, . . . , n), (2.6)
where Uk(x) denotes the k-th Chebyshev polynomial of the second kind. We will omit the 
argument of Uk in what follows, understanding that it is always β2 . The first two non-trivial 
Wenzl–Jones projectors are
P2 = I − 1
β
e1, P3 = I − β
β2 − 1 (e1 + e2)+
1
β2 − 1 (e1e2 + e1e2). (2.7)
It is clear from these examples that the Wenzl–Jones projectors need not be defined when β is 
specialised to a complex number. This illustrates the advantage of treating β as a formal param-
eter. The following properties follow straightforwardly from (2.6):
(Pi)
2 = Pi, Piej = ejPi = 0 (1 j < i), Piej = ejPi (j  i + 1), (2.8a)
PiPj = Pmax(i,j), eiPiei = Ui
Ui−1
eiPi−1. (2.8b)
As defined above, the projector Pi only involves the ej with 1  j < i, so it only acts non-
trivially on the nodes 1 through i. It is, however, possible to define Wenzl–Jones projectors 
acting on other sets of consecutive nodes. Indeed, denoting the projector Pi diagrammatically by 
, we see that one may define, for example,
(2.9)
This then involves a Wenzl–Jones projector P ′2 acting non-trivially on nodes 2 and 3 (instead 
of 1 and 2). The projector P ′2 is obtained from P2 simply by shifting the index of e1 by one: 
P ′2 = I − 1β e2. Similar shifts define more general projectors in the obvious manner.
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Standard modules. A link state is a diagram drawn above a horizontal line marked with n nodes, 
in which the nodes are either connected pairwise by non-intersecting arcs, or are connected by 
a vertical line, called a defect, to infinity. The number d of defects of a link state is clearly 
constrained to have the same parity as n. As with Temperley–Lieb diagrams, two link states 
are considered equal if their nodes are connected identically. We denote by Bdn the set of link 
states with n nodes and d defects. For n = 5 and d = 1, for example, there are five distinct link 
states:
B15 = . (2.10)
The standard representation ρdn of the algebra TLn is constructed on the vector space spanned 
by the link states of Bdn :
ρdn : TLn → End(spanBdn) (0 d  n, d = n mod 2). (2.11)
We define the standard action aw for connectivities a ∈ TLn and link states w ∈ Bdn , understand-
ing that this is extended linearly to all tangles in TLn and all linear combinations of the link states 
of Bdn . This action is defined diagrammatically, with the recipe closely resembling the rule for 
multiplying connectivities. We draw a below w, identify the nodes of w with those of the top 
edge of a, count the number b of (closed) loops, erase them, read the new link state from the 
connections of the bottom n nodes, and set aw to be this new link state with a multiplicative 
factor of βb . A final modification is performed: if the resulting link state has fewer than d de-
fects, then aw is set to zero. This last rule ensures that spanBdn is indeed invariant under the 
Temperley–Lieb action. Here are two examples for (n, d) = (5, 1) and (n, d) = (5, 3):
(2.12)
This gives rise to n+22 	 representations of the Temperley–Lieb algebra, one for each integer 
d subject to the constraints in (2.11). We denote by Vdn the standard module, that is the span of 
Bdn endowed with the Temperley–Lieb action just defined. As we shall see, the standard modules 
are irreducible over complex function fields. Moreover, their dimensions are given by
dim Vdn =
(
n
n−d
2
)
−
(
n
n−d−2
2
)
. (2.13)
The structures of the standard modules over the specialised Temperley–Lieb algebras TLn(β)
depend on β ∈ C and can be more complicated. These structures are described in Appendix A, 
as are those of the irreducible and projective TLn(β)-modules.
Invariant bilinear forms. A standard tool for investigating the representation theory of cel-
lular algebras [66], such as the Temperley–Lieb algebra, are the invariant bilinear forms 〈·|·〉
defined on each standard module. These forms take values in the field over which the algebras 
are defined.
We define a bilinear form 〈·|·〉 on Vdn by giving its value 〈w1|w2〉 on the link states w1, w2
of the basis Bdn . The definition is diagrammatic: One performs a vertical flip of w2, identifying 
its horizontal segment with that belonging to w1 so that their nodes coincide. The result is a 
collection of arcs living above and below a horizontal line that either form loops or connect 
defects pairwise. The defects of w1 and w2 become upward and downward pointing, respectively, 
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in this procedure and 〈w1|w2〉 is zero unless every upward defect is connected to a downward 
one. If this condition is met, then the form evaluates to 〈w1|w2〉 = βb , where b is the number of 
(closed) loops in the diagram. It is readily seen that this bilinear form is symmetric. Examples of 
evaluations of these forms are
(2.14)
which are easily read off from the diagrams
and . (2.15)
The Gram matrix of the bilinear form 〈·|·〉, in the link state basis Bdn , is denoted by Gdn . For 
(n, d) = (5, 1), in the ordered basis (2.10), we have
G15 =
⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
β2 1 β β 1
1 β2 β β 1
β β β2 1 β
β β 1 β2 β
1 1 β β β2
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠ . (2.16)
The bilinear form defined above is invariant under the action of TLn, meaning that
〈w1|aw2〉 = 〈a†w1|w2〉 (a ∈ TLn, w1,w2 ∈ Vdn), (2.17)
where a† ∈ TLn is the adjoint of a, obtained for a connectivity a by flipping it vertically, or equiv-
alently by reversing the order of composition of products of the ei in the algebraic formalism. In 
particular, the generators and the Wenzl–Jones projectors are self-adjoint: I † = I , e†j = ej and 
P
†
j = Pj . For this last result, we remark that this adjoint is extended linearly, so without complex 
conjugation, to general tangles.
This invariant bilinear form appears naturally in certain computations involving link states. 
Any connectivity a can be obtained from a pair of link states w1, w2 ∈ Bdn , with the same num-
ber d of defects, by drawing w2 upside down above w1 and connecting upward and downward 
pointing defects together. There is a unique way of doing this given that the resulting arcs may 
not cross. Then, if w3 is also in Bdn , the action of a on w3 is given by
aw3 = 〈w2|w3〉 ·w1. (2.18)
The first example in (2.12), for instance, corresponds to w1 = , w2 = and 
w3 = .
The virtue of having an invariant form on the standard module Vdn is that its radical,
Rdn = {w ∈ Vdn : 〈v|w〉 = 0 for all v ∈ Vdn}, (2.19)
is a submodule of the standard module Vdn. Moreover, the quotient Vdn/Rdn is either zero or ir-
reducible [66]. A non-trivial radical is equivalent to the existence of eigenvectors of the Gram 
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matrix Gdn with eigenvalues equal to zero, so detGdn reveals at least part of the structure of Vdn . 
This Gram determinant has a closed-form expression given by [57,58]
detGdn =
n−d
2∏
j=1
(Ud+j
Uj−1
)dim Vd+2jn
. (2.20)
This is always non-zero when we work over a complex function field, hence the standard mod-
ules of TLn are always irreducible in this setting. However, it is clear that specialising β to a 
complex number may lead to detGdn = 0, hence a reducible standard module. Despite the de-
nominator in the expression (2.20), the determinant is, by construction, polynomial in β and 
therefore well-defined for all β ∈C.
Specialising β . As mentioned above, until Section 3, we choose to work with β as a formal 
parameter, in order to exploit the existence of the Wenzl–Jones projectors. However, the investi-
gation of the logarithmic minimal models LM(p, p′) requires that β be specialised to values in 
C and, in particular, to
β = q + q−1, with q = eiλ and λ = (p
′ − p)π
p′
(p,p′ ∈ Z+, 1 p < p′, gcd(p,p′) = 1). (2.21)
These values of q (and β) will be identified as roots of unity, while the other values in C will 
be termed generic. Note that q = 1 and −1 are generic values according to this definition. The 
representation theory of TLn(β), when β is specialised to a generic value, is quite different to that 
resulting from specialising to a root of unity. In particular, the representation theory for generic 
values is completely reducible — all (finite-dimensional) modules are direct sums of irreducible 
modules. This is not true for q a root of unity: Some Wenzl–Jones projectors have singularities 
and some Gram determinants are zero, meaning that some standard modules become reducible, 
although they remain indecomposable. We refer to Appendix A for further discussion.
2.1.2. Transfer tangles with boundary seams
The logarithmic minimal models are defined in terms of transfer operators that are elements of 
the diagrammatic algebras. Here, we are interested in the geometry of a strip and study transfer 
operators with boundary conditions on the right that take the form of Kac boundary triangles, fol-
lowing the ideas and conventions of Pearce, Rasmussen and Zuber [20]. The double-row transfer 
tangle D(k)(u, ξ) is a two-parameter tangle in TLn+k ,2 defined (diagrammatically) by
D(k)(u, ξ) = 1
β
. (2.22)
2 Here, we generalise the function field over which TLn+k is defined so as to incorporate the formal parameters u
and ξ . The notation TLn will subsequently denote the Temperley–Lieb algebra over this function field.
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Each square tile above is called a face operator and is a linear combination of two diagrams,
= s1(−u) + s0(u) , sk(u) = sin(u+ kλ)
sinλ
. (2.23)
The parameter u is called the spectral parameter, while λ is the crossing parameter that 
parametrises β through the relation
β = 2 cosλ = U1 = s2(0), (2.24)
see (2.21). We remark that the Chebyshev polynomials at β2 can be written as Uk = sk+1(0).
The triangle on the right in (2.22) is called the Kac boundary triangle of seam width k. It 
depends on a formal boundary parameter ξ which will be specialised later to a complex number. 
The trivial case k = 0 does not depend on u nor ξ and is referred to as the vacuum boundary 
condition:
(2.25)
We note that the left boundary of (2.22) is of this form, reflected about a vertical axis. For k > 0, 
the boundary triangle is defined in terms of face operators and Wenzl–Jones projectors. It takes 
the form
= 1
η(k)(u, ξ)
, (2.26)
where
ξj = ξ + jλ, η(k)(u, ξ) =
k∏
j=1
s0(u− ξj+1)s0(u+ ξj−1). (2.27)
Yang–Baxter integrability is built in directly at the level of the diagrammatic algebra and stems 
from local relations satisfied by the face operators and the boundary triangles, see [20]. Indeed, 
the transfer tangles D(k)(u, ξ) can be shown to be crossing-symmetric and form a commuting 
family:
D(k)(λ− u, ξ) = D(k)(u, ξ), [D(k)(u, ξ),D(k)(v, ξ)]= 0, (2.28)
where u and v are formal parameters. The double-row transfer tangle admits a formal power 
series expansion in u,
D(k)(u, ξ) = I (k) + 2u
sinλ
(
(β−1 − n cosλ)I (k) −H(k)
)
+O(u2), (2.29)
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where
I (k) = (2.30)
and
H(k) = −I (k)
n−1∑
j=1
ej + sk(0)
s0(ξ)sk+1(ξ)
I (k)enI
(k). (2.31)
The tangle I (k) plays a prominent role in the description of the boundary seams in terms of the 
boundary Temperley–Lieb algebras in Section 2.2. The tangle H(k) is the Hamiltonian with a 
seam of width k and is central to our investigation of Kac modules in Section 3. We note that the 
normalisation factors in (2.22) and (2.26) ensure that the zeroth order coefficient of D(k)(u, ξ) in 
(2.29) is I (k).
We emphasise again that, for now, we treat β (and hence λ), u and ξ as formal parameters, 
but will specialise them to complex numbers in Section 3. If β is specialised to 0, in particu-
lar, the normalising factor 1
β
of D(k)(u, ξ) must be removed. To ensure an expansion in u of 
D(k)(u, ξ) where the zeroth term is a non-zero multiple of I (k), while preserving the crossing 
symmetry (2.28), it is replaced in [51,80] by 1sin(2u) .
2.2. Boundary Temperley–Lieb algebras
The boundary seams and triangles defined in the previous section are constructed in terms 
of the original Temperley–Lieb algebra. From their role as boundary conditions for the transfer 
tangle, it is not surprising that they can be described using another variety of diagrammatic 
algebra, the one-boundary Temperley–Lieb algebra. This section first reviews the definition of 
the one-boundary Temperley–Lieb algebra TL(1)n . We then show that the boundary seams are 
naturally described in terms of a quotient of TL(1)n , the boundary seam algebra Bn,k .
2.2.1. One-boundary Temperley–Lieb algebras
The one-boundary Temperley–Lieb algebra TL(1)n is a diagrammatic algebra whose elements 
are linear combinations of (generalised) connectivity diagrams. Martin and Saleur [59] intro-
duced a two-parameter generalisation of the Temperley–Lieb algebras with an extra generator 
at the boundary, the blob algebra. Its representation theory was partially unravelled by Mar-
tin and Woodcock [60] and Graham and Lehrer [81]. Here, we follow the conventions of [80]
and define TL(1)n in terms of three free parameters: β , the fugacity of loops in the bulk, and β1
and β2, the fugacities of loops rooted in the boundary. The distinction between β1 and β2 will 
be discussed below. The one-boundary Temperley–Lieb algebra defined over a complex func-
tion field will be denoted by TL(1)n while the specialisation to β, β1, β2 ∈ C will be denoted by 
TL(1)n (β, β1, β2).
As for TLn, the one-boundary Temperley–Lieb algebra TL(1)n has two equivalent descriptions, 
a diagrammatic and an algebraic one. We prove this equivalence in Appendix B as it will be 
needed to settle the corresponding equivalence for the boundary seam algebras. Algebraically, 
TL(1)n is generated by n +1 elements: an identity I and elements ej with j = 1, 2, . . . , n. The gen-
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erators ej , with j = n, satisfy the relations (2.4), so TLn is a subalgebra of TL(1)n . The extra 
generator en satisfies the following additional relations:
eien = enei (i < n− 1), en−1enen−1 = β1en−1, e2n = β2 en. (2.32)
For the diagrammatic definition, let us again draw a rectangular box with n nodes on each 
of its top and bottom edges. A (generalised or boundary) connectivity is a collection of non-
intersecting loop segments living inside the box, but these can now either connect nodes pairwise 
or link them to the right boundary, with each node occupied by exactly one loop segment. For 
instance,
b1 = , b2 = (2.33)
are two connectivities in TL(1)6 that, respectively, have 0 and 2 nodes going to the boundary. The 
number of loop segments going to the boundary is always even and ranges between 0 and 2n.
The product b1b2 is first defined for connectivities b1 and b2 and then linearly extended to 
all tangles in TL(1)n . It is found by first performing the vertical concatenation of the diagrams of 
b1 and b2: b2 is drawn on top of b1, with the nodes of the top edge of b1 joined to those of the 
bottom edge of b2. The intermediate edge is then removed, leaving only the larger rectangle, 
and the resulting connectivity consists of the arcs connecting the nodes of the bigger rectangle, 
pairwise or to the boundary. Each closed loop formed in the bulk is erased and replaced by a 
multiplicative factor of β , as with TLn. However, boundary loops can also be formed. These 
consist of loop segments that start and end at the boundary. They are also removed, and replaced 
by a multiplicative prefactor of β1 or β2, with the choice made as follows.
In the diagram obtained from the vertical concatenation of b1 and b2, the arcs ending at the 
right boundary are even in number. Alternatingly, we assign them an odd (1) or even (0) parity 
with odd at the bottom. The rule for assigning boundary fugacities is then
→ β1, → β2. (2.34)
Here is an example of a product between two connectivities:
b1b2 = = ββ1 = ββ1 b3, (2.35)
where b3 is the resulting connectivity.
The identification of generators with diagrams for I and the ej , j = 1, . . . , n − 1, is still given 
by (2.5), whereas for en, the identification is
en = . (2.36)
It is easy to see that this identification is consistent with the relations (2.4) and (2.32). As shown 
in Proposition B.1, any connectivity can be obtained from a finite product of the generators, for 
instance, b2 = e4e6e3e2e5. The algebra TL(1)n is finite-dimensional and its dimension is given 
by (B.9):
dim TL(1)n =
(
2n
n
)
. (2.37)
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As was already noted in [80], the transformation
e′n =
1
α
en, e
′
j = ej (j = 1, . . . , n− 1) (2.38)
shows that the algebra TL(1)n with parameters β , β1 and β2 is isomorphic to that with parameters 
β , 
β1
α
and β2
α
. By choosing α = β1, TL(1)n reduces to the two-parameter boundary Temperley–Lieb 
algebra used, for example, in [61], while choosing α = β2 yields the blob algebra used in [59]. 
(In these references, the extra generator is e0 instead of en and lives on the left boundary instead 
of the right one.) Summarising, the isomorphism class of the algebra TL(1)n only depends upon 
β1 and β2 through their ratio. These conclusions carry over to the specialised algebras. However, 
by keeping both as free parameters, we retain the physically important freedom of setting β1 or 
β2 to zero.
2.2.2. Boundary seam algebras
The definition (2.26) of Kac boundary triangles in terms of face operators is useful to analyse 
certain properties of the transfer tangles D(k)(u, ξ), their commutativity and crossing relations 
for instance. Following [20], it is instead convenient, when analysing the underlying algebraic 
structure, to expand each boundary triangle as a linear combination of two diagrams:
= − sk(0)s0(2u)
s0(ξ + u)sk+1(ξ − u) . (2.39)
These diagrams are not tangles in general, but they give rise to elements of TLn+k when glued 
to from the right. We denote the result of gluing this (partial) diagram to the boundary 
triangle of seam width k by
K(k)(u, ξ) = ∈ TLn+k. (2.40)
From (2.39), it follows that K(k)(u, ξ) is a linear combination of I (k), as defined in (2.30), and 
I (k)enI
(k)
.
This naturally leads us to define a subalgebra3
Bn,k =
〈
I (k),E
(k)
j ; j = 1, . . . , n
〉 (2.41)
of TLn+k , which we shall refer to as the boundary seam algebra. Aside from n and k, it depends 
upon a single parameter β . The boundary seam algebra Bn,k is unital, with unit I (k), and is 
generated by tangles E(k)j , defined by
3 Bn,k is a subalgebra of TLn+k in the sense that it is a subspace of TLn+k that is closed under addition, multiplication 
and scalar multiplication. It does not, however, contain the unit of TLn+k unless k = 0 or 1.
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E
(k)
j = I (k)ej = (j = 1, . . . , n− 1), (2.42a)
E(k)n = Uk−1 I (k)enI (k) = Uk−1 . (2.42b)
For completeness, we remark that when k = 0, the diagram in the definition of the generator 
E
(k)
n does not make sense and E(k)n should be formally regarded as being zero, consistent with 
U−1 = 0. The boundary seam algebra Bn,0 will therefore be identified with the Temperley–Lieb 
algebra TLn.
The Kac boundary triangle (2.40) can then be written algebraically as
K(k)(u, ξ) = I (k) − s0(2u)
s0(ξ + u)sk+1(ξ − u) E
(k)
n (2.43)
and is an element of Bn,k ⊆ TLn+k . The following result generalises this to the transfer tangle 
D(k)(u, ξ).
Proposition 2.1. The transfer tangle and the Hamiltonian are elements of the boundary seam 
algebra:
D(k)(u, ξ),H(k) ∈ Bn,k. (2.44)
Proof. Since K(k)(u, ξ) ∈ Bn,k by (2.43), we have K(k)(u, ξ) = I (k)K(k)(u, ξ)I (k), hence
eiK
(k)(u, ξ)ej = E(k)i K(k)(u, ξ)E(k)j (i, j < n). (2.45)
This replacement of ei , with i < n, by E(k)i obviously extends to linear combinations of products 
of these generators.
To apply this to the double-row transfer tangles, we use the diagrammatic identity
= (s0(u))2 + s2(−2u) (2.46)
on (2.22) n times and find that D(k)(u, ξ) is expressible as
β D(k)(u, ξ) = α (s0(u))2nI (k) + s2(−2u) n−1∑
m=0
(
s0(u)
)2m
d(k)m , (2.47)
where α = s2(0) − sk(0)s0(2u)
s0(ξ + u)sk+1(ξ − u) and
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d(k)m =
= . (2.48)
This tangle can be expressed algebraically as
d(k)m =
[ n−1∏
i=m+1
xi(u)
]
K(k)(u, ξ)
[ m+1∏
j=n−1
(step =−1)
xj (u)
]
, (2.49)
where xi(u) = = s1(−u) I + s0(u) ei is the algebraic form of the face operator. We mention 
that our convention for a product 
∏
of non-commuting elements, here Temperley–Lieb tangles, 
is that the ordering is from left to right, for instance 
∏3
i=1 ai = a1a2a3.
Unlike for D(k)(u), this factorisability of d(k)m is possible because the arcs leaving its left-
most face operators are not linked. Each d(k)m is a linear combination of tangles of the form 
a1 K(k)(u, ξ) a2 and thus
d(k)m =
[ m+1∏
i=n−1
X
(k)
i (u)
]
K(k)(u, ξ)
[ n−1∏
j=m+1
X
(k)
j (u)
]
,
X
(k)
j (u) = s1(−u) I (k) + s0(u)E(k)j . (2.50)
This realises D(k)(u, ξ) as a linear combination of generators of Bn,k . As the Hamiltonian is, up 
to adding a multiple of I (k) ∈ Bn,k , the first-order coefficient of D(k)(u, ξ) in its formal power 
series expansion (2.29) in u, it follows that H(k) ∈ Bn,k . This last statement was already clear 
from (2.31). 
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To investigate the nature of the boundary seam algebras, we note that the generators of Bn,k
satisfy the relations
I (k)A = AI(k) = A (A ∈ {I (k),E(k)j ; j = 1, . . . , n}),
E
(k)
i E
(k)
j = E(k)j E(k)i (|i − j | > 1),
E
(k)
i E
(k)
j E
(k)
i = E(k)i (|i − j | = 1; i, j ∈ {1, . . . , n− 1}),(
E
(k)
j
)2 = βE(k)j (j ∈ {1,2, . . . , n− 1}),
E
(k)
n−1E
(k)
n E
(k)
n−1 = Uk−1 E(k)n−1,(
E(k)n
)2 = Uk E(k)n .
(2.51)
These are proven using the defining properties of the Temperley–Lieb algebras and the Wenzl–
Jones projectors. The last equation, for instance, is a consequence of the two properties in (2.8b). 
Comparing with the relations (2.4) and (2.32), this shows that the boundary seam algebra Bn,k is 
a quotient of the one-boundary Temperley–Lieb algebra with the parameters β, β1, β2 related by
β1 = Uk−1, β2 = Uk. (2.52)
Indeed, we obtain a surjective homomorphism of unital associative algebras,
h : TL(1)n → Bn,k, (2.53)
defined on the generators by
h(I ) = I (k), h(ej ) = E(k)j (j = 1,2, . . . , n). (2.54)
We emphasise that this homomorphism holds over fields of complex functions of β after impos-
ing (2.52).
The relations (2.51), however, do not form a complete set for Bn,k when n > k. This is easy to 
see for k = 1. Then, the projector appearing in the definition of I (k) and E(k)j is the identity 
connectivity on one strand, so Bn,1 = TLn+1. As a consequence, the generators of Bn,1 satisfy the 
extra relation
E(1)n E
(1)
n−1E
(1)
n = E(1)n (n > 1), (2.55)
which does not hold in TL(1)n . For general k, the diagrams in (2.42) satisfy, if n > k, a single ad-
ditional algebraically-independent relation: Equation (2.60) below. This relation is conveniently 
expressed in terms of tangles Y (k)t which have the form
Y
(k)
t = Uk−1 (t = 0, . . . ,min(k, n)).
(2.56)
For example, Y (k)0 = Uk−1 I (k) and Y (k)1 = E(k)n .
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The Y (k)t+1 are built recursively by applying E
(k)
n E
(k)
n−1 · · ·E(k)n−t =
∏t
j=0 E
(k)
n−j to Y
(k)
t . For 
example, Y (k)1 is constructed as follows: E
(k)
n Y
(k)
0 = E(k)n Uk−1 I (k) = Uk−1 E(k)n = Uk−1 Y (k)1 . 
Similarly, Y (k)2 is obtained from
E(k)n E
(k)
n−1Y
(k)
1 = E(k)n E(k)n−1E(k)n = U2k−1
= U2k−1 −Uk−2Uk−1
= Uk−1 Y (k)1 −Uk−2 Y (k)2 , (2.57)
where we have used properties (2.6) and (2.8) of the Wenzl–Jones projectors. In general, this 
construction results in the relation[ t∏
j=0
E
(k)
n−j
]
Y
(k)
t =
t−1∑
i=0
(−1)iUk−1−i
[ t∏
j=i+2
E
(k)
n−j
]
Y
(k)
t + (−1)tUk−1−t Y (k)t+1, (2.58)
valid for t = 0, . . . , min(n, k) − 1. The derivation of this relation uses an identity that was not 
presented in Section 2.1.1:
= 1
Uk−1
(
Uk−1 −Uk−2 +Uk−3 + . . .
+ (−1)k−1U0
)
. (2.59)
We remark that (2.58) also makes it clear that the Y (k)t are actually elements of Bn,k , a fact that 
may not have been obvious from the definition (2.56). Proposition C.1 goes further and shows 
that, over a complex function field, every element I (k)aI (k) with a ∈ TLn+k is in Bn,k and that 
Bn,k and An,k = I (k)TLn+kI (k) are isomorphic algebras.
When t = k and n > k, the derivation of the relation (2.58) instead results in a non-trivial 
constraint involving Y (k)k :[ k∏
j=0
E
(k)
n−j
]
Y
(k)
k =
k−1∑
i=0
(−1)iUk−1−i
[ k∏
j=i+2
E
(k)
n−j
]
Y
(k)
k (n > k). (2.60)
We will refer to this relation as the closure relation. The case k = 0 is E(k)n = 0 which reduces the 
boundary seam algebra to the Temperley–Lieb algebra TLn. Similarly, the case k = 1 recovers 
the Temperley–Lieb relation (2.55) noted above. For n > k, we prove in Proposition C.4 that the 
closure relation, together with the one-boundary Temperley–Lieb relations (2.51), yields a com-
plete set of relations of the boundary seam algebra Bn,k . For n  k, as argued in Appendix C.1, 
the relations (2.51) are already complete.
As shown in Proposition C.3, the dimension of the boundary seam algebra Bn,k is given by
dim Bn,k =
(
2n
n
)
−
(
2n
n− k − 1
)
. (2.61)
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This is consistent with Bn,0 = TLn and Bn,1 = TLn+1. For n > k, (2.37) gives dim Bn,k <
dim TL(1)n , in accord with the homomorphism h of (2.53) not being an isomorphism in this case.
These results apply to the boundary seam algebras in which β is treated as a formal parameter. 
The specialisation to β ∈ C, and in particular for values where Ui = 0 for some i  0, is subtle 
and a full discussion is deferred until Section 3.1.1, with the details worked out in Appendix C.2. 
For now, we only remark that the diagrammatic definitions of these algebras can no longer be 
used when the Wenzl–Jones projectors are not defined. When specialising to roots of unity, we 
will therefore define the boundary seam algebras algebraically via the relations given in (2.51)
and a closure relation (C.11) similar to that given in (2.60). These algebraic relations are well-
defined for all β ∈ C. However, the resulting algebra Bn,k(β) is no longer a subalgebra of the 
specialised algebra TLn+k(β). Its dimension is discussed in Appendix C.2.
2.3. Representations of boundary seam algebras
2.3.1. Standard modules
The prescriptions used in [20,63–65] to investigate D(k)(u, ξ), for k > 0, were constructed, in 
general, by replacing the application of projectors in the boundary triangles by a diagrammatic 
rule, applied by hand, that set arcs appearing in the boundary to zero. One goal of this subsection 
is to clarify this construction and place it in the context of the boundary seam algebras Bn,k . 
Indeed, we will show that the matrices obtained from these prescriptions do not define repre-
sentations of TLn+k . Instead, they yield representations of Bn,k . We start the description with an 
example for (n, k, d) = (4, 2, 0), where it is recalled that d denotes the number of defects in the 
parametrisation of a standard module. Technical details are reported in Appendix D.
An example. For (n, k, d) = (4, 2, 0), B4,2 ⊂ TL6 and the standard module V06 of TL6 is spanned 
by five link states:
B06 =
(2.62)
In the standard representation ρ06 , the generators I
(2)
and E(2)j are represented by
ρ06(I
(2)) =
⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
1 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0
− 1
β
0 − 1
β
0 0
0 − 1
β
0 0 0
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠ ,
ρ06(E
(2)
1 ) =
⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
β 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
−1 − 1
β
0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠ , ρ06(E(2)2 ) =
⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
0 0 0 0 0
1 β 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
− 1
β
−1 − 1
β
0 0
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠ ,
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ρ06(E
(2)
3 ) =
⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 1 β 0 0
0 − 1
β
−1 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠ , ρ06(E(2)4 ) =
⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
β2 − 1 0 −1 0 0
0 β2 − 1 β 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
1−β2
β
0 1
β
0 0
0 1−β
2
β
−1 0 0
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠ .
(2.63)
All five generators act trivially on the last two link states of (2.62). This is because both states 
have an arc connecting nodes 5 and 6 which is annihilated by the Wenzl–Jones projector P2 that 
is present in every element of Bn,k . The closure relation (2.60) for k = 2 involves the tangle Y (2)2 , 
represented by
ρ06(Y
(2)
2 ) = ρ06(βE(2)4 −E(2)4 E(2)3 E(2)4 ) =
⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
β3 − β β2 − 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
1 − β2 1−β2
β
0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠ , (2.64)
and it is easy to check that, indeed, ρ06(E
(2)
4 E
(2)
3 E
(2)
2 Y
(2)
2 ) = ρ06(βE(2)2 Y (2)2 − Y (2)2 ).
Because I (2), as the identity element of B4,2, is not represented by an identity matrix, ρ06 is not 
a representation of this algebra in the usual sense.4 However, a representation of B4,2 is obtained 
by taking the upper-left 3 × 3 minor of the ρ06 matrices. We denote this representation by ρ04,2:
ρ04,2(I
(2)) =
⎛⎝1 0 00 1 0
0 0 1
⎞⎠ , ρ04,2(E(2)1 ) =
⎛⎝β 1 00 0 0
0 0 0
⎞⎠ , ρ04,2(E(2)2 ) =
⎛⎝0 0 01 β 1
0 0 0
⎞⎠ ,
ρ04,2(E
(2)
3 ) =
⎛⎝0 0 00 0 0
0 1 β
⎞⎠ , ρ04,2(E(2)4 ) =
⎛⎝β2 − 1 0 −10 β2 − 1 β
0 0 0
⎞⎠ . (2.65)
This representation acts on the vector space quotient of V06 by the linear span of the last two link 
states. We denote this quotient space and its (representative) link states by
V04,2 = span , (2.66)
with the pink line segment indicating the positions of the k = 2 boundary nodes. We also re-
mark that, as opposed to ρ06 , the representation ρ
0
4,2 is well-defined when we specialise to any 
β ∈C. This includes the case β = 0, even though the Wenzl–Jones projector P2 appearing in the 
definition of I (2) and the E(2)j is then not defined.
General case. The above example illustrates how to proceed in a representation-theoretic manner 
for any n, k and d satisfying d = n + k mod 2. In general, the link states in Vdn+k that have an 
4 A representation of a unital associative algebra is usually required to send the unit to the identity map. A more general 
notion of representation would drop this requirement, the unit then being sent instead to an idempotent. In this generalised 
sense, ρ06 restricts to a representation of B4,2.
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arc connecting a pair of boundary nodes, these being the nodes labelled by n + 1, . . . , n + k, 
are annihilated by every element of Bn,k . Thus, they span a trivial Bn,k-module which we denote 
by Udn,k . Restricting V
d
n+k to a Bn,k-module, we can form the quotient
Vdn,k =
Vdn+k
Udn,k
, (2.67)
which we will refer to as a standard module for the boundary seam algebra Bn,k . The module Vdn,k
is spanned by the (equivalence classes of the) link states of Vdn+k which have no arcs connecting 
boundary nodes together. This set of link states will be denoted by Bdn,k . We mention that it is 
convenient for what follows to identify these link states, elements of Vdn+k , with their images in 
Vdn,k , trusting that this will not lead to any confusion. The dimension of the standard Bn,k-modules 
Vdn,k is computed in Proposition D.1, the result being that
dim Vdn,k =
(
n
n+k−d
2
)
−
(
n
n−k−d−2
2
)
. (2.68)
It is now clear that the standard representations
ρdn,k : Bn,k → End(Vdn,k) (0 d  n+ k, d = (n+ k) mod 2) (2.69)
correspond to taking the upper-left matrix minor (of the appropriate size) when we order the 
basis of Vdn+k so that link states with linked boundary nodes appear last. Taking the upper-left 
minor is precisely the prescription used in [20,63–65]. We note that, for k > 1, this does not 
yield a representation of TLn+k , because the Bn,k-module Udn,k is not invariant under the action 
of TLn+k .
Our study of D(k)(u, ξ) in Section 3 will require the specialisation of β = q + q−1 to values 
in C and, in particular, to values for which q is a root of unity. We recall that the specialised 
algebra Bn,k(β) is defined using generators and relations, but that it might not have an equivalent 
diagrammatic description. Proposition D.2 shows that the specialisation of ρdn,k is defined for all 
β ∈C: ρdn,k(a) is well-defined (finite) for all a ∈ Bn,k , even when some projectors in the seam are 
ill-defined (divergent). In particular, because D(k)(u, ξ) ∈ Bn,k , see Proposition 2.1, the transfer 
matrices ρdn,k
(
D(k)(u, ξ)
)
are well-defined.
2.3.2. Invariant bilinear forms
The goal of this subsection is to generalise the invariant bilinear form on the standard 
TLn+k-modules Vdn+k to the standard modules Vdn,k of Bn,k :
〈·|·〉(k) : Vdn,k × Vdn,k →C. (2.70)
The definition uses the fact that Vdn,k is the quotient (2.67) of Vdn+k by the trivial Bn,k-submodule 
Udn,k . Thus, if w ∈ Vdn,k , then there exists w′ ∈ Vdn+k whose image in the quotient is w. We recall 
that when w′ may be chosen to be a link state, it will be identified with w for simplicity.
Recalling that 〈·|·〉 denotes the invariant bilinear form of TLn+k , it follows that the bilinear 
form
〈w1|w2〉(k) = 〈w′1|I (k)w′2〉 = 〈I (k)w′1|I (k)w′2〉 (2.71)
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is well-defined because (the self-adjoint idempotent) I (k) annihilates Udn,k . We may alternatively 
define this for link states w1 and w2, in which case our convention is to drop the primes:
〈w1|w2〉(k) = 〈w1|I (k)w2〉. (2.72)
This bilinear form is invariant:
〈w1|aw2〉(k) = 〈a†w1|w2〉(k) (a ∈ Bn,k, w1,w2 ∈ Vdn,k). (2.73)
Moreover, let I (k)aI (k) ∈ Bn,k (see Proposition C.1) be such that a is obtained from two link 
states w1, w2 ∈ Bdn,k by flipping w2 and gluing its defects to those of w1. Then, for all w3 ∈ Vdn,k ,
(I (k)aI (k))w3 = w1 〈w2|w3〉(k). (2.74)
It follows, as in [66], that the standard Bn,k-modules Vdn,k are irreducible because 〈·|·〉(k) is not 
identically zero over a complex function field. If β is specialised to a value in C where Bn,k(β)
is well-defined diagrammatically,5 then the standard modules Vdn,k are cyclic and indecompos-
able, though not necessarily irreducible, provided that 〈·|·〉(k) is not identically zero.6 If Bn,k(β)
is not defined diagrammatically, as may happen for certain k when q is a root of unity (see 
Appendix C.1), then cyclicity and indecomposability does not follow from (2.74). Indeed, the 
standard modules may then be decomposable. For instance, for β = 0 and (n, k, d) = (4, 3, 3), 
the state
(2.75)
spans a one-dimensional direct summand of V34,3. The general structure of V
d
n,k in these cases is 
beyond the scope of this paper and will not be discussed here.
The Gram matrix of the bilinear form 〈·|·〉(k) is denoted by Gdn,k . For (n, k, d) = (4, 2, 2), in 
the ordered basis (D.4) for B24,2, it is given by
G24,2 =
⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
(U1)2 U1 U1 1 U1 0
U1 (U1)2 1 U1 1 1
U1 1 U2 U2U1 1 0
1 U1 U2U1 U2
U2
U1
U2
U1
U1 1 1 U2U1 U2 0
0 1 0 U2
U1
0 U2
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
, detG24,2 =
U4(U3)4
(U1)4
. (2.76)
This form will be crucial in what follows. Its determinant is calculated in Proposition D.4 and is 
given by
detGdn,k =
 k2 	∏
i=1
(Ui−1
Uk−i
)dim Vdn,k−2i n+k−d2∏
j=1
(Ud+j
Uj−1
)dim Vd+2jn,k
. (2.77)
5 We say that a tangle is well-defined diagrammatically, at a specialised β ∈C, if its decomposition as a linear combi-
nation of Temperley–Lieb connectivities, for β formal, involves coefficients that do not diverge at the specialised value.
6 When 〈·|·〉(k) is identically zero, one can renormalise it as in [58] in order to study the corresponding Vd
n,k
. We will 
not detail this case here.
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3. Kac modules
In the second phase of this work, our goal is to investigate the Virasoro representations, in par-
ticular the so-called (Virasoro) Kac modules, that arise in the (continuum) scaling limit known 
as the logarithmic minimal models. The latter name comes from the 2006 paper by Pearce, Ras-
mussen and Zuber [20], where the integrability of the underlying loop models was explored from 
the diagrammatic point of view and where initial conjectures for the limiting Virasoro charac-
ters and modules were made, many of them based on eigenvalues found for small system sizes 
using a computer. A flurry of papers have followed, describing various aspects of these models, 
such as their fusion rules [26,27], Jordan block structures [82,83], and, for the particular model 
LM(1, 2) that describes critical dense polymers [51], the cylinder [84] and (modular invariant) 
torus partition functions [85].
In Section 3.1.1, we use the tools developed in the previous section to propose a definition 
for what we refer to as lattice Kac modules. These are modules over the boundary seam algebra 
Bn,k which are conjectured to correspond, in the scaling limit, to the Kac modules over the 
Virasoro algebra (see Section 3.2). We argue that these are well-behaved for the root of unity 
cases (2.21) corresponding to the logarithmic minimal models LM(p, p′). Section 3.1.2 reviews 
the definition of the fusion of these modules on the lattice.
The scaling limits of the lattice Kac modules are investigated in Section 3.2 with the goal 
being to relate them to a family of modules over the Virasoro algebra, the Virasoro Kac modules, 
defined in Section 3.2.1. We borrow basic results and terminology of Virasoro representation 
theory, reviewed in Appendix E. The scaling limit and the roles played by the tangles D(k)(u, ξ)
and H(k) are described in Section 3.2.2. This culminates with one of our main results, a conjec-
ture for the scaling limit of the lattice Kac modules as Virasoro modules. This extends a similar 
conjecture [29] for LM(1, p′) to all the logarithmic minimal models LM(p, p′). Section 3.3.1
then presents a modicum of evidence for the conjecture at the level of the spectra of H(k) and 
the corresponding Virasoro characters (plenty of additional evidence may be found in [20,65]). 
The climax of this development is Section 3.3.2, where we show how to use Gram matrix meth-
ods to go beyond characters and Jordan block analyses of L0 to obtain non-trivial information 
concerning the structure of the Kac modules.
3.1. Lattice Kac modules and lattice fusion
3.1.1. Lattice Kac modules
We have identified the algebra Bn,k that describes loop models with boundary seams of 
width k. By Proposition 2.1, this algebra includes the transfer tangles D(k)(u, ξ) and the Hamil-
tonian H(k). The Temperley–Lieb tangles appearing in the formal expansion of D(k)(u, ξ) in u
commute with one another and, in the scaling limit, are believed to converge to the conformal 
integrals of motion [86,87]. These tangles also belong to Bn,k . It might therefore seem that we 
should restrict our attention to the abelian subalgebra of Bn,k generated by these integrals of mo-
tion. However, this neglects the fact that we want to relate this algebra, in the scaling limit, to the 
Virasoro algebra of conformal field theory. While the Hamiltonian is, up to shifts and rescalings, 
supposed to realise the Virasoro zero mode L0 in this limit, the other integrals of motion do not 
realise the remaining Virasoro modes Lm. This should be clear from the fact that Virasoro modes 
do not commute in general.
There are explicit expressions for tangles that are believed to realise the Lm modes in the 
scaling limit. We refer to these as Virasoro mode approximations. For the algebra TLn, one such 
family of tangles is [31,33]
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L(n)m =
n
π
[
− 1
vs
n−1∑
j=1
(ej − hbulk) cos
(πmj
n
)
+ 1
v2s
n−2∑
j=1
[
ej , ej+1
]
sin
(πmj
n
)]
+ c
24
δm,0. (3.1)
Here, hbulk is the Hamiltonian bulk free energy, vs = π sin λλ is the speed of sound (see (3.11)) and 
n still refers to the number of nodes of TLn.
A formula similar to (3.1) was given by Gainutdinov et al. [88] for the blob algebra, with the 
L
(n)
m again expressed in terms of the generators of the algebra. We therefore find the following 
conjecture reasonable.
Conjecture 1. For each m ∈ Z, there exist sequences (L(n)m )n∈Z+ , where each L(n)m is an element 
of Bn,k , whose n → ∞ scaling limits satisfy the commutation rules of the Virasoro algebra.
Assuming this conjecture, Section 3.2 will investigate the scaling limits of loop models with 
boundary seams, profiting from the indecomposable structures of the diagrammatic algebras to 
study their limiting Virasoro counterparts. Conjecture 1 suggests that the algebra of interest for 
comparing with the continuum behaviour is, in fact, Bn,k itself. We therefore propose the follow-
ing definition for the lattice Kac modules.
Definition 1. The lattice Kac module Kdn,k is the standard module V
d
n,k over the algebra Bn,k .
These lattice Kac modules are characterised by three integers, n, k and d , and one formal 
parameter β = q + q−1. Because the eigenvalues of D(k)(u, ξ) (or just H(k)) play a prominent 
role in defining the scaling limit of the Kdn,k , see Section 3.2.2, we will add u and ξ (or just ξ ) to 
the list of parameters characterising this limit.
We now specialise β to values in C; the parameters u and ξ that appear in the definition 
of D(k)(u, ξ) will be left formal for now. For q a root of unity, labelled as in (2.21) by the 
pair of integers (p, p′), the scaling limit of the lattice Kac modules is believed to be described 
by a conformal field theory called a logarithmic minimal model, denoted by LM(p, p′). For 
convenience, and following [20], we will also use this nomenclature to describe the underlying 
integrable lattice models. The first member LM(1, 2) of this family of theories is called criti-
cal dense polymers. It corresponds to β = 0, implying that contractible loops are forbidden. It 
has the peculiarity of being exactly solvable, meaning that the eigenvalues of D(k)(u, ξ) admit 
closed expressions for all n ∈ Z+ [51,64]. We also note that the Temperley–Lieb representation 
theory for β = 0 is the exceptional case discussed at the end of Appendix A. Another member 
of this family is LM(2, 3), called critical percolation. It corresponds to β = 1, implying that 
contractible loops may be ignored.
When q is a root of unity, there is a subtlety in the lattice algebra description. Defining  to be 
the smallest positive integer for which q2 = 1, so that  = p′ with the parametrisation (2.21), the 
Wenzl–Jones projector P is undefined because U−1 = 0, see (2.6). The diagrammatic definition 
(2.41) of Bn,k(β) therefore makes sense for k < , as in the formal and generic cases, but not for 
k  . In the latter case, this definition may be replaced by a purely algebraic definition in terms 
of generators and relations, discussed in detail in Appendix C.2. These relations are well-defined 
for all specialisations due to the careful choice of normalisation of the generator E(k)n in (2.42b). 
In particular, the values of β1 and β2 pertaining to the homomorphism h : TL(1)n (β, β1, β2) →
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Bn,k(β), see (2.52), never diverge and no Chebyshev polynomials appear as denominators in the 
defining relations.
The surprising subtlety of the root of unity case is then that the dimension of Bn,k(β), for 
k > , is smaller than in the generic case. Indeed, Proposition C.5 shows that Bn,k(β)  Bn,k′(β), 
whenever k, k′ > 0 and k′ = k mod . When k is not a multiple of , this gives a description of 
Bn,k(β) in terms of an algebra that is diagrammatically well-defined. Nevertheless, the action 
of Bn,k(β) on the lattice Kac modules Kdn,k = Vdn,k is free of singularities for all β ∈C (Proposi-
tion D.2). Definition 1 is thus readily extended to all specialisations β ∈R: The specialised lattice 
Kac module Kdn,k is the (well-defined) standard module Vdn,k over Bn,k(β). This lack of singu-
larities applies, in particular, to D(k)(u, ξ) and H(k): The representatives ρdn,k(D(k)(u, ξ)) and 
ρdn,k(H(k)) are singularity-free. These Bn,k(β)-modules, as we have defined them, are therefore 
strong candidates to realise Virasoro modules in the scaling limit.
Finally, we consider the specialisation of the parameters u and ξ to values in C, though we 
will typically only consider real values. In this case, there turn out to be exceptional points (u, ξ)
for which the transfer tangle D(k)(u, ξ) is singular as an element of Bn,k , see (2.43), (2.47) and 
(2.49). Even if we only consider the Hamiltonian H(k) (as we will in the numerical studies of Sec-
tion 3.3), then specialising ξ also leads to exceptional points at which H(k) diverges, see (2.31). 
Proposition D.2 obviously does not apply at these exceptional points and the corresponding ma-
trices in the representations ρdn,k are then also singular. We therefore have to exclude these points 
from Conjecture 2 below. The exceptional points ξ for H(k) will be identified in Section 3.2.2.
We emphasise that this algebraic development gives a rigorous mathematical framework for 
the recipes originally described in [20] to obtain transfer matrices and Hamiltonians. We end this 
section by recalling a conjecture from that paper.
Conjecture 2. (See [20].) When (u, ξ) is not exceptional, the linear operators ρdn,k(D(k)(u, ξ))
and ρdn,k(H(k)) are diagonalisable on the lattice Kac module Kdn,k with real eigenvalues, for all 
β ∈R, all n, k ∈ Z+, and all 0  d  n + k with d = n + k mod 2.
The statement of this conjecture for the Hamiltonian H(0) was proven recently in [50].
3.1.2. Lattice fusion
A fusion rule in conformal field theory encodes the number of distinct ways that the fields in 
the model arise in the operator product expansion of two given fields. In representation-theoretic 
terms, this corresponds to the decomposition of the so-called fusion product of two modules 
over the conformal symmetry algebra, here assumed to be the Virasoro algebra. Fusion is thus 
a fundamental part of conformal field theory and has direct implications for the computation of 
correlation functions. However, the determination of the fusion rules in a conformal field theory 
can be a decidedly non-trivial task. If a lattice realisation is available, then it may be possible to 
predict these rules with comparatively less effort, as a prescription for fusion can sometimes be 
implemented at the lattice level [6,49].
For loop models, a prescription for lattice fusion was given by Pearce, Rasmussen and Zuber 
[20]. Working with the transfer tangle D(k)(u, ξ), acting on link states with d defects, they inter-
preted the defects as a boundary condition applied to the right of D(k)(u, ξ). They then proposed 
that the spectra and Jordan block structure of D(k)(u, ξ) implied similar results for the generator 
L0 acting on Virasoro modules labelled by two integers r and s. We assert in Conjecture 3 below 
that these Virasoro modules are the Virasoro Kac modules Kr,s defined in Section 3.2.1. The re-
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lation between k, d , r and s is discussed in Section 3.2.2 and evidence supporting this conjecture 
is described in Section 3.3.
Following the terminology of [20], the boundary condition for transfer tangles D(k)(u, ξ) ∈
Bn,k acting on the lattice Kac modules K0n,k with zero defects (and k = n mod 2) is said to be 
of r-type. This terminology comes about because it is believed, as we shall see in Section 3.2.2, 
that if β is specialised as in (2.21), then the scaling limit of the lattice Kac modules K0n,2, with 
n even, is a Virasoro module with associated Kac labels of the form (r, 1). We shall refer to the 
scaling limit as the Virasoro Kac module Kr,1, deferring a precise definition until Section 3.2.1. 
An example of an r-type boundary is afforded by the following diagram:
(3.2)
It illustrates, up to a prefactor, the action of D(2)(u, ξ) ∈ B6,2 on the link state ∈ K06,2. 
The value of r is determined as an explicit function of k, p and p′ that is given in Conjecture 3
below.
In stark contrast, for transfer tangles with vacuum boundary conditions (k = 0) acting on lat-
tice Kac modules Kdn,0 (with d = n mod 2), the boundary is said to be of s-type. This is because, 
in the scaling limit, the Kdn,0 are believed to define Virasoro Kac modules with labels (1, s), where 
s = d + 1. With these conventions, the case k = d = 0 is thus both of r- and s-type. For d > 0, 
instead of being drawn vertically, the defects may be folded towards the right and attached to the 
right boundary where one places a different type of boundary seam of width d . An example illus-
trating this folding procedure is the following, where D(0)(u) ∈ B5,0  TL5 acts on ∈ K35,0
(again up to a prefactor):
←→ . (3.3)
We note that the three defects could equivalently be folded to the left boundary.
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This folding procedure does not affect the action of Bn,0  TLn. This needs interpretation 
because after folding, the link states have n +d nodes. As the above example indicates, we embed 
TLn into TLn+d in the usual fashion except that there are Wenzl–Jones projectors covering the 
boundary nodes. These projectors prevent the number of defects from decreasing, consistent with 
the standard Temperley–Lieb action. With them, the standard TLn-action on link states commutes 
with the folding procedure in that the result obtained directly agrees with that obtained by adding 
the s-type seam and folding, acting with the embedding of TLn into TLn+d , and then removing 
the seam and the folding. For example, the following two computations in K35,0 give equivalent 
results:
(3.4)
Another way to understand this procedure is to note that the respective vector spaces here are 
those underlying Vdn,0 and V
0
n+d — these spaces have different dimensions in general. The di-
rect and the folded approaches are equivalent only because inserting the Wenzl–Jones projectors 
effectively makes the subspace spanned by the link states connecting boundary nodes into a triv-
ial submodule; quotienting by this submodule recovers Vdn,0 (this is similar to the analysis of 
Section 2.3.1).
The fusion of Kdn1,0 with K
0
n2,k
, denoted by Kdn1,0 × K0n2,k , is obtained by combining the two 
types of boundary seams, assuming that d = n1 mod 2 and k = n2 mod 2. The corresponding 
transfer tangle is obtained by gluing the open end of a transfer tangle with an s-type boundary on 
the left and an open boundary on the right, to that of a transfer tangle with an open boundary on 
the left and an r-type boundary on the right. By an open boundary, we mean one for which the 
loop segments reaching it are not connected to a boundary triangle and are instead free ends. As 
with the boundary triangles discussed in Section 2.2.2, these open boundary transfer tangles are 
not elements of the Temperley–Lieb or seam algebras, hence are not tangles in the strict sense 
that we have adopted in this article. However, these generalised tangles will become genuine 
tangles if a proper diagrammatic object is glued to its open boundary, for example a boundary 
triangle or a second open boundary transfer tangle. We trust that this abuse of terminology will 
not cause any confusion.
The transfer tangle corresponding to Kdn1,0 × K0n2,k acts on the quotient of V0n1+n2+d+k by 
the subspace generated by link states with arcs tying two nodes of the same boundary. This is 
equivalent to considering the action of the boundary seam algebra Bn,k with n = n1 + n2 on link 
states with d defects. The result is simply the lattice Kac module Kdn,k which does not depend 
on n1 and n2 individually, but only on their sum. In general, the module Kdn1,0 × K0n2,k does not 
correspond to an r-type nor an s-type boundary, but instead to a so-called (r, s)-type boundary 
[20]. This terminology stems from the observation that the limiting Virasoro module may have 
Kac labels (r, s) with both r and s larger than 1, see (3.16) and (3.17) below.
To illustrate such an (r, s)-type boundary, we note that the action of D(2)(u, ξ) ∈ B5,2 on 
the state ∈ K35,2, up to the usual prefactor, may be described diagrammatically in three 
equivalent fashions:
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(3.5)
The first diagram is an explicit evaluation of K33,0 × K02,2 as defined above. The division of the 
bulk between n1 = 3 and n2 = 2 is indicated, in this diagram, by a thick vertical line. We do not 
indicate this separation explicitly in the subsequent diagrams because the result only depends 
upon n1 = 3 and n2 = 2 through their sum, as mentioned above. The second diagram gives 
the equivalent computation in K35,2. The last diagram illustrates the result in terms of a transfer 
tangle with a single non-trivial boundary condition, interpreted as the fusion of an r-type and 
an s-type. The limiting Virasoro module has r given by the same function of p and p′ as in the 
example (3.2), while s = d + 1 = 4. The fusion rule
Kdn1,0 × K0n2,k = Kdn,k, n1 + n2 = n, (3.6)
thus holds automatically with this lattice prescription. Checking that the same rule holds for the 
limiting Virasoro modules, see (4.34), not only confirms the consistency of this lattice imple-
mentation of Virasoro fusion, but also provides evidence for our identification, in Section 3.2.2, 
of the scaling limits of lattice Kac modules with Virasoro Kac modules.
More complicated fusion products, such as the fusion Kd1n1,k1 × K
d2
n2,k2
of two general lattice 
Kac modules, can also be implemented on the lattice. To do this, one includes seams on both 
sides of the bulk [20,51,63]. For instance,
(3.7)
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is a typical example of the action in K1n1,3 × K2n2,2, with n = n1 + n2 = 6, of a transfer tangle 
with such boundary structures. This description, with defects folded to the boundary, may also 
be understood by quotienting out a trivial submodule. In this case, the transfer tangle is defined 
with a boundary triangle on each side and is described using a two-boundary version of the 
seam algebra, which for β formal is initially constructed as a subalgebra of TLn1+n2+k1+k2 . The 
Temperley–Lieb modules associated to Kd1n1,k1 ×K
d2
n2,k2
separate the defects into two families, say I 
and II, respectively folded to the left and right in the example (3.7), and are therefore not standard 
modules. Indeed, the two projectors in the s-type boundaries do not ensure that the total number 
of defects is preserved, but instead impose that dI − dII is constant. These TLn-modules are more 
complicated and also appear, perhaps unsurprisingly, in the work of Gainutdinov and Vasseur 
[89] on the fusion of Temperley–Lieb representations. The fusion products Kd1n1,k1 × K
d2
n2,k2
are 
beyond the scope of our current analysis.
3.2. Virasoro Kac modules
Sections 2.2 and 3.1 described lattice loop models and their lattice Kac modules in rigorous 
algebraic terms. In this section, we turn to their scaling limits.
3.2.1. Definition of Virasoro Kac modules
As will be argued in Section 3.2.2, the Virasoro Kac modules are the scaling limits of the 
lattice-theoretic Kac modules. These Virasoro modules may be interpreted as defining boundary 
sectors of the logarithmic minimal models. The definition of these Virasoro Kac modules requires 
the well known Feigin–Fuchs modules, reviewed in Appendix E.2. In this section, we will freely 
use the terminology introduced there.
Definition 2. The Virasoro Kac module Kr,s , with r, s ∈ Z+, is the submodule of the Feigin–
Fuchs module Fr,s generated by the subsingular vectors of grade strictly less than rs.
For any given (p, p′) ∈ Z2+, the submodule structure of Kr,s depends on whether the Kac label 
(r, s) corresponds to a corner, boundary or interior entry of the Kac table. The possible structures 
are displayed in Fig. 3.1, with many explicit examples given in Appendix F. In all cases, Kr,s
has finitely many composition factors, each of which may be associated to a unique subsingular 
vector (more precisely, to a unique equivalence class of subsingular vectors).
If (r, s) is a corner entry, then the structure of Kr,s is represented by the islands diagram of 
Fig. 3.1. These Virasoro Kac modules are completely reducible, decomposing as a direct sum of 
irreducible modules. In the special case where r = p or s = p′, the Kac module Kr,s is actually 
irreducible and is therefore represented by the point diagram.
If (r, s) is a boundary entry, then Kr,s is indecomposable and its structure is given by the chain
diagram. With the conventions we use (see Appendix E.2), the corresponding Feigin–Fuchs mod-
ule Fr,s , with r, s > 0, always possesses a (non-singular) subsingular vector at grade rs, so our 
pictures of the chain-type Kac modules in Fig. 3.1 always have the lowest arrow pointing down. 
In particular, chain-type modules with two composition factors are highest-weight modules iso-
morphic to the quotient of Vr,s by Vr,s+rs . This occurs for boundary entries (r, s) precisely 
when r = p and s > p′, or r > p and s = p′. On the other hand, if r < p or s < p′, then the 
boundary Kr,s is again point-type and irreducible.
If (r, s) is an interior entry, then Kr,s is indecomposable and is represented by the braid dia-
gram. Unlike the island and chain cases, braid-type Kac modules may contain a singular vector 
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Fig. 3.1. The structure of Virasoro Kac modules Kr,s . Black, grey and white circles represent states in the first, second 
and third socle layers, respectively. Black circles represent singular vectors, while the other colours represent vectors that 
are only subsingular in general. The only exceptions to this are the top circles which always represent a singular vector. 
The arrows connecting these circles indicate the action of the Virasoro algebra. Smaller, crossed out circles represent 
subsingular vectors that appear in the Feigin–Fuchs module Fr,s , but not in Kr,s . Note that the two braid diagrams that 
we have drawn are structurally identical. As with Fig. E.3, this repetition serves to indicate that the corresponding Kac 
modules are not self-contragredient.
at a grade larger than rs. For r < p or s < p′, the braid-type Kac modules have two composition 
factors and Kr,s is a highest-weight module isomorphic to Vr,s /Vr,s+rs .
By inspection of Figs. 3.1 and E.1, it is easy to see that Kr,s and Vr,s /Vr,s+rs always share 
the same composition factors. They therefore share the same character,
χr,s(q) = q−c/24 q
r,s (1 − qrs)∏∞
j=1(1 − qj )
, (3.8)
but are not isomorphic in general.
3.2.2. Continuum scaling limits of lattice Kac modules
The lattice models that we are interested in are formulated as a family of models labelled by 
the system size n. Their evolution operators (transfer tangles and Hamiltonians) act on modules, 
the lattice Kac modules Kdn,k , whose dimensions, for fixed k and d , grow with n. For simplicity, 
let us denote by Mn this family of modules. As n increases, one can define the infinite sequence 
of i-th eigenvalues in of the matrices representing the chosen evolution operator, each one 
belonging to a different module Mn. This is ensured by specialising β , u and ξ to fixed real 
values — the spectra of D(k)(u, ξ) and H(k) are then real, according to Conjecture 2. One can, 
for example, focus on the eigenvalues of the ground state, for each n, or the first excited state, 
the second excited state, or even the maximally excited state. Note that we allow sequences in
where the label i = i(n) is a function of n, as is required for the maximally excited state. The 
aim is to study the behaviour of such sequences of eigenvalues in the scaling limit where n tends 
to infinity. We note that the lattice Kac modules with n odd and even have different allowed 
defect numbers d , which results in differing conformal properties in general. The two parities 
are therefore treated as separate sequences.
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For lattice models that are believed to become conformally invariant as n → ∞, the (se-
quences of) eigenvalues of the evolution operators for the lowest excited states have particular 
1/n expansions. In this limit, the corresponding sequences of eigenstates are believed to be-
come the states of a module M over the Virasoro algebra. The difference between the conformal 
weight of each such state and that of the conformal ground state is then finite. We call sequences 
of eigenstates with this property conformal sequences. The eigenstates of such sequences are 
often referred to, in the literature, as finite excitations. In contrast, the sequences of eigenval-
ues for highly excited states typically drift off to infinity (this will be defined formally below). 
They do not give rise to states in the Virasoro module and are referred to as non-conformal se-
quences. While we shall make this more precise shortly, this distinction between conformal and 
non-conformal sequences is the essence of the continuum scaling limit. Only the conformal se-
quences survive. We emphasise that when boundary seams of width k are involved, in this limit, 
the bulk size n is taken to ∞ while k remains fixed.
Our next goal is to explore the scaling limit of the lattice Kac modules, examining the so-called 
finite-size corrections. For the eigenvalues D0  D1  D2  · · · of D(k)(u, ξ), the aforemen-
tioned 1/n expansion takes the form [90,91]
− logDi = 2nfbulk(u)+ fbdy(u, ξ)+ 2π sin(
πu
λ
)
n
(
− c
24
++ ji
)
+O(n−2). (3.9)
Here, fbulk(u) and fbdy(u, ξ) are the bulk and the boundary free energies (for which expressions 
for the logarithmic minimal models were given in [20,65]), c is the central charge of the confor-
mal field theory describing the scaling limit,  is a conformal weight, and ji is an integer. The 
ground state, in the sector labelled by , corresponds to i = 0 and j0 = 0. For the logarithmic 
minimal model LM(p, p′), the central charge and conformal weights are conjectured [20] to be 
given by the familiar expressions
c = 1 − 6 (p
′ − p)2
pp′
,  = r,s = (p
′r − ps)2 − (p − p′)2
4pp′
(r, s ∈ Z+). (3.10)
Evidence supporting this conjecture includes the numerical estimation of conformal weights and 
characters from lattice data [20,65] and the consistency of the lattice prescription for fusion with 
the conformal fusion rules [26,27,29].
The first non-trivial term in the u-expansion of D(k)(u, ξ) is the Hamiltonian H(k) (up to 
a constant multiple of the identity). The asymptotic expansion for the eigenvalues H0  H1 
H2  · · · of the Hamiltonian takes the form
Hi = nhbulk + hbdy(ξ)+ πvs
n
(
− c
24
++ ji
)
+O(n−2), (3.11)
where hbulk and hbdy are the Hamiltonian bulk and boundary free energies, and vs is the speed of 
sound defined below (3.1). This is in accordance with H(k) becoming the first integral of motion:
n
πvs
(
H(k) − nhbulk − hbdy
)
n→∞−−−−→ I1 = L0 − c24 . (3.12)
These eigenvalue expansions can be used to give a more precise definition of conformal 
and non-conformal sequences. In what follows, we shall denote by 0n the eigenvalues (for − logD(k)(u, ξ) or H(k)) on Kdn,k (for fixed k and d) corresponding to the (possibly degener-
ate) ground state. Let in denote the eigenvalues of another sequence that we want to study. 
Then, we will say that this sequence is conformal if
lim
n→∞ i(n) = ι and limn→∞n (
i
n −0n) = κι, for some κι < ∞. (3.13)
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For finite excitations of the ground state, (3.9) and (3.11) indicate that κι/κ1 should equal the 
ratio jι/j1 of the grades of the excited states, where κ1 and j1 are associated to the (sequence of 
the) first excited state. (3.9) and (3.11) also explain the factor of n appearing in (3.13). For non-
conformal sequences, however, at least one of the limits in (3.13) diverges. If ι = ∞ or κι = ∞, 
the sequence is said to drift off to infinity. To avoid over-counting the conformal sequences of 
the Kac modules, we will identify all sequences, in the scaling limit, that have the same limiting 
value ι, thinking of them as converging to the same conformal state.
The word logarithmic is used to characterise the models LM(p, p′) because some of the 
correlation functions are believed to have logarithmic singularities in the scaling limit. This log-
arithmic dependence appears when the corresponding conformal field theory has representations 
on which the action of L0 is non-diagonalisable. Logarithmic conformal field theories are non-
unitary and necessarily involve reducible yet indecomposable Virasoro representations. Even 
though the appearance of such representations and the non-diagonalisability of L0 are not equiv-
alent, the former is often taken as an alternative defining characteristic of logarithmic conformal 
field theories.
A key observation first made by Pasquier and Saleur [32] is that the indecomposable structures 
of certain Virasoro representations are often already present on the lattice in the representations 
of the diagrammatic algebra. Because D(k)(u, ξ) is initially defined as a tangle of (the specialised 
algebra) TLn+k(β), it might seem surprising that the complicated Virasoro structures conjectured, 
for example in [29], are more intricate than those of the original Temperley–Lieb algebra (see 
Appendix A). Indeed, the standard modules over TLn(β) never have more than two composition 
factors, while those over the Virasoro algebra that describe the scaling limit of the lattice Kac 
modules can have many more, see Fig. 3.1.
From our description of the lattice Kac modules Kdn,k in terms of the boundary seam algebras 
Bn,k(β), it is expected that the rich indecomposable structures of their limiting Virasoro modules 
are inherited from similar structures for Bn,k(β)-modules. Because Bn,k(β) is a quotient of the 
one-boundary Temperley–Lieb algebra TL(1)n (β, Uk−1, Uk), every Bn,k(β)-module is naturally a 
TL(1)n (β, Uk−1, Uk)-module. While this inclusion of modules does not necessarily preserve struc-
ture, it is worth noting that the standard TL(1)n (β, Uk−1, Uk)-modules are known to admit more 
involved indecomposable structures than TLn(β)-modules [60]. Without unravelling the full rep-
resentation theory of Bn,k(β), we will, in Section 3.3.2 and Appendix F, probe the structure of 
the scaling limits of the lattice Kac modules, as Virasoro modules, using the invariant bilinear 
form defined in Section 2.3.2. This allows us to go beyond the standard character arguments, 
see Section 3.3.1, that have previously appeared in the literature and to arrive at Conjecture 3
below.
Our analysis will use the Hamiltonian H(k), instead of the full transfer tangle D(k)(u, ξ), for 
three reasons: (i) it allows us to ignore u and reduce the parameter space to only (β, ξ), (ii) H(k)
is believed to converge to L0 − c/24 in the scaling limit and we do not use the additional in-
formation encoded in the higher integrals of motion, and (iii) working with H(k) only is less 
demanding computationally and allows us to reach larger system sizes and thus larger precision. 
This last point is perhaps the most important one. One advantage of analysing logarithmic min-
imal models through transfer tangles, if one is not interested in the higher integrals of motion, 
is that their eigenvalues satisfy functional hierarchy equations [92] which one can hope to solve 
analytically. However, as our focus here is numerical, we will work with the Hamiltonians.
Recall from (2.31) and Section 3.1.1 that H(k) is defined in terms of a function s0(ξ)sk+1(ξ)
whose singularities define the exceptional points, when k > 0. This function is periodic in ξ with 
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period π , allowing us to restrict to the interval (0, π]. The singularities in this interval occur at 
ξ = π and ξ = ξexc, where the latter satisfies
ξexc = −(k + 1)λ mod π. (3.14)
For the specialisations (2.21), the singularity at ξ = ξexc coincides with that at ξ = π precisely 
when k + 1 is a multiple of p′. Otherwise, this singularity divides the interval (0, π) into two 
regimes which we denote by A and B:
regime A : ξ ∈ (0, ξexc), regime B : ξ ∈ (ξexc,π). (3.15)
When p′ divides k+1, so ξexc = π , there is only a single regime: regime A. For k = 0, the Hamil-
tonian does not depend on ξ . We will, for convenience, regard the case k = 0 as corresponding 
to regime A.
The scaling limit of the lattice Kac modules is heavily affected by whether ξ belongs to 
regime A or B , but in general appears not to be influenced by varying ξ within a given regime. 
Exceptions to this last statement have been found in regime B and are discussed below as well 
as in Sections 3.3.1 and 3.3.2. The following conjecture describes the behaviour in regime A.
Conjecture 3. In regime A, the scaling limit of the lattice Kac module Kdn,k is the Virasoro Kac 
module Kr,s , with
r =
⌈ (k + 1)p
p′
⌉
, s = d + 1. (3.16)
The substantial new evidence that we present in favour of this conjecture constitutes one of 
the main results of this paper.
Conjectures for the relations between r, s, k and d have been formulated previously [20,
63–65], but were only tying lattice Kac modules to the characters χr,s . The evidence presented in 
these papers could not distinguish between the different possible structures allowed by χr,s . Con-
jecture 3 is stronger precisely because it identifies the predicted structure of the Virasoro module 
in the scaling limit. The structures of the Virasoro Kac modules are detailed in Section 3.2.1.
The behaviour in regime B is much less clear and our evidence is insufficient to present a clear 
conjecture. In many cases, the evidence that we have collected suggests that the scaling limit of 
the Kac module Kdn,k is the Virasoro Kac module Kr,s with
r =
⌈ (k + 1)p
p′
⌉
− 1, s = d + 1. (3.17)
This seems to be true for the principal series LM(m, m + 1), as noticed in [20].
There are, however, exceptions to (3.17) for p′ = p+1 and k  1. In one case, LM(1, 4) with 
k = 2, the limiting Kac module appears to be the same in both regimes A and B . In other cases, 
discussed in Section 3.3.1, the character at the point ξ = 12 (π + ξexc) appears to be 2 χ1,d+1. 
We believe that, for this value of ξ , the limiting module is the direct sum of two copies of the 
Kac module K1,d+1, whereas for other ξ -values in regime B , the scaling limit corresponds to 
a single copy. In another specific case, LM(1, 5) with k = 2, the conformal status is uncertain, 
as the eigenvalues of the Hamiltonian do not seem to converge to a character in the scaling 
limit. Of course, this may simply be due to slow convergence, but could also indicate that the 
corresponding boundary condition is not conformal. We will discuss these observations further 
in Section 3.3.1.
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3.3. Data and results
3.3.1. Character analysis
For the model of critical dense polymers, (p, p′) = (1, 2), the characters χr,s associated to 
the lattice Kac modules Kdn,k have been obtained in [51,64] from exact analytic solutions, mod-
ulo certain conjectured selection rules. For k = 0, these rules were proven in [93]. This section 
describes how the limiting Virasoro characters for the general logarithmic minimal models can, 
in favourable circumstances, be guessed from the eigenvalues of H(k) on Kdn,k . Unless otherwise 
indicated, the value of ξ is set to either 12ξexc or 
1
2 (π + ξexc), according to the regime of interest, 
see (3.15).
The character analysis splits into two parts. The first is to evaluate the leading power of q
in the character,  − c/24, and verify its consistency with the conjectured central charge c and 
conformal dimensions r,s in (3.10). Approximations for this leading power can be extracted 
from (3.12) and the known theoretical values for the bulk and boundary free energies. In essence, 
the sequence
n
πvs
(H0 − nhbulk − hbdy) (3.18)
should converge to r,s − c24 as n → ∞. The recent paper by Pearce, Tartaglia and Couvreur 
[65] presents considerable numerical data using this idea to estimate r,s − c24 in regime A, 
corroborating (3.10) and (3.16). The same analysis may be applied to regime B , despite some 
subtleties involved in the special case where two characters are produced.
We will instead focus on the second part of the character analysis. Here, the goal is to ex-
tract the integer coefficients of the subleading q-powers of the character. Upon dividing out by 
qr,s− c24 , the character χr,s(q) becomes the following function of q ,
χˆa(q) = (1 − q
a)∏∞
j=1(1 − qj )
(a = rs), (3.19)
whose formal series expansion involves only integer powers. According to Conjecture 3, the 
eigenvalues of H(k), acting on Kdn,k , should produce the character χr,s , as n → ∞, with r and 
s as given in (3.16). To test this, we fix k and d and define sequences in consisting of the i-th 
smallest eigenvalue of H(k) on Kdn,k , choosing the values of n such that n + k = d mod 2. We 
then compute the ratios
Rin =
in −0n
1n −0n
(3.20)
which, as discussed after (3.13), should converge to the ratio ji/j1 of grades of the correspond-
ing conformal states as n → ∞. This automatically sets R0n and R1n to 0 and 1. For finite n, Rin
will only approximate ji/j1, with increasing precision as n grows. Our computer program can 
calculate the eigenvalues of H(k) for n + k  19 or 20 and the largest matrices that we consid-
ered had size 16 796 × 16 796. Seven examples are provided in Table 3.1 and were chosen to 
present both the successes and limits of this approach. The ratios are presented in the form of 
χˆa-approximations, 
∑
i q
Rin , thus facilitating a direct comparison with χˆa . We remark that if r
and s are both believed to be 1, then the conformal grade of the first excited state should be 
j1 = 2 and χˆ1 should have the form 1 + q2 + q3 + . . . . In this case, we will instead define the 
χˆ1-approximation as 
∑
i q
2Rin
.
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Table 3.1
Examples of explicit numerical eigenvalue analyses and comparisons with χˆrs (q) candidates.
(a)
(p,p′) = (3,5) n = 14 : 1 + q2 + q2.92 + q3.74 + q3.88 + q4.42 + q4.68 + q4.93 + q5.24 + q5.35 + · · ·
k = 0 n = 16 : 1 + q2 + q2.94 + q3.80 + q3.90 + q4.54 + q4.75 + q5.15 + q5.49 + q5.60 + · · ·
d = 0 n = 18 : 1 + q2 + q2.95 + q3.84 + q3.92 + q4.63 + q4.80 + q5.32 + q5.59 + q5.72 + · · ·
reg.A n = 20 : 1 + q2 + q2.96 + q3.87 + q3.94 + q4.70 + q4.84 + q5.44 + q5.66 + q5.77 + · · ·
(r, s) → (1,1) n → ∞ : χˆ1 = 1 + q2 + q3 + 2q4 + 2q5 + 4q6 + · · ·
(b)
(p,p′) = (1,3) n = 13 : 1 + q + q2.05 + q2.96 + q3.15 + q3.85 + q4.15 + q4.31 + q4.57 + q4.78 + · · ·
k = 0 n = 15 : 1 + q + q2.04 + q2.97 + q3.11 + q3.89 + q4.11 + q4.24 + q4.68 + q4.83 + · · ·
d = 1 n = 17 : 1 + q + q2.03 + q2.98 + q3.09 + q3.91 + q4.09 + q4.20 + q4.76 + q4.87 + · · ·
reg.A n = 19 : 1 + q + q2.02 + q2.98 + q3.07 + q3.93 + q4.07 + q4.16 + q4.81 + q4.90 + · · ·
(r, s) → (1,2) n → ∞ : χˆ2 = 1 + q + q2 + 2q3 + 3q4 + 4q5 + 6q6 + · · ·
(c)
(p,p′) = (3,4) n = 11 : 1 + q + q1.68 + q1.88 + q2.44 + q2.63 + q2.80 + q3.08 + q3.21 + q3.27 + · · ·
k = 1 n = 13 : 1 + q + q1.71 + q1.90 + q2.51 + q2.70 + q2.83 + q3.21 + q3.35 + q3.37 + · · ·
d = 2 n = 15 : 1 + q + q1.74 + q1.92 + q2.56 + q2.75 + q2.85 + q3.30 + q3.42 + q3.49 + · · ·
reg.A : ξ = π4 n = 17 : 1 + q + q1.76 + q1.93 + q2.60 + q2.79 + q2.87 + q3.37 + q3.47 + q3.57 + · · ·
(r, s) → (2,3) n → ∞ : χˆ6 = 1 + q + 2q2 + 3q3 + 5q4 + 7q5 + 10q6 + · · ·
(d)
(p,p′) = (4,5) n = 12 : 1 + q + q1.90 + q2.01 + q2.65 + q2.90 + q3.22 + q3.57 + q3.64 + q3.86 + · · ·
k = 2 n = 14 : 1 + q + q1.92 + q2.01 + q2.73 + q2.92 + q3.40 + q3.72 + q3.89 + q3.90 + · · ·
d = 0 n = 16 : 1 + q + q1.94 + q2.00 + q2.79 + q2.93 + q3.53 + q3.77 + q3.91 + q4.12 + · · ·
reg.A : ξ = π5 n = 18 : 1 + q + q1.95 + q2.00 + q2.83 + q2.94 + q3.62 + q3.81 + q3.92 + q4.29 + · · ·
(r, s) → (3,1) n → ∞ : χˆ3 = 1 + q + 2q2 + 2q3 + 4q4 + 5q5 + 8q6 + · · ·
(e)
(p,p′) = (2,3) n = 8 : 1 + q + q1.79 + q2.10 + q2.31 + q2.48 + q2.67 + q2.85 + q3.20 + q3.30 + · · ·
k = 3 n = 10 : 1 + q + q1.86 + q2.09 + q2.52 + q2.74 + q2.92 + q2.93 + q3.08 + q3.40 + · · ·
d = 3 n = 12 : 1 + q + q1.89 + q2.08 + q2.64 + q2.79 + q2.95 + q3.21 + q3.53 + q3.56 + · · ·
reg.B : ξ = 5π6 n = 14 : 1 + q + q1.92 + q2.07 + q2.72 + q2.83 + q2.97 + q3.39 + q3.62 + q3.76 + · · ·
(r, s) → (2,4) n → ∞ : χˆ8 = 1 + q + 2q2 + 3q3 + 5q4 + 7q5 + 11q6 + · · ·
(f )
(p,p′) = (1,4) n = 11 : 1 + q + q2.25 + q2.42 + q2.42 + q3.12 + q3.32 + q3.32 + q3.68 + q4.24 + · · ·
k = 2 n = 13 : 1 + q + q2.19 + q3.08 + q3.08 + q3.08 + q3.56 + q3.99 + q3.99 + q4.16 + · · ·
d = 1 n = 15 : 1 + q + q2.14 + q3.06 + q3.44 + q3.72 + q3.72 + q4.11 + q4.42 + q4.65 + · · ·
reg.B : ξ = 7π8 n = 17 : 1 + q + q2.11 + q3.04 + q3.35 + q4.08 + q4.33 + q4.37 + q4.37 + q4.75 + · · ·
(r, s) → (1,2) n → ∞ : χˆ2 = 1 + q + q2 + 2q3 + 3q4 + 4q5 + 6q6 + · · ·
(g)
(p,p′) = (1,5) n = 12 : 1 + q + q1.00 + q2.19 + q3.04 + q3.05 + q3.71 + q4.30 + q4.50 + q4.51 + · · ·
k = 2 n = 14 : 1 + q + q1.00 + q1.70 + q2.59 + q2.59 + q2.85 + q3.33 + q3.70 + q3.70 + · · ·
d = 0 n = 16 : 1 + q + q1.00 + q1.38 + q2.29 + q2.30 + q2.30 + q2.70 + q3.17 + q3.17 + · · ·
reg.B : ξ = 4π5 n = 18 : 1 + q + q1.00 + q1.16 + q1.90 + q2.10 + q2.10 + q2.27 + q2.75 + q2.81 + · · ·
(r, s) → (?, ?) n → ∞ : Data insufficient to determine a conformal character.
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Regime A. With the data produced by our computer program, the approximate q-series gener-
ally allows us to confidently guess the integer coefficients of the limiting character up to grade 4, 
for k = 0, 1, though often only to lower grades for k = 2, 3. As the results of Table 3.1 show, 
the convergence is not particularly fast in general. This decrease in precision comes from our 
computational limitation, n + k  19 or 20, and the fact that as k grows, the boundary becomes 
a bigger fraction of the bulk and so the results are less representative of the scaling limit. Nev-
ertheless, if we stay in regime A, then in each case studied, the first few coefficients that can be 
guessed from our data reproduce those of χr,s , with r and s as in Conjecture 3.
Up to grade rs − 1, the integer coefficients in χr,s are identical to those of the Verma module 
characters. As k and d grow, the value of a = rs quickly becomes greater than 4 and the character 
approximations do not allow one to discern whether the limiting character is that of a Kac module 
or a Verma module (or something else entirely). This occurs, for instance, in examples (c) and 
(e) in Table 3.1. Both χˆ6 and χˆ8 have the form 1 + q + 2q2 + 3q3 + 5q4 + · · · , but our data is 
insufficient to determine the coefficients at grades 6 and 8, respectively. In these examples, we 
can arrive at the values of r and s predicted in Conjecture 3 by assuming that r is independent 
of d and that s is given by d + 1 — this has been the result in every other case that we have 
analysed. The value of r then follows from the χˆa-approximation of K0n,k or K
1
n,k . We emphasise, 
though, that the character analysis of these examples cannot be regarded as independent evidence 
in support of Conjecture 3.
On the other hand, our low grade character analysis does allow us, in many cases, to wit-
ness the absence of the subsingular vector at grade rs that distinguishes the characters of Kr,s
and Vr,s . These cases provide support for Conjecture 3. However, to convincingly determine 
the composition factors of a Virasoro module, one would like to investigate not only the first 
missing subsingular vector, but also the next ones whose grades are typically larger than 4. As 
our character analysis is numerical, we cannot exclude the possibility that the coefficients of the 
scaling limit character could differ from those of χr,s , for sufficiently large grades. Strong evi-
dence against this possibility comes from Kac module studies [51,64] for LM(1, 2), where the 
eigenvalues and characters were computed exactly (and agree well with approximate numerical 
results).
Regime B . In many cases, the limiting characters of the lattice Kac modules in regime B also 
give rise to Kac characters, though these are generally different to their regime A counterparts. 
We have observed, however, that the convergence appears to be slower, see for instance example 
(f ) in Table 3.1. Moreover, as mentioned in Section 3.2.2, there are other cases in which the 
scaling limit of the lattice Kac module does not appear to converge to a single Virasoro Kac 
module.
Let us look at a particular example (not included in Table 3.1): (p, p′) = (1, 3) with k = 1. 
At the value ξ = 12 (π + ξexc) = 5π6 , the ground state eigenvalue is quasi-degenerate: Even for 
small n, the first two eigenvalues are so close that the next excitation has a ratio R2n  50 that 
increases rapidly with n. We view this as suggesting that the ground state is degenerate in the 
scaling limit. Higher excitations are also all quasi-degenerate, with the degeneracy again of or-
der 2, and this appears to hold, independent of n and d . To perform the character analysis, 
we instead calculate the ratios Rin by using the eigenvalue sequence of the second excitation, 
Rin = (in − 0n)/(2n − 0n). As we move away from ξ = 5π6 to ξ = 5π6 + , the quasi-
degeneracies are slowly lifted. For instance, setting n = 15, d = 0 for this example yields the 
following character approximations:
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 = 0 : 1 + q0.00 + q2 + q2.00 + q3.07 + q3.07 + q3.88 + q3.88 + q4.18 + q4.18
+ q4.74 + q4.74 + . . .
 = 0.01 : 1 + q0.18 + q2 + q2.18 + q3.07 + q3.24 + q3.88 + q4.05 + q4.18 + q4.35
+ q4.74 + q4.91 + . . .
 = 0.02 : 1 + q0.36 + q2 + q2.35 + q3.07 + q3.42 + q3.88 + q4.18 + q4.22 + q4.53
+ q4.73 + q5.08 + . . .
 = 0.04 : 1 + q0.72 + q2 + q2.71 + q3.07 + q3.77 + q3.88 + q4.18 + q4.57 + q4.73
+ q4.87 + q5.34 + . . .
 = 0.06 : 1 + q1.09 + q2 + q3.07 + q3.07 + q3.88 + q4.12 + q4.19 + q4.73 + q4.93
+ q5.23 + q5.34 + . . .
(3.21)
Note that the function s0(ξ)s2(ξ) entering the definition of H(k) is symmetric around ξ = 5π6 , 
explaining why only   0 is considered here.
For  = 0, the approximations appear to be converging to 2 χˆ1, while for  > 0, we seem to 
instead obtain (1 + qfn())χˆ1, where fn() is approximately linear in , for small . From the 
data for n = 9, 11, 13, it also appears that fn() increases with n, suggesting that the second copy 
of χˆ1 corresponds to non-conformal sequences that are drifting off to infinity, but very slowly. In 
conclusion, we assert that the character is 2 χ1,1 for ξ = 5π6 , but is instead χ1,1 for all other ξ in 
regime B .
The example (g), also belonging to regime B , is unclear too, though for slightly different 
reasons. The first excitation appears to be quasi-degenerate, implying that the limiting q-series is 
1 +mq + · · · , for some m  2, which never occurs for Kac characters. In principle, the limiting 
series could represent a sum of Kac characters. However, it is unclear whether the next leading 
excitations have converging ratios. One could imagine that many of these higher excitations will 
also give eigenvalues 1 in the scaling limit. A similar behaviour was also observed for LM(1, 4)
with d = 0 and small n. In this case, the quasi-degeneracy of the first excitation is slowly lifted 
and the character is identified as χ1,1, with very slow convergence. We therefore suspect that (g)
suffers from the same malady, but confirming this requires more data than is presently available 
to us.
3.3.2. Virasoro module structure from invariant bilinear forms
Knowing the character of a module is, in general, insufficient to determine the structure of 
its subsingular vectors. As this section will show, for lattice Kac modules, it is possible to gain 
insight into the limiting Virasoro structures by using the invariant bilinear forms defined in Sec-
tion 2.3.2.
In the scaling limit, one could expect that irreducible modules over the algebra Bn,k(β) be-
come irreducible Virasoro modules and, more generally, that any indecomposable yet reducible 
structures of the lattice modules are preserved. We will investigate this expectation below in a 
variety of explicit examples. In many of these, our analysis leads to an unambiguous prediction 
of the structure of the Virasoro module in the scaling limit, as asserted by Conjecture 3. When 
this is the case, the limiting structure of Conjecture 3 may differ from that of the lattice Kac 
modules because it is possible for composition factors of the lattice modules to drift off to in-
finity (they would correspond to non-conformal sequences). There are also examples for which 
our analysis does not lead to a prediction for the limiting Virasoro module because we do not 
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know the complete structure of the lattice Kac modules. In such cases, we have confirmed that 
the partial information obtained is still consistent with Conjecture 3. Further structural evidence 
supporting our conjecture in these cases may be obtained from explicit fusion computations in 
the continuum, see Section 4.2.
We detail this lattice analysis below, noting that it relies on Conjecture 1 which posits the ex-
istence of Virasoro mode approximations L(n)m . The character χr,s determines which irreducible 
Virasoro modules appear as composition factors in the scaling limit of the lattice Kac module 
Kdn,k . Because the L
(n)
m are conjectured to be elements of Bn,k(β), the maximal proper submodule 
of Vdn,k (the radical of 〈·|·〉(k)) should be invariant under their action. In this way, we expect that 
the Virasoro module structure of the scaling limit may be (partially) explored using lattice tech-
nology. More specifically, we may use the corresponding Gram matrix to determine whether, for 
finite n, the sequences that give rise to the states in each composition factor appear in the radical 
or quotient of the corresponding standard Bn,k(β)-module. This can then be compared with the 
prediction of Conjecture 3 which states that the embedding structure is that of Kr,s .
The results of this analysis are presented in Appendix F, for each logarithmic model 
LM(p, p′) with 2  p′  5, in regimes A and B , for 0  k  3 and 0  d  4. The chosen 
examples below describe how the analysis is performed, the conclusions that we draw and the 
difficulties we encounter.
Example (i): LM(2,3) with k = 0, d = 2 in regime A. The boundary seam algebra rele-
vant in this example is Bn,0(β)  TLn(β) with β = 1. Its representation theory is known (see 
Appendix A). From (2.20), the determinant of the Gram matrix G2n,0 = G2n is non-zero for all 
n ∈ 2Z+. The radical R2n,0 = R2n is thus trivial and K2n,0 = V2n  I2n is irreducible. In other words, 
all states may be viewed as belonging to the quotient of the Kac module (by its trivial radical). 
We will therefore refer to these states as quotient states.
From the character analysis, we find that as n → ∞, the eigenvalues of H(k) in K2n,0 seem 
to produce χ1,3, an irreducible character for c = 0 with  = 13 . The bilinear form analysis is 
consistent with this irreducibility, but provides no further information, as the knowledge of an 
irreducible character already determines the scaling limit of the lattice Kac module. Assuming 
this irreducibility, we represent the scaling limit as
K2n,0
∣∣reg. A
(p,p′)=(2,3)  I2n
n→∞−−−−→ , (3.22)
mapping a sequence of irreducible TLn(β)-modules to an irreducible Virasoro one. The (Q) ap-
pearing on the right-hand side is the result of the analysis with the bilinear form, and indicates 
here that the sequences defining the states of the irreducible  = 13 module are formed from 
states in the quotient of K2n,0 by its radical. In what follows, (R) will indicate that a given factor is 
in the radical and (U) that its status in the radical or quotient is unknown due to insufficient data.
Example (ii): LM(3,4) with k = 1, d = 1 in regime A. For n ∈ 2Z+, n  4, the Gram matrix 
G1n,1 has a vanishing determinant at β =
√
2 and the corresponding standard module V1n,1 = K1n,1
is a reducible TLn+1(β)-module. Its Loewy diagram is of type (b), see Fig. A.1. The limiting 
character is χ2,2 indicating that the corresponding Virasoro module has two irreducible compo-
sition factors corresponding to conformal highest weights  = 116 and  = 3316 . There are thus 
three possibilities for the structure:
(3.23)
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Applying G1n,1 to the ground state of H(k), acting on K1n,1, for small n, we find that the result 
is never zero, implying that the ground state is non-zero in the quotient. Pushing this analysis 
to sequences of higher excited states, we order the eigenvalues in in an increasing fashion, 
determining those whose corresponding eigenvector is observed to belong to the radical. We call 
these states the radical states. For example, we tabulate the numbers #i giving eigenvalues in
corresponding to radical states for a few values of n:
n = 10 : #4,#7,#11,#12,#14,#17, . . .
n = 12 : #4,#7,#10,#12,#15,#18, . . .
n = 14 : #4,#7,#10,#12,#16,#18, . . .
n = 16 : #4,#7,#10,#11,#15,#17, . . . .
(3.24)
These numbers appear to converge as n grows. Considering that χˆ4(q) = 1 + q + 2q2 + 3q3 +
4q4 +6q5 + . . . separates into two irreducible contributions as (1 +q +q2 + 2q3 +2q4 + 3q5 +
. . . ) + q2(1 + q + 2q2 + 3q3 + . . . ), the data (3.24) suggests that the first radical state appears 
at grade 2 and belongs to the  = 3316 irreducible. In fact, this analysis allows us to identify each 
state as belonging to one of the two irreducible factors:
(3.25)
Here, we have used the n = 16 data. In this case, the matching works well up to grade 4; in other 
similar cases, it is sometimes consistent up to grade 5 or 6. We conclude that the  = 116 and 
 = 3316 factors correspond to the quotients and radicals, respectively, of the Kac modules K1n,1
with n ∈ 2Z+.
From Conjecture 1, Virasoro mode approximations can map states from the quotient to the 
radical of Bn,1(β), but not the other way around. This therefore rules out the case . The 
case is therefore plausible, but more is needed to rule out .
Conjecture 1 asserts that the L(n)m generate a subalgebra of Bn,k(β), so in general one can only 
conclude that these can map the quotient into the radical, but cannot ensure that they actually do. 
In the present case however, Bn,1(β)  TLn+1(β), so we have an explicit realisation (3.1) of the 
L
(n)
m . This explicit realisation, though not unique,7 has the remarkable feature that L(n)m +L(n)−m is ∑
j ej cos(
πmj
n
), up to some multiplicative and additive constants. Each ej may thus be obtained 
as a linear combination of the L(n)m +L(n)−m. Here, the L(n)m generate the full algebra TLn+1(β), for 
each n ∈ 2 Z+, so in this case they do map the quotient into the radical. We thus find that
K1n,1
∣∣reg. A
(p,p′)=(3,4) 
n→∞−−−−→ . (3.26)
The indecomposable structure of the standard module thus persists in the scaling limit.
In similar cases, but with k > 1, we do not know the actual expressions for the L(n)m , so 
we have no way of showing that the indecomposable structures of Vdn,k are preserved in the 
scaling limit. We therefore cannot go beyond plausibility in extracting the conformal subsingular 
7 For example, for m = 0, 1m [L(n)m , L(n)0 ] should also converge to Lm in the scaling limit.
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vector structure using lattice data. If one can find approximate Virasoro modes that generate Bn,k, 
then understanding its representation theory and knowing which composition factors drift off to 
infinity should provide even stronger evidence for predicting the limiting Virasoro structures.
Extra input can also be obtained from conformal field theory, assuming that fusion in the 
continuum does correspond to the lattice prescription for fusion described in Section 3.1.2. For 
example, for the LM(1, p′) models, direct sum decompositions for lattice Kac modules with 
limiting characters χ1,s were ruled out in [29] on the basis of consistency with conjectured fu-
sion rules in the scaling limit. Similar arguments should also allow one to rule out K1,s being 
decomposable, for all LM(p, p′), consistent with Conjecture 3.
Example (iii): LM(1,4) with k = 0, d = 0 in regime A. For n ∈ 2Z+ and n  4, detG0n,0 = 0
and the standard modules V0n,0 are again reducible yet indecomposable with two composition 
factors. Unlike the previous example, acting with the Gram matrix on the ground state gives 
zero. Applying G0n,0 on the excited states, we find that the first quotient states (on which the 
action of the Gram matrix is non-zero) are
n = 10 : #11,#17,#21, . . .
n = 12 : #30,#51,#62, . . .
n = 14 : #106,#138,#163, . . .
n = 16 : #304,#457,#536, . . . .
(3.27)
The fact that these quotient states correspond to conformal weights that seem to be diverging, as 
n increases, gives us our first example of an irreducible TLn(β)-module that drifts off to infinity 
as n → ∞: the quotient state sequences appear to be non-conformal. The character χ1,1 obtained 
from the character analysis is irreducible for c = − 252 and h = 0, thus we conclude that
K0n,0
∣∣reg. A
(p,p′)=(1,4) 
n→∞−−−−→ . (3.28)
In this example, the indecomposable, reducible structure present at finite n does not survive the 
scaling limit.
Example (iv): LM(2,5) with k = 1, d = 1 in regime B . This is one of the puzzling examples 
where the eigenvalues seem to produce two copies of the same Kac character, here χˆ1,2. We note 
that χˆ1,2 splits as the sum of two irreducible characters with  = − 15 and 145 .
The standard module V1n,1 is reducible, of type (b) in Fig. A.1. At ξ = 12 (π + ξexc) = 9π10 , the 
radical/quotient analysis shows that the first radical states are grouped by pairs and at positions 
that seem to converge, with
n = 16 : #7,#8,#11,#12,#17,#18,#19,#20,#25,#26, . . . . (3.29)
This is consistent, at least up to grade 5, with the decomposition in terms of irreducible modules 
whose conformal weights differ by 3:
(3.30)
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Because k = 1, as in example (ii), the approximations L(n)m generate B1,k  TLn+1 and the inde-
composable structures are preserved in the scaling limit. The module structure at ξ = 9π10 is the 
direct sum of two Virasoro Kac modules,8
K1n,1
∣∣reg. B
(p,p′)=(2,5) 
n→∞−−−−→ (ξ = 9π10 ).
(3.31)
Varying ξ = 9π10 to ξ = 9π10 + , with  = 0.01, 0.02, . . . , we find that the positions (3.29) and the 
matchings (3.30) remain unchanged, though the prefactors of 2 in (3.30) become -dependent. 
As in the example (3.21), the character approximation seems to be (1 + qfn())χˆ2, with the states 
associated to qfn()χˆ2 drifting off to infinity in the scaling limit. Here, the matchings (3.30) are 
unchanged for small  and the states associated to qfn()χˆ2 are among the first radical states for 
n = 16, only because the corresponding sequences are drifting off to infinity very slowly. Thus, 
for the other ξ in regime B ,
K1n,1
∣∣reg. B
(p,p′)=(2,5) 
n→∞−−−−→ (ξ ∈ ( 4π5 ,π) \ { 9π10 }). (3.32)
The point ξ = 9π10 is noteworthy because each irreducible composition factor of V1n,1 appears to 
split in two in the scaling limit.
Example (v): LM(1,2) with k = 3, d = 3 in regime A. For k  2, the structures of the stan-
dard modules Vdn,k over Bn,k(β) are not known. The radical R
d
n,k and quotient V
d
n,k/R
d
n,k are 
nevertheless well-defined subspaces (provided that 〈·|·〉(k) is itself well-defined), thus allowing 
us to carry on with the radical/quotient analysis.
Here, β = 0 and detG3n,3 = 0 for all n ∈ 2Z+, so the full standard module belongs to the 
quotient. The character χ2,4 obtained from the character analysis decomposes as the sum of the 
irreducible modules for  = − 18 and  = 158 . Conjecture 3 then states that
K3n,3
∣∣reg. A
(p,p′)=(1,2)
n→∞−−−−→ . (3.33)
On the lattice side, this example is one where, as discussed below (2.74), the module V3n,3 =
K3n,3 is not necessarily irreducible, even though detG3n,3 = 0, because Bn,3 is not well defined 
diagrammatically at β = 0. That each irreducible Virasoro module comes from the scaling limit 
of an irreducible Bn,k(β)-module is plausible here. Indeed, even though R3n,3 is trivial, V
3
n,3 is 
not irreducible; it has a proper submodule generated by link states with 0 or 1 arcs going to 
the seam: Link states with 2 or 3 such arcs cannot be created by the action of Bn,k(β) because 
of vanishing Chebyshev polynomials. This can also be traced back to the fact that for β = 0, 
Bn,3(β)  Bn,1(β), see Proposition C.5.
Example (vi): LM(1,2) with k = 3, d = 2 in regime A. In this example, the analysis of Sec-
tion 3.3.1 allows us to guess the character up to grade 3. In this case however, the eigenvalues are 
8 We can rule out the result being an indecomposable Virasoro module because it would then be a self-extension of the 
Kac module K1,2. Such a module cannot exist by the results of [76, Sec. 7].
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known exactly and yield χ2,3 according to the conjectured selection rules [64]. This character is 
the sum of three irreducible characters with  = 0, 1 and 3. The module K2,3 has a non-trivial 
structure, with the first arrow pointing towards the  = 0 factor. As we now show, this is reflected 
in the radical/quotient analysis in a non-trivial way.
The structure of V2n,3 is unknown, yet we know from (2.77) that detG2n,3 is zero for 
n ∈ 2Z+ − 1. The ground state is found to be annihilated by G2n,3, in all cases, and is thus in 
the radical. Moreover, the labels of the first sequences belonging to the radical appear to be 
converging quickly, with
n = 13 : #1,#4,#6,#7,#9,#10,#11,#15,#16,#17,#18,#21,#22,#23,#24,#25,
#26,#28, . . . . (3.34)
Comparing these with the coefficients at each grade, we find that the radical and quotient states 
can be distributed among the irreducibles as
(3.35)
In this case, the assignments of states to the  = 0 and  = 3 factors at a given grade are arbitrary 
when both have at least one contributing state. The conjectured structure and the radical/quotient 
are again consistent:
K2n,3
∣∣reg. A
(p,p′)=(1,2)
n→∞−−−−→ . (3.36)
The fact that the integers in (3.35) match up to grade 5 is a great success of this analysis and 
provides convincing evidence to support Conjecture 3. Other examples in Tables F.1 and F.2
with more than two composition factors are treated with the same method and have similar accu-
racy. In these cases, the radical/quotient status of the highest graded factors sometimes remains 
unknown as the analysis usually fails beyond grade 5. This is then indicated by (U).
Example (vii): LM(1,3) with k = 2, d = 1 in regime A. Here, even though Bn,2(β) is well-
defined both diagrammatically and algebraically, the analysis with the bilinear form runs into a 
technical difficulty. For formal β , the entries of the Gram matrix G1n,2, n ∈ 2Z+ − 1, all have an 
overall factor of U2 = β2 − 1. Upon specialising, we find that
lim
β→−1〈v|w〉
(1) = 0 (v,w ∈ V1n,2, n ∈ 2Z+ − 1). (3.37)
The entire standard module is then in the radical. This is due to vanishing Chebyshev polynomials 
produced by loops interacting with the Wenzl–Jones projector in the seam. For values β = βc
where this occurs, a non-zero invariant bilinear form on Kdn,k is obtained by dividing out by 
β − βc and taking a limit:
〈〈v|w〉〉(k) = lim
β→βc
〈v|w〉(k)
β − βc . (3.38)
The determinant of the resulting renormalised Gram matrix is given by
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lim
β→βc
detGdn,k
(β − βc)dim Vdn,k
. (3.39)
From (2.77), this determinant is non-zero for k = 2, d = 1 and β = −1, for all n. The character 
obtained from the analysis of Section 3.3.1 is χ1,2 and is irreducible for c = −7,  = − 14 . The 
rest of the analysis is identical to that of example (i): The determinant of the renormalised form 
is non-zero and
K1n,2
∣∣reg. A
(p,p′)=(1,3)
n→∞−−−−→ , (3.40)
where (Q) indicates that the analysis required the renormalised form (3.38). The same convention 
is used in Appendix F.
Example (viii): LM(1,3) with k = 3, d = 4 in regimes A and B . The difficulty in this case 
is that some matrix entries of G4n,3 are singular at β = −1. This also happened for β = 0 in (2.76). 
At values β = βc where this occurs, a well-defined bilinear form is again obtained by a limiting 
procedure, but now
〈〈v|w〉〉(k) = lim
β→βc
(β − βc) 〈v|w〉(k). (3.41)
Its determinant is given by
lim
β→βc
(β − βc)dim Vdn,k detGdn,k (3.42)
and, in the current example, this evaluates to zero, for all n. Both the radical, with respect to this 
renormalised bilinear form, and the corresponding quotient of K4n,3 are non-trivial.
In regime B , the character is χ1,5 and splits as a direct sum of two irreducible ones. The rest 
of the analysis is identical to example (ii): The quotient and radical of K4n,3 each appear to survive 
the limit,
K4n,3
∣∣reg. B
(p,p′)=(1,3)
n→∞−−−−→ , (3.43)
with (Q) and (R) now indicating that the bilinear form used is of the form (3.41).
In regime A, the character is χ2,5 and Conjecture 3 states that the Virasoro module is K2,5
and has thus three irreducible components. At the level of K4n,3, the quotient appears to drift off 
to infinity, as in example (iii), so the scaling limit is associated with the radical. The conjectured 
limit is
K4n,3
∣∣reg. A
(p,p′)=(1,3)
n→∞−−−−→ . (3.44)
This does not confirm or contradict Conjecture 3 because we do not know the substructure of the 
radical of K4n,3. A refined analysis of its structure is therefore required in this case. Unfortunately, 
this analysis is beyond the scope of the paper. The indicators (Q), (R) and (U), used here and in 
Appendix F, indicate that the renormalised form (3.41) is used.
4. Conformal analysis
In this section, we enter the third and final phase of this work in which we directly establish 
results in the continuum using conformal field theory methods, in order to confirm the lattice 
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analysis and conjectures of the previous sections. We will first discuss the modular transforma-
tion properties of the Virasoro characters and employ a continuous version [68,69] of the well 
known Verlinde formula to determine (Grothendieck) fusion coefficients and, thereby, characters 
of fusion products. In particular, we will confirm, at the level of characters, the fusion rules of the 
Virasoro Kac modules. These turn out to be consistent with the results of the lattice prescription 
for fusion in Section 3.1.2 and the characters χr,s that are believed to arise in the scaling limit 
of the lattice Kac modules, see Conjecture 3. In Section 4.2, we will use the Nahm–Gaberdiel–
Kausch algorithm to perform explicit fusion computations that confirm these fusion rules at the 
level of the modules. The evidence again supports Conjecture 3.
4.1. Modular transformations and a Verlinde formula
For rational conformal field theories, one of the more efficient means to compute fusion 
rules is to determine the modular S-transforms of the characters and apply the Verlinde formula. 
For logarithmic conformal field theories, any Verlinde-like formula obtained from the modular 
properties of characters cannot compute the fusion multiplicities themselves, because characters 
cannot distinguish between an indecomposable module and the direct sum of its composition 
factors. Instead, one expects that such a Verlinde-like formula would only compute the struc-
ture constants of the Grothendieck ring of fusion, in which indecomposables are identified with 
the direct sum of their composition factors.9 We will denote the image of a module M in the 
Grothendieck ring by 
[
M
]
. The fusion product × therefore defines the Grothendieck fusion 
product  by[
M
]

[
N
]= [M ×N]. (4.1)
A Verlinde-like formula should then determine the composition factors, or equivalently the char-
acter, of a fusion product.
In this section, we will determine the modular S-transforms of certain Virasoro module char-
acters and substitute the results into a Verlinde-like formula (4.11) to obtain candidates for the 
Grothendieck fusion rules. The formula proposed is, in fact, an extremely natural generalisa-
tion of the standard Verlinde formula for rational (bosonic) conformal field theory from which 
it differs only in that a sum is replaced by an integral. This difference reflects the fact that the 
spectrum of modules is discrete in the rational case, whereas it is continuous in the theory being 
considered here. We note that the same continuous Verlinde formula has been applied to many 
other logarithmic conformal field theories [67,70–74] and the results match the Grothendieck 
fusion rules (when known) perfectly.10 We therefore expect that this will remain true here and 
will check this with explicit fusion computations in the following section.
There are a few mathematical provisos to this expectation. Technically, a Grothendieck ring 
of fusion will only exist if fusing with any given module defines an exact functor. While this 
is not true in general, see [46] for a counterexample, the modules for which it is true form a 
subring of the fusion ring [100] (assuming that fusion defines a tensor structure on the physically 
relevant category of modules). On the other hand, it is strongly believed that the modules that 
arise as boundary sectors of boundary conformal field theories do define exact functors. We will 
therefore assume that the Virasoro Kac modules, defined in Section 3.2.1, have this property.
9 This argument also implicitly assumes that the characters of the irreducible modules are linearly independent.
10 Other, typically model-dependent, Verlinde-like formulae have been proposed for logarithmic conformal field theo-
ries, see [39,94–99].
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Conjecture 4.
• Fusing with any given Kac module Kr,s , with r, s ∈ Z+, defines an exact endofunctor on the 
(non-abelian) category of Virasoro modules generated from the Kac modules by fusion.
• The resulting product on the Grothendieck fusion ring generated by the Kac modules then 
coincides with that defined by the continuous Verlinde formula of Equation (4.11).
Having explicitly addressed these technicalities, we can now turn to one of the key results 
of this section, the confirmation of the lattice fusion product (3.6). Specifically, we deduce the 
Grothendieck fusion rule[Kr,1] [K1,s]= [Kr,s] (r, s ∈ Z+), (4.2)
valid for all central charges, hence, in particular, for all p and p′ defining the logarithmic minimal 
models.
4.1.1. Modular transformations
To study the modular transformation properties of the characters of the Kac modules Kr,s , we 
start with those of the Feigin–Fuchs modules Fλ (see Appendix E.2 for background):
ch
[Fλ](τ)= qλ−c/24∏∞
j=1
(
1 − qj ) = q(λ−Q/2)
2/2
η (τ)
(q = e2π iτ ). (4.3)
Here, Q is defined in (E.7). We remark immediately that this character formula cannot distinguish 
between Fλ and its contragredient dual FQ−λ. When a Feigin–Fuchs module is irreducible, it 
is self-contragredient, so the characters of the distinct irreducible Feigin–Fuchs modules are 
linearly independent, as required. We could, as in [68], try to restore the linear independence of 
all these characters by incorporating the eigenvalue of the Heisenberg zero mode. However, this 
turns out to be unnecessary for the application at hand because we will regard these characters as 
pertaining to modules over the Virasoro algebra, which does not contain this mode. We do note, 
however, that the characters of the Kac modules Kr,s , with r, s ∈ Z+, are all linearly independent.
The modular S-transformation of the Feigin–Fuchs characters, where λ is restricted to the 
range [Q/2, ∞), is given by
ch
[Fλ](−1/τ )= ∞∫
Q/2
S
[Fλ →Fμ]ch[Fμ](τ) dμ, (4.4a)
S
[Fλ →Fμ]= 2 cos [2π (λ−Q/2) (μ−Q/2)] . (4.4b)
This follows from a straightforward computation involving a gaussian integral that converges 
when Im τ > 0, hence |q| < 1. However, the continuous nature of the spectrum leads us to expect 
that many of the quantities we subsequently calculate will be singular distributions. As it can be 
confusing to allow endpoints to the integration domain, as in λ ∈ [Q/2, ∞), when computing 
with these generalised functions, we will re-define the above S-transformation once and for all 
so that the integration range is open:
ch
[Fλ](−1/τ )= ∫
R
S
[Fλ →Fμ]ch[Fμ](τ) dμ, (4.5a)
S
[Fλ →Fμ]= cos [2π (λ−Q/2) (μ−Q/2)] . (4.5b)
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Of course, we now need to remember that Fλ and FQ−λ are identical as far as characters are 
concerned. More precisely, we note the identification 
[Fλ]= [FQ−λ] in the Grothendieck ring.
We next show that the S-matrix defined by (4.5b) is symmetric, S[Fλ →Fμ]= S[Fμ →Fλ], 
and unitary:∫
R
S
[Fλ →Fμ]S[Fν →Fμ]∗ dμ
= 1
2
∫
R
(
cos [2π (λ− ν)μ] + cos [2π (λ+ ν −Q)μ]) dμ
= 1
2
[δ (ν = λ)+ δ (ν = Q− λ)] = δ (ν = λ) . (4.6)
In the last step, we have recalled that λ and Q − λ should be identified when they correspond 
to indices of Feigin–Fuchs modules because of the Grothendieck identity 
[Fλ]= [FQ−λ]. This 
calculation also shows, using symmetry and reality, that the S-matrix squares to the conjugation 
permutation, conjugation being trivial (at the level of characters) for Virasoro modules. These 
three properties suggest that we may expect meaningful results from the Verlinde formula.
We remark that the setup described above fits in with the standard module formalism proposed 
in [68,69] for (logarithmic) conformal field theories. Specifically, the standard modules of this 
formalism are the Feigin–Fuchs modules Fλ and the typical modules are the Fλ with λ = λr,s =
−α′ (r − 1) + α (s − 1), for r, s ∈ Z, see (E.10) and (E.11). All modules corresponding to λ =
λr,s are therefore atypical.
In particular, the Kac modules Kr,s are atypical. We have defined Kr,s , for r, s ∈ Z+, as a 
certain submodule of the Feigin–Fuchs module Fr,s , see Definition 2. Inspection shows that the 
quotient Fr,s/Kr,s is not a Feigin–Fuchs module in general, but that the subsingular vectors of 
the quotient, and hence its character, match those of Fr,−s (and F−r,s ). We may therefore write
ch
[Kr,s]= ch[Fr,s]− ch[Fr,−s]= ch[Fr,s]− ch[F−r,s] (r, s ∈ Z+). (4.7)
Virasoro Kac modules Kr,s with negative labels were not defined in Section 3.2.1. Nevertheless, 
we remark that if we formally extend these character formulae to arbitrary r, s ∈ Z, then we arrive 
at
ch
[Kr,−s]= −ch[Kr,s]= ch[K−r,s]
⇒ ch[Kr,0]= ch[K0,s]= 0, ch[K−r,−s]= ch[Kr,s]. (4.8)
This last identity is consistent with defining K−r,−s to be the contragredient of the Kac module 
Kr,s (see [53] for another example where such “generalised” Kac modules are considered).
Specialising to λ = λr,s , the S-matrix coefficients become
S
[Fr,s →Fμ]= cos [2π (rα′ − sα) (μ−Q/2)] . (4.9)
It follows that the S-matrix entries for transforming the Kac module characters are given by
S
[Kr,s →Fμ]= S[Fr,s →Fμ]− S[Fr,−s →Fμ]
= 2 sin [2πrα′ (μ−Q/2)] sin [2πsα (μ−Q/2)] . (4.10)
We remark that the S-transformation maps Kac characters to a linear combination of Feigin–
Fuchs characters, not a linear combination of Kac characters. The point here is that the Feigin–
Fuchs characters are taken as the preferred topological basis of the space spanned by all the 
characters. All computations are therefore performed in this basis.
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4.1.2. A Verlinde formula
We will take the vacuum module to be the atypical Kac module K1,1. The obvious continuum 
analogue of the Verlinde formula is then[
M
]

[
N
]= ∫
R
NM NFν
[Fν] dν,
NM NFν =
∫
R
S
[
M →Fρ
]
S
[
N →Fρ
]
S
[Fν →Fρ]∗
S
[K1,1 →Fρ] dρ. (4.11)
We emphasise that any Verlinde-like formula can only compute the Grothendieck fusion coeffi-
cients that describe the fusion product at the character level. With this in mind, we note that the 
unitarity of the S-matrix ensures that the vacuum module is the unit of the Grothendieck fusion 
ring.
If we try to take both M and N to be Feigin–Fuchs modules, then we arrive at
NFλ Fμ
Fν =
∫
R
cos
[
2π (λ−Q/2) ρ] cos [2π (μ−Q/2) ρ] cos [2π (ν −Q/2) ρ]
2 sin
[
2πα′ρ
]
sin [2παρ] dρ,
(4.12)
which is not easily interpreted. Even after substituting (4.12) into [Fλ]  [Fμ] in (4.11) and 
performing the integration over ν, the remaining integration over ρ is still divergent. This in-
dicates that the character of Fλ  Fμ is not defined — the multiplicity of states at (at least) 
one conformal grade is infinite. However, this is consistent with expectations because Feigin–
Fuchs modules are not quasirational in the sense of Nahm [28], so their fusion products need not 
be finitely generated. This Grothendieck fusion product cannot be computed from the Verlinde 
formula.
However, Kac modules are quasirational, so we turn to the Grothendieck fusion of K1,2
with Fμ:
NK1,2 Fμ
Fν =
∫
R
sin [4παρ] cos [2π (μ−Q/2) ρ] cos [2π (ν −Q/2) ρ]
sin [2παρ] dρ
= 2
∫
R
cos [2παρ] cos [2π (μ−Q/2) ρ] cos [2π (ν −Q/2) ρ] dρ
= 1
2
[δ (ν = μ− α)+ δ (ν = μ+ α)+ δ (ν = Q−μ− α)
+ δ (ν = Q−μ+ α)]
= δ (ν = μ− α)+ δ (ν = μ+ α) . (4.13)
Replacing K1,2 by K2,1 gives the same result, but with α replaced by α′. We therefore obtain the 
following Grothendieck fusion rules:[K1,2] [Fμ]= [Fμ−α]+ [Fμ+α], [K2,1] [Fμ]= [Fμ−α′]+ [Fμ+α′]. (4.14)
In particular,[K1,2] [Fr,s]= [Fr,s−1]+ [Fr,s+1], [K2,1] [Fr,s]= [Fr−1,s]+ [Fr+1,s]. (4.15)
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Combining this with (4.7), we effortlessly arrive at[K1,2][Kr,s]= [Kr,s−1]+[Kr,s+1], [K2,1][Kr,s]= [Kr−1,s]+[Kr+1,s], (4.16)
where we need to recall the symmetries of (4.8), in particular that [Kr,0]= [K0,s]= 0. Associa-
tivity and distributivity then give the general Grothendieck fusion rules involving Kac modules:
[Kr,s] [Fμ]= r−1∑′
i=−(r−1)
s−1∑′
j=−(s−1)
[Fμ+iα′+jα], (4.17a)
[Kr,s] [Kr ′,s′]= r+r ′−1∑′
r ′′=|r−r ′|+1
s+s′−1∑′
s′′=|s−s′|+1
[Kr ′′,s′′], (4.17b)
where the primes on the sums indicate that the index increases in steps of 2.
The result (4.17b) is consistent with the lattice-theoretic definition of the Kac modules with 
r, s ∈ Z+ and reduces to (4.2) if s = r ′ = 1. These Grothendieck fusion rules have an obvious 
sl
(
2
)
structure. As observed in [20], for [K1,s]  [K1,s′], this sl(2) structure is automatically 
built-in from the lattice fusion prescription for Kdn,0 × Kd
′
n,0. We note that (4.17b) is also consis-
tent with the fusion rules for logarithmic minimal models conjectured in [27] from lattice data 
(character analysis and Jordan block arguments). In the next section, we study the fusion products 
Kr,1 ×K1,s using the combined power of the Verlinde formula (4.11) and the Nahm–Gaberdiel–
Kausch fusion algorithm.
4.2. Fusion of Virasoro Kac modules
The Verlinde formula gives the character of the fusion product of two Kac modules. In 
favourable circumstances, this is sufficient to completely identify the fusion product, but in gen-
eral more detailed information is required. In particular, the Grothendieck fusion rules cannot 
distinguish between a (reducible but indecomposable) Kac module and its contragredient dual. 
Neither can it distinguish between a direct sum of Kac modules and an indecomposable formed 
by gluing the Kac modules together.
To compute Kac module fusion rules explicitly, we will employ the algorithm of Nahm [28]
and Gaberdiel–Kausch [10], referring to the latter for a more detailed exposition. For our pur-
poses, it is enough to remark that this algorithm allows one to construct the fusion product 
M × N , to any desired grade,11 as a quotient of the usual tensor product (of complex vector 
spaces) M ⊗N [101]. It does this by deriving coproduct formulae defining the action of the chi-
ral algebra on this tensor product from the natural action of the algebra on the operator product 
expansions of the theory. Actually, locality lets one derive two seemingly different coproducts 
and ˜; their identification amounts to the quotienting that recovers the fusion product from the 
tensor product. For the Virasoro algebra, the coproduct formulae may be distilled down to the 
following three master equations:

(
Ln
)= n∑
m=−1
(
n+ 1
m+ 1
)
(Lm ⊗ 1)+ (1 ⊗Ln) (n−1),
(4.18a)
11 We assume from here on that the conformal dimensions of the states of both M and N are bounded below.
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
(
L−n
)= ∞∑
m=−1
(
n+m− 1
n− 2
)
(−1)m+1 (Lm ⊗ 1)+ (1 ⊗L−n) (n 2),
(4.18b)
(L−n ⊗ 1) =
∞∑
m=n
(
m− 2
n− 2
)

(
L−m
)+ (−1)n ∞∑
m=−1
(
n+m− 1
n− 2
)
(1 ⊗Lm) (n 2).
(4.18c)
The third formula is derived from the identification  ∼ ˜, see [10] for a precise statement, 
allowing us to omit all reference to ˜ entirely.
We remark that the infinite sum in (4.18b) and the second sum in (4.18c) are rendered finite if 
we assume that the conformal dimensions of the states of the modules being fused are bounded 
below. This still leaves the first infinite sum in (4.18c). In practice, this sum is likewise truncated 
because one restricts attention to a collection of finite-dimensional quotients of the fusion product 
which have the property that 
(
L−m
)
acts as the zero operator, for m sufficiently large, on each. 
More precisely, let Uk denote the subalgebra of the universal enveloping algebra of the Virasoro 
algebra generated by the set of monomials{
L−n1 · · ·L−nr : n1, . . . , nr > 0; n1 + · · · + nr > k
}
and let Mk denote the quotient M/UkM . Then, it was shown in [28] for k = 0 and [10] for 
general k that
(M ×N)k ≡ M ×N
Uk (M ×N) ⊆ M
ss ⊗Nk, (4.19)
where Mss = M/UssM is the special subspace of M , obtained by quotienting by the action of 
the subalgebra
Uss = span
{
L−n1 · · ·L−nr : n1, . . . , nr  2
}
. (4.20)
It is important to note that this result only identifies the (truncated) fusion product as a subspace 
of a potentially much larger tensor product. In general, one must determine so-called spurious 
states and set them to zero in the tensor product in order to recover the correct (truncated) fusion 
product. These are non-trivial relations that one derives for the elements of Mss ⊗ Nk from 
relations in M and/or N . Such relations typically arise because M and/or N is formed from a 
free module (for example, a Verma module) by setting a singular vector to zero. We will illustrate 
such spurious states in the examples of the next section.
4.2.1. Explicit examples
We detail the use of the Nahm–Gaberdiel–Kausch algorithm with two example computations 
of Kac module fusion rules of central charge c = −2. In general, this algorithm is extremely 
computationally-intensive and the unambiguous identification of the fusion product is only pos-
sible, even with a computer implementation, for small values of r and s. However, having a 
working Verlinde formula identifies the character of the fusion product effortlessly and this in-
formation can be used to minimise the amount of explicit algorithmic computation needed.
Example 1: K2,1 × K1,2. For this example, both K2,1 and K1,2 turn out to be irreducible (see 
Fig. 4.1) and their highest-weight states have respective conformal dimensions 1 and − 18 , see 
Fig. E.2. The Grothendieck fusion rule (4.2) tells us that the character of the fusion product is 
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Fig. 4.1. The subsingular vector structure, for c = −2, of F2,1, F1,2, F2,2, F1,3 and F2,3. Here, we label the subsingular 
vectors by their conformal dimensions. As the corresponding Kac modules are the submodules generated by the subsin-
gular vectors whose grades are less than 2, 2, 4, 3 and 6, respectively, we see that K2,1, K1,2 and K2,2 are all irreducible, 
whereas K1,3 and K2,3 correspond to the top two and three subsingular vectors in F1,3 and F2,3, respectively.
the character of K2,2. Since K2,2 is likewise irreducible (Fig. 4.1), the Verlinde formula alone 
dictates that the fusion rule must be
K2,1 ×K1,2 =K2,2. (4.21)
In this case, the character of the fusion product uniquely specifies it as a module.
To confirm this using the Nahm–Gaberdiel–Kausch algorithm requires some work. First, let ∣∣v〉 and ∣∣w〉 be the highest-weight states of K2,1 and K1,2, respectively. These states satisfy the 
relations
(L2−1 − 2L−2)
∣∣v〉= 0, (L2−1 − 12L−2)∣∣w〉= 0 (4.22)
that arise from setting singular vectors to zero in the corresponding Verma modules. Equa-
tion (4.19) now ensures that(K2,1 ×K1,2)0 ⊆Kss2,1 ⊗K01,2 = span{∣∣v〉⊗ ∣∣w〉,L−1∣∣v〉⊗ ∣∣w〉} , (4.23)
since L2−1
∣∣v〉= 2L−2∣∣v〉 ∈ UssK2,1.
However, (4.21) shows that the fusion product to depth 0 is only one-dimensional (we actually 
only need the character of the product for this). We therefore need to determine a spurious state. 
For this, we combine the relations (4.22) with the coproduct formula (4.18a) for n = −1:

(
L−1
)= L−1 ⊗ 1 + 1 ⊗L−1
⇒ (L2−1)= L2−1 ⊗ 1 + 2 L−1 ⊗L−1 + 1 ⊗L2−1. (4.24)
Because we are computing to depth 0, all states in the image of 
(
L−1
)
and 
(
L2−1
)
have been 
set to 0. For finding spurious states, the first relation in (4.22) is only useful because it determines 
the special subspace Kss2,1. The second, however, may lead to something non-trivial.
Combining the above coproducts with the relations (4.22), we arrive at
0 = (L2−1) (∣∣v〉⊗ ∣∣w〉)
= 2 L−2
∣∣v〉⊗ ∣∣w〉+ 2 L−1∣∣v〉⊗L−1∣∣w〉+ 12 ∣∣v〉⊗L−2∣∣w〉. (4.25)
We now use the master formulae (4.18) to deal with the three terms of (4.25):
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0 = (L−1) (L−1∣∣v〉⊗ ∣∣w〉)= L2−1∣∣v〉⊗ ∣∣w〉+L−1∣∣v〉⊗L−1∣∣w〉
= 2 L−2
∣∣v〉⊗ ∣∣w〉+L−1∣∣v〉⊗L−1∣∣w〉, (4.26a)
0 = (L−2) (∣∣v〉⊗ ∣∣w〉)= L−1∣∣v〉⊗ ∣∣w〉−L0∣∣v〉⊗ ∣∣w〉+ ∣∣v〉⊗L−2∣∣w〉
= L−1
∣∣v〉⊗ ∣∣w〉− ∣∣v〉⊗ ∣∣w〉+ ∣∣v〉⊗L−2∣∣w〉, (4.26b)
L−2
∣∣v〉⊗ ∣∣w〉= ∣∣v〉⊗L−1∣∣w〉+ ∣∣v〉⊗L0∣∣w〉= −L−1∣∣v〉⊗ ∣∣w〉− 18 ∣∣v〉⊗ ∣∣w〉. (4.26c)
The last equality uses 
(
L−1
) (∣∣v〉⊗ ∣∣w〉) = 0 again. Substituting back into (4.25), we finally 
obtain
0 = 32L−1
∣∣v〉⊗ ∣∣w〉+ 34 ∣∣v〉⊗ ∣∣w〉 ⇒ L−1∣∣v〉⊗ ∣∣w〉= − 12 ∣∣v〉⊗ ∣∣w〉. (4.27)
This is the spurious state (relation) that we sought.
One could repeat this exercise, starting from 0 = (L2−1) (L−1∣∣v〉⊗ ∣∣w〉) for example, but 
no new linearly independent spurious states will be found. This is the virtue of using a Verlinde 
formula to determine the character of the fusion product in advance.12 It therefore only remains 
to compute the action of L0 on this truncated fusion product (the Virasoro modes Ln, with n = 0, 
necessarily act as the zero operator because the truncation is to depth 0). Since {∣∣v〉⊗ ∣∣w〉} is a 
basis for the depth 0 fusion product, we find that

(
L0
) (∣∣v〉⊗ ∣∣w〉)= L−1∣∣v〉⊗ ∣∣w〉+L0∣∣v〉⊗ ∣∣w〉+ ∣∣v〉⊗L0∣∣w〉= 38 ∣∣v〉⊗ ∣∣w〉, (4.28)
using (4.18a) and (4.27), and thereby identify ∣∣v〉⊗ ∣∣w〉 with the highest-weight state of K2,2 (at 
depth 0).
However, computing to depth 0 only determines that the fusion product is a highest-weight 
module generated by a highest-weight state of conformal dimension 38 . To prove that this is 
indeed the irreducible module K2,2, we need to compute to depth 4 and verify that the fusion 
product has only four linearly independent states of conformal dimension 358 instead of five. This 
is indeed possible, but it requires finding five linearly independent spurious states which reduce 
the dimension of the truncated fusion product from 16 to 11. Our implementation of the fusion 
algorithm in MAPLE achieved this in around twenty minutes. Clearly, it is much more efficient 
to utilise the results of the Verlinde formula in this case.
Example 2: K2,1 × K1,3. In this example, we will combine the information from the Verlinde 
formula with explicit fusion computations so as to determine the result as efficiently as possi-
ble. The arguments detailed here are typical of those used to arrive at the results summarised 
in Section 4.2.2. This fusion product was also analysed in [29]. We note that a pure Nahm–
Gaberdiel–Kausch analysis of this fusion product requires computing to depth 5, which is quite 
laborious even with a computer. As we shall see, by first obtaining the character of the product 
from the Verlinde formula, we may completely identify the structure from a depth 1 Nahm–
Gaberdiel–Kausch calculation, a significant improvement. In [29], this character was merely 
inferred from lattice considerations.
The Grothendieck fusion rule (4.2) of K2,1 with K1,3 states that the character of the result is 
that of K2,3. However, this Kac module is reducible (Fig. 4.1) with precisely three composition 
12 We remark that one of the drawbacks of the Nahm–Gaberdiel–Kausch fusion algorithm is that it does not provide 
any means to determine when one has found a complete basis of spurious states. In some cases, though not all, this 
information can be extracted from the character of the fusion product. For instance, the character does not suffice in the 
next example.
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factors corresponding to subsingular vectors with conformal dimensions 0, 1 and 3. There are 
therefore nine candidate structures consistent with this character13:
0
1
3
⊕
⊕
0
1
3
⊕
0
1
3
⊕
0
1
3
⊕
0
1
3
⊕
0
1
3
0
1
3
0
1
3
0
1
3 .
We will denote the subsingular vectors of K2,1 ×K1,3 by 
∣∣s0〉, ∣∣s1〉 and ∣∣s3〉 for convenience, the 
subscript indicating the dimension.
To investigate the structure of K2,1 × K1,3, we apply the Nahm–Gaberdiel–Kausch algo-
rithm to depth 0. Both modules turn out to be highest weight, so we let 
∣∣v〉 and ∣∣w〉 de-
note their respective highest-weight states. The depth 0 fusion product is contained within 
span
{∣∣v〉⊗ ∣∣w〉,L−1∣∣v〉⊗ ∣∣w〉} which has dimension 2. As the nine structures above correspond 
to depth 0 dimensions of 3, 2, 3, 2, 3, 1, 2, 2 and 3, respectively, this immediately rules out the 
first, third, fifth and ninth structures.
We therefore search for a spurious state using the relation L3−1
∣∣w〉 = 2L−2L−1∣∣w〉 in K1,3, 
but find none. This implies that the fusion product is two-dimensional to depth 0, ruling out the 
sixth structure above (in which K2,1 ×K1,3 is a highest-weight module). Thus, one of 
∣∣s0〉, ∣∣s1〉
or 
∣∣s3〉 must be in the image of U0. It cannot be ∣∣s0〉, because this state cannot be obtained from 
another state by acting with negative modes, so the remaining possibilities are that either 
∣∣s1〉 or ∣∣s3〉, but not both, are in the image of U0. To determine which, we simply compute (L0):

(
L0
) (∣∣v〉⊗ ∣∣w〉)= L−1∣∣v〉⊗ ∣∣w〉+ ∣∣v〉⊗ ∣∣w〉, (4.29a)

(
L0
) (
L−1
∣∣v〉⊗ ∣∣w〉)= L2−1∣∣v〉⊗ ∣∣w〉+ 2 L−1∣∣v〉⊗ ∣∣w〉
= 2 L−2
∣∣v〉⊗ ∣∣w〉+ 2 L−1∣∣v〉⊗ ∣∣w〉
= 2 ∣∣v〉⊗L−1∣∣w〉+ 2 ∣∣v〉⊗L0∣∣w〉+ 2 L−1∣∣v〉⊗ ∣∣w〉= 0 (4.29b)
⇒ (L0)= (1 01 0
)
. (4.29c)
The eigenvalues of L0 on the depth 0 fusion product are 0 and 1, so it is 
∣∣s3〉 which is in the 
image of U0 and therefore missing from the depth 0 analysis. This rules out the second and the 
seventh structure above.
To complete the structure of K2,1 × K1,3, it only remains to decide between the fourth and 
eighth structures. These are distinguished by whether the fusion product is indecomposable or 
not. We therefore test if 
∣∣s0〉 can be obtained from ∣∣s1〉 by acting with (L1), requiring the 
Nahm–Gaberdiel–Kausch algorithm to depth 1. The truncated fusion product is then contained 
within span
{∣∣v〉⊗ ∣∣w〉,L−1∣∣v〉⊗ ∣∣w〉, ∣∣v〉⊗L−1∣∣w〉,L−1∣∣v〉⊗L−1∣∣w〉} and searching with our
MAPLE implementation turns up precisely one spurious state, resulting in the relation
L−1
∣∣v〉⊗L−1∣∣w〉= −2 ∣∣v〉⊗L−1∣∣w〉. (4.30)
13 The structures 0 −→ 3 and 3 −→ 0 do not appear here. The first would correspond to a highest-weight module, hence 
to a quotient of the chain type Verma module V0, but it is easy to check that no such quotient exists. The non-existence 
of the second structure follows by considering contragredient duals.
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Computing the action of L−1, L0 and L1, we obtain

(
L−1
)=
⎛⎝0 0 00 0 0
0 1 0
⎞⎠ , (L0)=
⎛⎝0 0 00 1 0
0 0 2
⎞⎠ , (L1)=
⎛⎝0 −1 00 0 2
0 −3 6
⎞⎠ ,
(4.31)
with respect to the (ordered) eigenbasis{∣∣v〉⊗L−1∣∣w〉,−∣∣v〉⊗ ∣∣w〉+ 2 ∣∣v〉⊗L−1∣∣w〉+L−1∣∣v〉⊗ ∣∣w〉,
−L−1
∣∣v〉⊗ ∣∣w〉− ∣∣v〉⊗L−1∣∣w〉} (4.32)
of 
(
L0
)
, which we can identify with 
{∣∣s0〉, ∣∣s1〉,(L−1)∣∣s1〉}.
The matrix that we have computed for 
(
L1
)
does not look correct as it claims that acting 
on 
∣∣s1〉 gives a linear combination of ∣∣s0〉 and a dimension 2 state. This is a universal issue with 
computing the action of positive modes resulting from the fact that 
(
L1
)
should be regarded as 
mapping the depth 1 fusion product to its depth 0 counterpart.14 Since the depth 0 counterpart 
was spanned by 
∣∣s0〉 and ∣∣s1〉, the easiest fix is to simply ignore any contribution from the dimen-
sion 2 state to 
(
L1
) (this issue is discussed at length in, for example, [10,18]). With this fix, we 
compute that

(
L1
)∣∣s1〉= −∣∣s0〉, (4.33)
hence that K2,1 ×K1,3 is an indecomposable module with the eighth structure above:
K2,1 ×K1,3: 1
0
3 .
Comparing with Fig. 4.1, we conclude that K2,1 ×K1,3 =K2,3.
4.2.2. Results
In this section, we summarise the results of the further explicit computations which we 
performed with the aid of a MAPLE implementation of the Nahm–Gaberdiel–Kausch fusion 
algorithm for the Virasoro algebra. Several such summaries have previously appeared in the 
literature, see [10,18,29,42,44–46] for example. However, these works concentrated, to a large 
degree, on constructing the staggered modules [75,76] (and their generalisations) that are respon-
sible for the logarithmic nature of the logarithmic minimal models. Here, our purpose is to verify 
the following conjecture which naturally extends the Grothendieck fusion rule (4.2). The data 
supporting it, presented below, constitutes strong evidence that the lattice prescription for fusion 
discussed in Section 3.1.2 is correct.
14 Similarly, 
(
L−1
)
maps the depth 0 fusion product to its depth 1 counterpart. However, the former is naturally a 
subspace of the latter, so one can (correctly) extend this to a map between the depth 1 spaces by adding extra vectors 
which map to zero.
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Conjecture 5. The Virasoro Kac modules satisfy the fusion rule
Kr,1 ×K1,s =Kr,s (r, s ∈ Z+). (4.34)
We recall that the Kac module Kr,s is defined to be the submodule of the Feigin–Fuchs module 
Fr,s that is generated by the subsingular vectors of grades less than rs.
In case r or s is 1, the fusion rule (4.34) follows from the fact that K1,1 is the vacuum module. 
If Kr,s happens to be irreducible, then the fusion rule may be deduced as a corollary of its 
Grothendieck counterpart (4.17b). In all other cases, we will use Verlinde formula methods to 
aid with the identification of the fusion product, minimising the amount of explicit calculation 
required. We mention that (4.34) was (partially) verified using this fusion algorithm in [29] for a 
few cases with p = 1. What follows is a significant extension of these verifications that provides 
solid evidence for the fusion rules (4.34) or, equivalently, for the definition that we have adopted 
for the Kac modules Kr,s .
We mention that, for arbitrary central charges c ∈ R, we have also confirmed the fusion 
rule (4.34) for a variety of small values of r and s.15 However, in order to facilitate com-
parison with the lattice results, and for brevity’s sake, we will restrict our summary to the 
central charges of five of the logarithmic minimal models, specifically those with (p, p′) =
(1, 2), (1, 3), (2, 3), (2, 5) and (3, 4). As we shall see, the computation required to fully anal-
yse the interesting fusion products increases very quickly with p and p′, effectively limiting the 
useful results to these models.
For each of these values of p and p′, the results of fusing Kr,1 with K1,s are tabulated in 
Table 4.1 for various values of r and s. In each case where we have been able to identify the 
fusion product, the result confirms (4.34). The entries of each table are to be interpreted in the 
following manner:
• A dash “−” indicates that no Nahm–Gaberdiel–Kausch fusion computation is required be-
cause the Verlinde formula indicates that the fusion product is irreducible.
• A number d indicates the depth to which the fusion algorithm must compute in order to 
identify the fusion product, given that we know the character of the fusion product.
• A number d may be followed by another d ′ in parentheses which indicates that while a 
complete identification of the fusion product requires a depth d ′ computation, it is actually 
sufficient to only compute to grade d . We will discuss the reasons for this shortly with the 
aid of an example.
Some entries in Table 4.1 are left blank. These correspond to r and s for which fusion computa-
tions were regarded as too difficult. A light blue background for the table entries indicates that 
the computation was attempted, but was aborted due to either memory or time constraints (we 
tended to abort after three or four days of continuous runtime). A blue background indicates that 
the fusion computations were successfully performed to depth d .
We illustrate the meaning of the entries of Table 4.1 of the form d (d ′) with an example. 
Take (p, p′) = (2, 3), so the central charge is c = 0, and (r, s) = (3, 4). The corresponding entry 
is 1 (7). The Verlinde formula says that the composition factors of the fusion product K3,1 ×
K1,4 are the irreducibles L, each appearing with multiplicity 1, where  ∈ {0,1,2,5,7,15}
15 When c ∈ R does not have the form given in (E.4), the structures of the Virasoro Kac modules are considerably 
simpler and are thus relatively easy to analyse. We will therefore not discuss these central charges here.
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Table 4.1
Tables for various p and p′ indicating, by a blue background, the values of r and s for which we have been able to explic-
itly confirm the fusion rule Kr,1 ×K1,s =Kr,s by combining the Verlinde formula with the Nahm–Gaberdiel–Kausch 
fusion algorithm and theorems concerning possible module structures. Values with a light blue background correspond 
to cases in which only partial confirmation was achieved. The entries in the tables describe the depth to which the fusion 
algorithm would need to compute. (For interpretation of the references to color in this table legend, the reader is referred 
to the web version of this article.)
(these are, of course, the composition factors of K3,4). Fusing to depth 0 results in two linearly 
independent states of conformal dimensions 0 and 1. These are therefore the subsingular vectors 
corresponding to the composition factors L0 and L1, respectively. It follows that L2, L5, L7
and L15 are all descended from L0 and/or L1. As L2 cannot be descended from L1, it must be 
descended from L0. As L1 is not descended from L0 (it appears at depth 0), it now follows from 
Verma module considerations that L5, L7 and L15 cannot be descended from L2.16 Thus, L5, 
L7 and L15 must all be descended from L1.
16 Any highest-weight (sub)module of weight  must be realisable as a quotient of the Verma module V . In the 
example, L5 cannot be descended from L2: If it were, the structure of the submodule generated by L0 would be 0 →
2 → 5 → ·· · which cannot be obtained as a quotient of the braid type Verma module V0, see Fig. E.1.
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It is possible that the fusion product is decomposable; if so, it can only decompose as the 
direct sum of a highest-weight module generated from L0 and another generated from L1. By 
computing to depth 1, we rule out this possibility, arriving at the following (partial) structure:
K3,1 ×K1,4: 2
0
1
5 7
15 .
The arrow pointing upwards from 1 to 0 indicates that the subsingular vector corresponding to 
L1 generates a submodule that includes the subsingular vector corresponding to L0 (this is the 
conclusion of the depth 1 computation). It only remains to check if the subsingular vectors for 
L5, L7 and L15 generate submodules containing those of L0 or L2; diagrammatically, this asks us 
to add any further upwards pointing arrows. Checking this explicitly using the fusion algorithm 
is infeasible for the foreseeable future (one would need to compute to depth 15). However, the 
Projection Lemma17 for staggered modules [76, Lem. 5.1] rules out the arrows from 5 or 7 to 0
and from 15 to 0 or 2. We are thus left with potential arrows from 5 and 7 to 2.
Another general conclusion of [76] is that these remaining arrows are almost always present. 
If one is not, 5 to 2 say, then there would be a subsingular vector of conformal dimension 5 which 
is actually singular in K3,1 ×K1,4. The work of [76] demonstrates that such subsingular vectors 
are only singular when the data defining the module belongs to a subspace of codimension at 
least 1. In this sense, these subsingular vectors are almost never singular, hence the arrows we 
are discussing are almost always present.
In this case, we can easily confirm the presence of these arrows, following [44]. Let 
∣∣s〉
denote a choice of subsingular vector in K3,1 × K1,4 of conformal dimension . We may as-
sume that 
∣∣s0〉= L1∣∣s1〉 and ∣∣s2〉= L−2∣∣s0〉. As L−1∣∣s0〉= 0 and ∣∣s5〉 must become singular upon 
quotienting by the submodule generated by 
∣∣s0〉, the most general form for ∣∣s5〉 is∣∣s5〉= (L4−1 − 203 L−2L2−1 + 4L2−2 + 4L−3L−1 − 4L−4)∣∣s1〉
+ (aL−3L−2 + bL−5)
∣∣s0〉 (a, b ∈C). (4.35)
It is easy, though somewhat tedious, to check now that
L1
∣∣s5〉= [4(a + 1)L2−2 + 2(3b − 2)L−4] ∣∣s0〉,
L2
∣∣s5〉= (5a + 7b + 12)L−3∣∣s0〉, (4.36)
which do not vanish simultaneously for any a, b ∈ C. It follows that there is no singular choice 
for 
∣∣s5〉 in K3,1 × K1,4, explicitly verifying that the arrow from 5 to 2 is present. A similar 
17 The hypotheses of this lemma assume that the module being considered is staggered, meaning in particular that the 
Virasoro zero mode L0 acts on it non-diagonalisably. This is not the case for the fusion product considered here, but 
non-diagonalisability turns out to be irrelevant to the lemma’s proof.
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calculation verifies that the arrow from 7 to 2 is also present. We note that these calculations are 
purely representation-theoretic and do not require the explicit construction afforded by the fusion 
algorithm.
We have therefore verified that the structure of the fusion product matches that of K3,4:
K3,1 ×K1,4:
1 2
0
75
15 .
The conclusion that K3,1 ×K1,4 = K3,4 is based on fusion computations to depth 1, combined 
with the explicit checks for singular vectors above to verify the presence of arrows from 5 and 
7 to 2. Confirming these arrows directly with the fusion algorithm would require computing to 
depth 7 which is well beyond our current capabilities (we were however able to verify the arrow 
from 5 to 2 in this fashion). This is the meaning of the corresponding entry 1 (7) in Table 4.1: We 
can be almost sure of the result if we compute to depth 1, but to be completely sure, we would 
have to compute to depth 7. As this is, in every case, too deep for our implementation of the 
fusion algorithm, we instead try to verify the arrows directly using singular vectors. This latter 
approach succeeded for each entry of Table 4.1 that is shaded blue. Even checking for singular 
vectors of grade 17 required less than five minutes with our MAPLE implementation.
5. Conclusion
In this paper, we have resolved two outstanding issues concerning the Kac modules introduced 
in [20] almost ten years ago. Although these representations are fundamental to logarithmic 
minimal models, their precise module structures were previously unknown in general. This was 
true on the lattice as well as in the continuum. The two issues that we have resolved are then the 
precise identification of the lattice Kac modules and that of their continuum limits, the Virasoro 
Kac modules.
To achieve the first, we have introduced the appropriate algebraic framework for the lattice 
analysis in terms of quotients of the one-boundary Temperley–Lieb algebras. We call these quo-
tients the boundary seam algebras. In this framework, the prescription used in [20] to study 
transfer tangles with seams is recognised as producing the standard modules over these bound-
ary seam algebras. These modules then define the lattice Kac modules. For a given sequence of 
lattice Kac modules, where the bulk lattice size n increases in steps of 2, the first few integer 
coefficients of the limiting character were extracted, for small system sizes, allowing us to guess 
its Kac labels r and s. The corresponding invariant bilinear forms on the lattice Kac modules 
were constructed and their Gram determinants were computed and used to partially determine 
the structures of the standard modules.
From these lattice results, we inferred the structures of the Virasoro Kac modules arising in the 
scaling limit and found that they correspond to certain finitely generated submodules of Feigin–
Fuchs modules. This conjecture was subsequently confirmed by two independent conformal field 
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theory analyses. The characters of the Virasoro Kac modules and the lattice prescription for fu-
sion were found to be in complete agreement with the results of a Verlinde-like formula, while 
the precise Virasoro Kac module structures were verified in many examples using the Nahm–
Gaberdiel–Kausch fusion algorithm.
As indicated, our results for the structure of the Virasoro Kac modules follow from a combina-
tion of three approaches: the character analysis (which combines lattice data with a Verlinde-like 
formula), the invariant bilinear forms on the lattice Kac modules, and the Nahm–Gaberdiel–
Kausch fusion algorithm. Separately, these approaches all have their limitations, but taken to-
gether, they led us to propose Conjecture 3 for the scaling limit of the lattice Kac modules. 
Indeed, the fact that the results from all three approaches agree perfectly makes a very strong 
case for the validity of this conjecture.
It is noteworthy that all three approaches have the potential to be strengthened. Regarding 
the characters, the transfer tangles with vacuum boundary conditions of the logarithmic minimal 
models have been shown to satisfy functional relations in [92]. We believe that this extends triv-
ially when a seam is added. Similar (albeit simpler) relations were solved analytically for rational 
models, for instance for the tricritical hard squares model [102], where partition functions were 
computed. There is hope that this can be generalised and used to calculate the limiting characters 
of the lattice Kac modules analytically. For the invariant bilinear form analysis, although we have 
obtained partial results, including the computation of the Gram determinants, the full represen-
tation theory of the boundary seam algebra Bn,k has not yet been determined. Unravelling the 
structure of the radicals and quotients of the standard modules would yield extra insight that will 
facilitate the identification of the limiting Virasoro module structures. This identification also 
requires understanding which composition factors drift off to infinity. Finally, the fact that Vira-
soro Kac modules are realised as submodules of Feigin–Fuchs modules suggests strongly that a 
complete verification of the fusion rule (4.34) may be attainable using correlation functions and 
free field methods.
This paper leaves some questions unanswered and opens several avenues for further work, 
in particular following up on the representation theory of the boundary seam algebras, as noted 
above. We have gained some insight into regime B for the boundary parameter ξ , but our analysis 
remains incomplete, even in the cases that we have examined. Admittedly, regime B is quite 
poorly understood at the moment.
Of particular interest is the extension of our analysis of Kac module fusion to the general case 
Kr,s ×Kr ′,s′ . At the lattice level, it is likely that one can describe this using diagrammatic algebras 
defined in different ways. A first natural suggestion is that they are quotients of the two-boundary 
Temperley–Lieb algebra [103,104]. This corresponds to implementing the Kac boundary trian-
gles on both sides of the lattice. Alternatively, as illustrated in [51], one can implement the fusion 
procedure on one side of the lattice only, by placing the two seams side-by-side. In this way, 
a fusion product is encoded in a new one-sided boundary condition. The corresponding algebraic 
framework is expected to involve new quotients of the one-boundary Temperley–Lieb algebra. In 
either scenario, one should expect a rich representation theory of these quotient algebras because 
Virasoro modules upon which L0 acts with higher rank Jordan blocks are believed to appear at 
the conformal field theory level [18].
We also remark that, just as the Kac boundary conditions did before this work, the re-
cently introduced Robin boundary conditions [80] lack a proper algebraic definition. They yield 
well-defined realisations of the corresponding transfer matrices, but in general do not result in 
representations of the one-boundary Temperley–Lieb algebras used in their diagrammatic lattice 
construction. We nevertheless expect that quotients of these algebras will provide the appropriate 
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algebraic framework for the description of Robin boundary conditions, much akin to the situation 
for the Kac boundary conditions addressed in the present paper.
Finally, another obvious direction to explore is the generalisation to other loop models, in 
particular when one fuses 2 × 2 blocks of elementary face operators in the logarithmic mini-
mal models. In this case, the Virasoro structures of the scaling limit are expected to be replaced 
by N = 1 superconformal structures, at least under some circumstances. A numerical lattice-
theoretic study providing evidence for this expectation has recently appeared [105] and prelim-
inary evidence from fusing the superconformal analogues of the Virasoro Kac modules will be 
detailed in [106]. It would be interesting to understand the correct algebraic formalism for de-
scribing these lattice models and to generalise to m ×m fused blocks.
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Appendix A. Temperley–Lieb representation theory
This appendix reviews the finite-dimensional representation theory of the algebra TLn(β), 
including the structures of the irreducible, standard and principal indecomposable modules. The 
presentation follows [58].
Generalities. The representation theory of TLn is semisimple when β is a formal parameter, 
meaning that all its (finite-dimensional) modules decompose as a direct sum of irreducible mod-
ules. When β is specialised to a complex number, β = q + q−1 ∈ C, the representation theory 
strongly depends upon whether or not q is a root of unity. In the generic case, when q is not a 
root of unity, TLn(β) is again semisimple; when q is a root of unity, the semisimplicity of TLn(β)
is not guaranteed. We will discuss this in detail below.
TLn(β) is a finite-dimensional complex associative algebra, so it admits a finite number of 
inequivalent irreducible modules Idn and the same finite number of principal indecomposable 
modules Pdn . The latter are precisely the modules that appear when writing the left-regular module 
(where TLn(β) acts on itself by left-multiplication) as a direct sum of indecomposable modules. 
Each Pdn is therefore a projective module, meaning that it cannot be realised as a quotient of 
any indecomposable module except itself. When TLn is not semisimple, some of the Pdn will be 
reducible yet indecomposable. We shall discuss their submodule structures shortly.
For almost every specialisation β ∈ C, the index d of Idn and Pdn takes integer values from 0
to n, with d = n mod 2. There are then n+22 	 inequivalent irreducible TLn(β)-modules and 
the same number of principal indecomposable TLn(β)-modules. The only exception to this rule 
occurs when β = 0 and n is even. In this case, d = 0 must be excluded from the allowed set of 
values for d ; alternatively, one may set I0n = P0n = {0} when β = 0.
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Fig. A.1. The six types of Loewy diagrams that arise for standard and principal indecomposable modules of TLn(β).
In general, any module M over a finite-dimensional associative algebra admits a composition 
series. Such a series consists of a set of submodules Mi, i = 1, . . . k, organised into a filtration,
0 = M0 ⊂ M1 ⊂ M2 ⊂ · · · ⊂ Mk = M, (A.1)
in such a way that each composition factor Mi/Mi−1, i = 1, . . . , k, is irreducible. The composi-
tion series of a given module is not unique, but its composition factors are, up to permutation, 
by the Jordan–Hölder theorem. In particular, the number of composition factors of M does not 
depend upon the choice of composition series.
A TLn(β)-module M is alternatively described by its Loewy diagram. This diagram consists 
of vertices occupied by the (irreducible) composition factors of M and connected by a collection 
of arrows that, roughly speaking, indicate the action of TLn(β). Fig. A.1 includes all the different 
Loewy diagrams of the standard and principal indecomposable modules of TLn(β). A compo-
sition factor with no arrow pointing away from it is an irreducible submodule — the action of 
TLn(β) leaves this subspace invariant. More generally, a (not necessarily irreducible) submodule 
is also indicated by any collection of composition factors whose outwards pointing arrows only 
point towards another factor in this collection. Conversely, if a collection of factors possesses an 
outwards pointing arrow that does not point to a factor in the collection, then the corresponding 
subspace is not a submodule — the arrow indicates that one can leave this subspace by acting 
with TLn(β).
Semisimple cases. Let β = q + q−1 ∈C and, if q is a root of unity, let  be the smallest positive 
integer satisfying q2 = 1. The Temperley–Lieb algebra is semisimple in four cases: (i) q is not 
a root of unity, (ii) q is a root of unity with  = 1, so q = ±1 and β = ±2, (iii) q is a root 
of unity with  = 2, so q = ±i and β = 0, and n is odd, and (iv) q is a root of unity with 
 > 2 and n < . In these cases, the semisimplicity of TLn(β) implies that the irreducible and 
principal indecomposable modules coincide: Idn = Pdn , for all d . The standard modules, built from 
the standard action on link states in Section 2.1.1, realise all of these: Idn = Vdn = Pdn . These 
modules are all described by the Loewy diagram of type (a) (see Fig. A.1).
Non-semisimple cases. Non-semisimplicity occurs in the following cases: (i) q is a root of unity 
with  = 2, so q = ±i and β = 0, and n is even, and (ii) q is a root of unity with  > 2 and n  . 
Under these conditions, there exist representations of TLn(β) that are reducible yet indecompos-
able, including some of the standard and principal indecomposable modules. To describe their 
structures, it is convenient to fix a little nomenclature.
Let us fix n and  and denote by π(n) the set of integers {d | 0  d  n, d = n mod 2}. 
We now define an -dependent partition of π(n). An integer d ∈ π(n) is said to be critical
if d + 1 = 0 mod . Each critical integer is taken to form a one-element part of the partition 
of π(n). The other integers are grouped in non-critical orbits:
Oa = {d ∈ π(n) |d + 1 = ±a mod 2} 0 < a < , a + 1 = n mod 2. (A.2)
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The non-critical orbits form the other parts of the partition of π(n). For instance, for n = 22 and 
 = 7, π(22) partitions as {{6}, {20}, O1, O3, O5} with O1 = {0, 12, 14}, O3 = {2, 10, 16} and 
O5 = {4, 8, 18, 22}. It is useful to assume that the integers in a non-critical orbit are given in 
increasing order. For d non-critical, we respectively denote by d− and d+ the integers appearing 
immediately before and after d in its orbit, whenever such integers exist.
We now use this construction to give the rules that dictate the structures of the irreducible, 
standard and projective modules when  > 2 and n  . The case  = 2 with n even is special 
and discussed at the end. We note that in every case, the irreducible module Idn is a quotient of 
the standard module Vdn , which in turn is realised as a quotient of the projective module Pdn.
First, if d is critical, then Idn = Vdn = Pdn is irreducible and projective, so the Loewy diagram is 
of type (a). Similarly, if d is the largest integer in its non-critical orbit, then Vdn is also irreducible, 
Vdn = Idn , hence its Loewy diagram is of type (a). Moreover, Pdn then has three composition factors 
and its Loewy diagram is of type (e). On the other hand, if d is the smallest integer in its non-
critical orbit, then Vdn = Pdn has two composition factors and the Loewy diagram is of type (b). 
Finally, if d is neither the smallest, nor the largest, integer in its critical orbit, then Idn = Vdn = Pdn . 
Vdn again has two composition factors with Loewy diagram of type (b), but Pdn now has four 
composition factors and its Loewy diagram is of type (d).
These rules degenerate for the case  = 2 with n even. In this case, the partition of π(n)
takes the form of a single non-critical orbit, O1 = {0,2, . . . , n}. As in the above prescription, 
the standard module corresponding to the largest integer of O1 is irreducible, Vnn = Inn, and 
thus of type (a). For 0 < d < n, the modules Vdn are reducible and their Loewy diagram is of 
type (b) with d+ = d + 2. The smallest integer of O1 is where things differ: V0n is irreducible 
and, exceptionally, is isomorphic to I2n, the irreducible quotient of V2n. There are therefore only 
n
2 non-isomorphic irreducible modules, with a full set given by the irreducible quotient mod-
ules of Vdn for d = 2, 4, . . . , n. We remark that it follows that V22 = I22  V02, which is the only 
isomorphism between standard TLn(β)-modules, for any β ∈C, with different labels d .
For the principal indecomposables, we first restrict to n  4. Pnn is then described by the 
Loewy diagram of type (e), with d = n and d− = n − 2, and Pdn for 2 < d < n by the diagram of 
type (d), with d± = d ± 2. The case d = 2 is special as P2n is represented by the Loewy diagram 
of type (c) with d+ = 4. This is the only occurrence of the type (c) Loewy diagram. The case 
where n = 2 degenerates even further as there is now a single principal indecomposable module 
P22 and its Loewy diagram is of type (f ). This is also the only time this Loewy diagram occurs.
Appendix B. Presenting the one-boundary Temperley–Lieb algebras
In this appendix, we prove that the diagrammatic one-boundary Temperley–Lieb algebra 
TL(1)n , introduced in Section 2.2.1, is actually isomorphic to its algebraic counterpart defined 
by the generators ej , j = 1, 2, . . . , n, and the relations (2.4) and (2.32). Demonstrating such iso-
morphisms, hence that the relations of the algebraic definition form a complete set, is a very 
subtle business in general. For the Temperley–Lieb algebra itself, Kauffman indicated the first 
direct proof in [78], at the level of an example, referring to Jones’ pre-diagrammatic work [54]
where many of the arguments had already appeared. A full proof may be found in [58]. We are 
not aware of any proofs in the analogous case of the one-boundary Temperley–Lieb algebras, 
though the equivalence is widely recognised and frequently used. Motivated by the need to es-
tablish the completeness of the relations of the boundary seam algebras, see Proposition C.4, we 
provide a proof here.
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For the rest of this appendix, we shall distinguish the diagrammatic and algebraic definitions 
of the one-boundary Temperley–Lieb algebra, denoting the former by d-TL(1)n and the latter by 
a-TL(1)n . The map defined by (2.5) and (2.36) on the a-TL(1)n generators extends to all words {
ej1 · · · ejm
}
using the d-TL(1)n product defined in Section 2.2; this defines a map
ψ : a-TL(1)n → d-TL(1)n . (B.1)
Our first task is to establish that ψ is surjective. Because the connectivities satisfy the algebraic 
relations (2.4) and (2.32), this map then extends to a surjective homomorphism and we conclude 
that d-TL(1)n is a quotient of a-TL(1)n . To prove that ψ is actually an isomorphism, it is enough to 
show that dim a-TL(1)n  dim d-TL(1)n . This, in turn, may be demonstrated by finding a spanning 
set for the words of a-TL(1)n whose cardinality is equal to the number (B.9) of connectivities, these 
forming a basis of d-TL(1)n by definition.
Proposition B.1. The map ψ is surjective.
Proof. Given an arbitrary connectivity D ∈ d-TL(1)n , we must construct a word w ∈ a-TL(1)n such 
that ψ(w) = D. This construction proceeds in three steps. The first step notes which nodes of the 
top and bottom edges are connected to the right boundary in D and constructs a word w′ such 
that D′ = ψ(w′) is a connectivity which also has these top and bottom nodes connected to the 
right boundary. The connections of the remaining nodes of w′ differ, in general, from those of w. 
Any bottom (top) node to the right of a node connected to the boundary must be connected to 
another bottom (top) node, provided that it is not itself connected to the boundary. In D′, each 
of these nodes connects to the node immediately to the left or right; we call such connections 
simple arcs. The second step constructs from w′ a new word w′′ whose corresponding diagram 
D′′ = ψ(w′′) is obtained from D′ by adding simple arcs to the left of all nodes connected to the 
boundary in such a way that the arcs of D′′ that connect a top to a bottom node precisely match the 
corresponding arcs in D. It may happen that this step is trivial and w′′ = w′. Finally, the third step 
converts simple arcs into nests of arcs as required to arrive at w and D. The construction of w′
involves the generator en, whereas the subsequent steps only require the ej , with j < n, and are 
precisely the steps needed to prove the corresponding surjectivity result for the Temperley–Lieb 
algebra TLn, detailed in [58, Sec. 2]. We will therefore only discuss the first step here.
In D, the number of connections to the boundary is necessarily even. We will order these 
boundary connections, starting from the rightmost on the bottom edge (if one exists), proceeding 
leftwards along the bottom edge, then taking the leftmost on the top edge and proceeding right-
wards along the top. Suppose that the first boundary connection is node j on the bottom edge. 
Then, we construct an a-TL(1)n word, and its image under ψ , by displacing the bottom boundary 
connection of the generator en from node n to node j using a snake, constructed by left- and 
right-multiplying by products of generators whose indices increase in steps of two:
ψ : (ej+1ej+3 · · · en−1)en(ej ej+2 · · · en−2) → = .
(B.2)
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This works because j and n must have the same parity. Note that node n on the top edge is still 
connected to the boundary. This boundary connection can also be moved, using another snake, to 
the node j ′ that has the second boundary connection of D. If j ′ is on the bottom edge, its parity 
will be opposite that of j and n. If j ′ lies on the top edge, its parity matches that of j and n. 
Either way, a snake may be constructed as before. The products of generators that are needed 
to form this snake need not terminate with en−1 or en−2. We note that it may happen that such 
a product is not required, in which case the standard convention applies that an empty product 
gives the identity I .
We proceed in this fashion, moving the boundary arcs to the desired places using snakes, 
until the boundary arcs of D have been constructed. After moving two arcs in this manner, 
the boundary arcs of the original generator en are both used; the remedy is to right-multiply 
by another en and repeat. The snakes clearly leave simple arcs to the right of the boundary 
connection nodes, so the result is the word w′ ∈ a-TL(1)n that is the input for the second and last 
steps of the construction. These steps are detailed in [58], completing the proof. 
We illustrate this construction for a connectivity with n = 8 and four nodes connected to the 
boundary:
D = ∈ d-TL(1)8 . (B.3)
The ordering of the boundary connection nodes is 6, 5, 2 (bottom), then 4 (top). We start with e8
and use snakes as in the proof to arrive at
The word w′ is the result of the first step of the construction. To obtain a word w ∈ a-TL(1)n
satisfying ψ(w) = D, we move the leftmost arc connecting node 1 (bottom) to 1 (top) so that it 
connects 1 (bottom) to 3 (top), by right-multiplying by e1, and then convert the two consecutive 
simple arcs at top-right into two nested arcs, by right-multiplying by e6:
ψ : w = e3e7e8e6e5e7e8e2e4e6e5e7e1e6 → D. (B.4)
Having proven the surjectivity of ψ , hence that d-TL(1)n is a quotient of a-TL(1)n , we now intro-
duce a spanning set of words for a-TL(1)n . Following Jones [54], we will say that a word ej1 · · · ejm
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in a-TL(1)n is reduced if it is not equal to any other word formed from fewer than m generators 
multiplied by powers of β , β1 and β2. Obviously, every word is proportional to a reduced word, 
so the reduced words span a-TL(1)n . We remark that the empty word I is reduced.
Lemma B.2. Any reduced word w in the a-TL(1)n generators may be written in the form
w = w′(enen−1 · · · e1)(enen−1 · · · e2) · · · (enen−1 · · · es ), (B.5a)
where w′ is a reduced word for the TLn subalgebra generated by the ej with j < n,
w′ = (ej1ej1−1 · · · ek1)(ej2ej2−1 · · · ek2) · · · (ejr ejr−1 · · · ekr ), (B.5b)
and the indices satisfy
j1 < j2 < · · · < jr < n, ki  ji (for all i),
k1 < k2 < . . . < kr < 1 < 2 < · · · < s  n. (B.5c)
Proof. If en does not appear in the reduced word w, then w is a reduced word for the Temperley–
Lieb subalgebra and so w may be written [54] in the form w′ given above. We will therefore 
assume that en does appear in w so that we may write w = w′en · · · , where w′ is reduced for the 
TLn subalgebra.
If there is no generator ej to the right of this en, then we are done. If there is such an ej , we 
cannot have j = n because w is reduced. On the other hand, if j < n − 1, then we may commute 
ej to the left and absorb it into w′. Thus, we may assume that j = n − 1. Repeating, we find 
that w has the form w′(enen−1 · · · e1)em · · · , for some 1, m satisfying m = 1 − 1. If w′ had 
the form · · · ekr , as in (B.5b), with kr  1, then we could commute the ekr to the right and use 
ekr ekr+1ekr = ekr , contradicting w being reduced. Thus, we have kr < 1.
If m < 1 − 1, then we could commute the em to the left and absorb it into w′. If m = 1, 
then w is not reduced. Finally, if 1 < m < n, then we may commute the em to the left and 
use emem−1em = em, again contradicting w being reduced. The only remaining option is m = n
because enen−1en cannot be simplified in a-TL(1)n . Thus, em forms the leftmost end of another 
descending chain of the form enen−1 · · · e2 and the same arguments as above prove that 2 > 1. 
Repeating, we arrive at the form (B.5), completing the proof. 
It should now be clear that a-TL(1)n is finite-dimensional. We therefore proceed to count the 
number of connectivities in d-TL(1)n and the number of reduced words in a-TL(1)n . The former 
number is dim d-TL(1)n and the latter gives an upper bound, b say, for dim a-TL(1)n . Proposition B.1
shows that dim d-TL(1)n  dim a-TL(1)n  b, so if the counting gives dim d-TL(1)n = b, then we will 
have dim d-TL(1)n = dim a-TL(1)n , hence d-TL(1)n  a-TL(1)n .
The counting of connectivities of d-TL(1)n follows from a bijection to the link states of d-TL(1)2n
with zero defects. To construct this bijection, we shall cut the connectivities in half horizontally 
and regard them as link states for d-TL(1)2n . These have two types of defects: vertical defects 
and boundary defects. Their construction is almost identical to the construction of link states 
for TLn. A d-TL(1)n link state is a diagram made of loop segments that live above a horizontal 
line with n marked nodes. These are either connected pairwise, occupied by a vertical defect 
or connected to the right boundary by a boundary defect. We denote the set of link states on n
nodes, with d vertical defects and b boundary defects, by Cd,bn . The full set of link states with d
vertical defects is denoted by Cdn =
⋃
b Cd,bn . The numbers n, d and b must satisfy the constraint 
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d + b = n mod 2, but d by itself can be odd or even. For example, here are all the sets of link 
states with n = 4:
(B.6)
The cardinalities of Cd,bn and Cdn are easy to compute. A link state in Cd,bn has exactly d+b defects 
— the first d are bulk defects and the last b are boundary ones — and can be mapped one-to-one 
to a Temperley–Lieb link state in Bd+bn by forgetting this distinction between boundary and bulk 
defects. It then follows that∣∣∣Cd,bn ∣∣∣= ∣∣∣Bd+bn ∣∣∣= ( nn−d−b
2
)
−
(
n
n−d−b−2
2
)
,
∣∣∣Cdn ∣∣∣= ∑
0bn−d
b=n−d mod 2
∣∣∣Cd,bn ∣∣∣= ( n⌊n−d
2
⌋).
(B.7)
d-TL(1)n connectivities can be mapped bijectively onto the d-TL(1)2n link states with no vertical 
defects. This is achieved by cutting the connectivity horizontally and rotating the top edge of 
the box so that it lies to the left of the bottom edge, while maintaining the arc connections. For 
example,
(B.8)
This rotation is obviously invertible, so it follows that the dimension of d-TL(1)n is simply given 
by
dim d-TL(1)n =
∣∣∣C02n∣∣∣= (2nn
)
. (B.9)
We now proceed to count the distinct reduced words in a-TL(1)n . For the original Temperley–
Lieb algebra, Jones noted [54] that this followed from a bijection between reduced words and 
north-east subdiagonal walks in Z2 that start at (0, 0) and end at (n, n), crediting Wilf with this 
construction. The empty word I is mapped to the walk (0, 0) → (n, 0) → (n, n), while the other 
words, written in their reduced forms (B.5b), are mapped to
(0,0) → (j1,0) → (j1, k1) → (j2, k1) → (j2, k2) → . . .
→ (jr , kr−1) → (jr , kr ) → (n, kr ) → (n,n). (B.10)
Note that the individual steps of these walks always go north or east and never venture above the 
diagonal, as required. The pairs in (B.10) are called the stops of the walk and will be depicted in 
Z2 by black dots. For example,
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(e3e2e1)(e6e5e4e3)(e7e6)(e8) ∈ TL10 → (B.11)
For a given walk, it is straightforward to reproduce the reduced word, so the map is indeed 
bijective. The actual counting proceeds by defining intermediate walks from (0, 0) to (m, p) that 
are otherwise subject to the same constraints. Their cardinality, am,p, satisfies an easily solved 
recursion relation [58] that gives
am,p =
(
m+ p
p
)
−
(
m+ p
p − 1
)
. (B.12)
Clearly, an,n yields the number of reduced TLn words.
The reduced words (B.5b) of a-TL(1)n are also in bijection with a family of subdiagonal north-
east walks, starting at (0, 0) but now ending at (n + 1, n + 1). The empty word is now mapped 
to the walk (0, 0) → (n + 1, 0) → (n + 1, n + 1) and the other words in TLn ⊂ a-TL(1)n , in their 
reduced form (B.5b), are mapped to
(0,0) → (j1,0) → (j1, k1) → (j2, k1) → . . .
→ (jr , kr−1) → (jr , kr ) → (n+ 1, kr ) → (n+ 1, n+ 1). (B.13)
The remaining words — those in the reduced form (B.5) with en appearing — are mapped to
(0,0) → (j1,0) → (j1, k1) → (j2, k1) → ·· · → (jr , kr−1) → (jr , kr ) → (n, kr )
→ (n, 1) → (n, 2) → ·· · → (n, s) → (n+ 1, s) → (n+ 1, n+ 1). (B.14)
Again the inverse map is easily constructed. A key difference with the walks (B.10) is that there 
can now be more than two stops in the n-th column, corresponding to the fact that en may appear 
more than once in a reduced word. Moreover, these additional stops in the n-th column do not 
lead to a change of direction. We also represent these new stops by black dots, for instance:
(e2e1)(e5e4e3e2)(e6e5e4)(e8e7e6e5)(e8e7)(e8) ∈ a-TL(1)8 →
(B.15)
To count these walks, we again consider intermediate walks from (0, 0) to (m, p) where extra 
stops are allowed, but only in the n-th column. For m <n, these intermediate walks are identical 
to those considered for the algebra TLn. Their number is therefore given by am,p.
For m = n, we refine the descriptions of these walks by considering those ending at (n, p)
that contain exactly s stops on the n-th column. We denote their counting by b(s)p (with s ∈
1, . . . , p + 1). For example, if n = 6, the intermediate walks
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(B.16)
respectively have s = 1, 2 and 4. The countings are easily seen to satisfy the relations
b
(s)
0 = δs,1, b(1)p = an−1,p, b(s)p = b(s−1)p−1 + b(s)p−1 (2 s  p + 1), (B.17)
which determine them completely:
b(s)p =
(
n+ p − 1
p − s + 1
)
−
(
n+ p − 1
p − s
)
. (B.18)
Finally, let us denote by cp the number of intermediate walks ending at (n + 1, p). These 
satisfy the relations
c0 = 1, cp = cp−1 +
p+1∑
s=1
b(s)p (1 p  n), cn+1 = cn, (B.19)
from which we find
cp =
⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩
(
n+ p
p
)
0 p  n,(
2n
n
)
p = n+ 1.
(B.20)
The number of distinct reduced a-TL(1)n words is then given by cn+1, which equals the number 
(B.9) of connectivities of d-TL(1)n . We have thus proved the following proposition:
Proposition B.3. The algebras a-TL(1)n and d-TL(1)n are isomorphic.
We conclude this section by further refining the above counting exercises, by considering the 
walks ending at (n + 1, p) for which each intermediate walk has at most t stops in the n-th 
column. (Here, the range of t is {1, . . . , p + 1} for 0  p  n and {1, . . . , n + 1} for p = n + 1.) 
The numbers c(t)p (with cp = c(p+1)p , for 0  p  n, and cn+1 = c(n+1)n+1 ) of these walks satisfy the 
relations
c
(t)
0 = 1, c(t)p = c(t)p−1 +
t∑
s=1
b(s)p (1 p  n), c
(t)
n+1 = c(t)n , (B.21)
which leads to
c(t)p =
⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩
(
n+ p
p
)
−
(
n+ p
p − t
)
0 p  n,(
2n
n
)
−
(
2n
n− t
)
p = n+ 1.
(B.22)
This result will be used to count the dimensions of the seam algebras Bn,k in Appendix C.1.
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Appendix C. Boundary seam algebra proofs
In this appendix, we present the proofs of certain results pertaining to the boundary seam 
algebras Bn,k that are used in the body of the paper. These are divided into proofs for which β is 
a formal parameter and proofs for which β is specialised to a complex number.
Here, we will distinguish between the formal boundary seam algebras according to whether 
they are defined diagrammatically or algebraically. The diagrammatic algebras need not admit 
a well-defined specialisation at all β ∈ C whereas their algebraic counterparts may always be 
specialised, see Appendix C.2. The (formal) diagrammatic algebra, d-Bn,k , is defined to be the 
linear span of all products of the diagrams of I (k) and the E(k)j , j = 1, . . . , n, see (2.30) and 
(2.42). Here, by product, we mean the diagrammatic one defined by restriction from TLn+k . Its 
algebraic counterpart, a-Bn,k , is defined to be the linear span of all formal words in the generators 
I (k) and the E(k)j , j = 1, . . . , n, subject to the relations (2.51) and, if n > k, (2.60). One result of 
Appendix C.1 is that over a complex function field, the two algebras are isomorphic.
C.1. Proofs for β formal
It is useful to first give an alternative characterisation of these algebras in terms of the projec-
tions (idempotents) I (k), more specifically, in terms of the subalgebras
An,k = I (k)TLn+kI (k) =
{
I (k)aI (k) ; a ∈ TLn+k
}
⊆ TLn+k. (C.1)
The subalgebra An,k is a unital associative algebra in its own right, the unit being I (k) = I (k)I I (k). 
It is spanned by diagrams made of connectivities in TLn+k sandwiched between two projectors 
Pk acting on the nodes n + 1, . . . , n + k. If a can be written as eja′ or a′ej , for j ∈ {n + 1, . . . ,
n+ k − 1}, and some a′ ∈ TLn+k , then I (k)a I (k) is zero. For I (k)a I (k) to be non-zero, a must 
therefore have no arc connecting two neighbouring nodes in the range n + 1, . . . , n + k of both 
its bottom and top edges. We will refer to the nodes in the range 1, . . . , n as bulk nodes and those 
in the range n + 1, . . . , n + k as boundary nodes.
Proposition C.1. Over a complex function field, the algebras An,k and d-Bn,k are isomorphic.
Proof. It is clear that the unit I (k) and the generators E(k)j of d-Bn,k are elements of An,k , hence 
that d-Bn,k is a subalgebra of An,k . It follows that the tangles Y (k)t ∈ d-Bn,k , defined in (2.56), 
also belong to An,k . We claim that these tangles, along with the E(k)j with j < n, generate An,k . 
Clearly, the proposition will be proved once this claim is established.
A basis of the subalgebra An,k is given by the I (k)aI (k), where a is a connectivity of TLn+k in 
which there are no arcs connecting boundary nodes along the bottom or the top edges. We let t
denote the number of arcs connecting a top bulk node to a boundary node (top or bottom) and t ′
be the number of arcs connecting a bottom bulk node to a boundary node. Clearly, t + t ′ must be 
even and bounded above by 2k. Here is an example with n = 6, k = 4, t = 3 and t ′ = 1:
I (4)aI (4) = . (C.2)
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If t  t ′, then there will be 12 (t + t ′) arcs connecting a top bulk node to a top boundary node, 
t ′ arcs connecting a bottom bulk node to a bottom boundary node and 12(t − t ′) arcs connecting 
a top bulk node to a bottom boundary node. The boundary nodes in each case will be labelled 
by n + 1, . . . , n + 12 (t + t ′) (top–top), n + 1, . . . , n + t ′ (bottom–bottom) and n + t ′ + 1, . . . ,
n+ 12 (t + t ′) (top–bottom). When t  t ′, the situation is similar — swap t with t ′ as well as 
“top” with “bottom” in the previous description.
The TLn+k-connectivities a are then uniquely determined by the arcs connecting the bulk 
nodes to one another and the numbers t and t ′. Cutting away the boundary nodes from the con-
nectivity a then results in a TL(1)n -connectivity (a) in which there are t arcs from the top edge 
to the right boundary and t ′ arcs from the bottom to the right boundary. In the example (C.2), the 
cutting is illustrated thusly:
(C.3)
This establishes a bijection  between the connectivities a that parametrise a basis of An,k and 
the connectivities of TL(1)n that have at most 2k arcs connecting to the right boundary.
We now cut the TL(1)n -connectivity in half horizontally, converting any arcs that connected the 
top and bottom edges into defects. The two halves may be regarded as link states for TLn, upon 
reflecting the top half to adopt the customary orientation, if we also regard the arcs that connected 
to the right boundary as defects. The top link state therefore has at least t defects and the bottom 
link state at least t ′. To illustrate,
(C.4)
Again, this cutting can be inverted to uniquely reconstitute the TL(1)n -connectivity, provided that 
we remember the numbers t and t ′.
As the standard TLn-modules are irreducible over a complex function field, acting with TLn on 
any link state with d defects lets us produce all the link states with d defects. One can therefore 
also obtain all d defect link states from any d defect link state using the natural action of TLn
on link states, where we do not set the result to zero if the number of defects has decreased. For 
instance, in the natural representation, e2 acting on gives . This is relevant because left-
or right-multiplying a TL(1)n connectivity by TLn ⊂ TL(1)n amounts to the natural TLn-action, up 
to factors of β1 and β2, on the bottom or top link states, respectively, that result from cutting 
the connectivity. More importantly, it also corresponds to left- or right-multiplication by the 
subalgebra 〈I (k)ej ; j = 1, . . . , n − 1〉  TLn of An,k when the boundary nodes are reinserted.
This shows that a set of generators of An,k is obtained by choosing one basis element 
I (k)at,t ′I (k) ∈ An,k , for each t and t ′, where at,t ′ has t top bulk to boundary and t ′ bottom bulk 
to boundary arcs. When t = t ′, we may choose I (k)at,t I (k) = Y (k)t . When t > t ′, we may obtain 
such a basis element from Y (k)
(t+t ′)/2 by left-multiplying by the TLn-subalgebra to convert bulk 
to boundary arcs from the bottom into an arc that ties a bulk node from the top to a boundary 
node in the bottom. The case t < t ′ is handled similarly. The E(k)j , with j = n, and the Y (k)t are 
therefore generators of An,k , completing the proof. 
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The bijection  in this proof is also useful to determine the dimension of the boundary seam 
algebras. Indeed, when k  n,  maps a basis of An,k to a basis of TL(1)n , where we recall from 
(2.52) that β1 and β2 are identified with Uk−1 and Uk , respectively. Since An,k ∼= d-Bn,k is a 
quotient of TL(1)n , we obtain the following result.
Corollary C.2. If k  n, then d-Bn,k ∼= TL(1)n over a complex function field, so dim d-Bn,k =(
2n
n
)
.
When k < n, this argument instead shows that the dimension of An,k is given by the number 
of TL(1)n -connectivities with at most 2k arcs connecting to the right boundary. We shall again cut 
these connectivities in half horizontally, but rather than treat the results as pairs of TLn link states, 
useful in the above proof because TLn is naturally a subalgebra of An, we shall instead regard 
each result as a (single) link state for TL(1)2n . Similar manipulations were already performed in 
Appendix B to count the number of connectivities in d-TL(1)n .
Proposition C.3. Over a complex function field, the dimension of the algebra d-Bn,k  An,k , for 
k < n, is
dim d-Bn,k =
(
2n
n
)
−
(
2n
n− k − 1
)
. (C.5)
Proof. The proof uses the bijection  to map the basis tangles of An,k onto the connectivities of 
TL(1)n with at most 2k boundary arcs. The latter connectivities are then mapped bijectively onto 
the TL(1)2n link states with 2n nodes and no vertical defects. This is achieved by the same process, 
described above (B.8), that was used to count TL(1)n connectivities: One cuts the connectivity 
horizontally and rotates its top edge so that it lies to the left of the bottom edge. For the TL(1)n
connectivity appearing in (C.3), for example, the relevant rotation is precisely that displayed 
in (B.8). This rotation is again invertible and it follows that the dimension of An,k may be written 
as a sum over link state cardinalities:
dim An,k =
2k∑′
b=0
∣∣∣C0,b2n ∣∣∣ . (C.6)
Here, the primed summation indicates that the index increases in steps of two. This is straight-
forwardly simplified to (C.5) using (B.7). 
It follows immediately from Corollary C.2 that the a-Bn,k relations (2.51) inherited from TL(1)n
are a complete set of relations for d-Bn,k when k  n, so that a-Bn,k  d-Bn,k in this case. When 
k < n, we can now prove that a complete set is obtained by adding the closure relation (2.60).
Proposition C.4. For k < n, the algebra a-Bn,k , defined by (2.51) and (2.60), is isomorphic to 
d-Bn,k .
Proof. The proof consists of demonstrating that imposing the closure relation (2.60) allows one 
to refine the spanning set of TL(1)n , given by the reduced words of Lemma B.2, to a spanning set 
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of a-Bn,k whose cardinality matches dim d-Bn,k , as given in Proposition C.3. This will yield the 
inequality dim a-Bn,k  dim d-Bn,k . Because d-Bn,k is already known to be a quotient of a-Bn,k
(the diagrammatic algebra could satisfy further algebraic relations, in principle), the reverse in-
equality is trivial and the desired isomorphism follows.
Recall from (2.53) that there is a surjective homomorphism h from TL(1)n onto a-Bn,k . For 
k < n, (2.60) may be reinterpreted as the statement that a certain linear combination w of words 
in the TL(1)n generators ej belongs to the kernel of h: h(w) = 0. By referring to (2.58), one finds 
that w has the form
w = (enen−1 · · · en−k)(enen−1 · · · en−k+1) · · · (enen−1)(en)+ v, (C.7)
where v is a linear combination of words whose lengths are strictly less than that of the displayed 
word w − v. Note that w − v ∈ TL(1)n is already in the reduced form guaranteed by Lemma B.2, 
so it cannot be a linear combination of any of the shorter words appearing in v. In particular, the 
coefficient of the reduced word w − v in w is non-zero. Note also that en appears exactly k + 1
times in w − v.
As kernels are two-sided ideals, we may right-multiply w by TL(1)n generators and still end up 
with an element which vanishes when mapped into a-Bn,k . In particular, we may right-multiply 
by en−k−1en−k−2 · · · en−1 , then by en−ken−k−1 · · · en−2 , and so on, so as to transform w − v
into
(enen−1 · · · e1)(enen−1 · · · e2) · · · (enen−1 · · · ek+1). (C.8)
If 1 < 2 < · · · < k+1, then this transformed word is still reduced, so it is longer than any word 
in the transformed version of v and so cannot be cancelled. By left-multiplying appropriately, we 
can now convert this transformed version of w − v into any of the reduced words (B.5) of TL(1)n
that have at least k + 1 occurrences of en. Again, the result cannot be cancelled by any of the 
identically transformed words in v.
It follows that every reduced word of TL(1)n , with en occurring at least k+1 times, corresponds 
to a non-trivial relation in a-Bn,k . A spanning set for a-Bn,k is then obtained from the reduced 
words (B.5) by discarding those in which en occurs at least k + 1 times and then applying h. 
We can count the number of words that remains: The cardinality of this spanning set of a-Bn,k
is precisely the number of subdiagonal north-east walks from (0, 0) to (n + 1, n + 1) that may 
have at most two stops in every column but the n-th, where up to k + 1 stops are allowed. This 
number was computed in (B.22) and is given by
c
(k+1)
n+1 =
(
2n
n
)
−
(
2n
n− k − 1
)
= dim d-Bn,k, (C.9)
completing the proof. 
C.2. Proofs for β ∈C
To specialise these results to β = q + q−1 ∈ C, we first note that for q generic, the Wenzl–
Jones projectors are well-defined and the proofs of Proposition C.1, Corollary C.2, Proposi-
tion C.3 and Proposition C.4 carry through. It follows in this case that the specialised algebras 
An,k(β) and Bn,k(β) ( a-Bn,k(β)  d-Bn,k(β)) are still isomorphic and that
dim Bn,k(β) =
(
2n
n
)
−
(
2n
n− k − 1
)
(q generic). (C.10)
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For q a root of unity, this is no longer true, in general. If  denotes the smallest positive integer 
satisfying q2 = 1, then the Chebyshev polynomial U−1 is zero, making some of the Wenzl–
Jones projectors Pk singular for k  . The specialised diagrammatic algebra d-Bn,k(β) is no 
longer well-defined, for k  , as the tangles I (k) and E(k)j would be linear combinations of 
TLn+k(β) connectivities with divergent coefficients. In stark contrast, the algebraic definition of 
a-Bn,k(β) remains well-defined as the boundary Temperley–Lieb relations (2.51) and the closure 
relation (2.60) are non-singular for all β ∈C.
However, there is a subtlety to this presentation in terms of generators and relations. When 
q2 = 1, the Chebyshev polynomials Um−1 vanish for each m ∈ Z0. As Bn,0  TLn, it is natural 
to define the specialised algebra Bn,0(β) to be TLn(β). If k > 0, then we proceed as follows: Let 
k′ be the smallest positive integer satisfying k′ = k mod . Assuming that k′ < n, it then follows 
that the recursive construction of the tangle Y (k)
k′+1 fails because its coefficient Uk−k′−1, in (2.58), 
is zero when evaluated at t = k′.18 Instead, we obtain a closure relation similar to (2.60):[ k′∏
j=0
E
(k)
n−j
]
Y
(k)
k′ =
k′−1∑
i=0
(−1)iUk−1−i
[ k′∏
j=i+2
E
(k)
n−j
]
Y
(k)
k′ (n > k
′). (C.11)
In fact, this is precisely (2.60) when 0 < k  , that is, k′ = k.
When k >  (and n > k′), this closure relation is stronger than the generic one (2.60) — 
it generates linear dependences involving monomials in the E(k)j of shorter lengths than those 
generated by its generic counterpart. The dimension of the specialised algebra Bn,k(β) is thus 
strictly smaller than that given by Proposition C.3. We therefore define the specialised boundary 
seam algebra Bn,k(β), when k > 0 and q is a root of unity, to be the complex associative algebra 
with unit I (k), generators E(k)j , j = 1, . . . , n, and relations (2.51), supplemented by (C.11) if 
n > k′.
For n  k′, this amounts to the identification
Bn,k(β) = TL(1)n (β,Uk−1,Uk) (k = 0, n k′) (C.12)
and, as an immediate consequence,
dim Bn,k(β) =
(
2n
n
)
(k = 0, n k′). (C.13)
Because we are primarily interested in comparing with the scaling limit, it is the case n >
k ( k′) which is the most important. For n > k′, we have the following results.
Proposition C.5. Let q be a root of unity and let  be the smallest positive integer satisfy-
ing q2 = 1. If k > 0 and k′ < n is the smallest positive integer satisfying k′ = k mod , then 
Bn,k(β)  Bn,k′(β).
Proof. Since q2 = 1, we have q = eiπa/ for some a ∈ Z. Let m be the non-negative integer 
satisfying k − k′ = m. Then, the Chebyshev polynomials satisfy the periodicity property Uk′ =
Uk−m = (−1)amUk .
For k > 0 and n > k′, the closure relation (C.11) inspires us to define a surjective homomor-
phism ψ : Bn,k(β) → Bn,k′(β) of unital associative algebras:
18 This recursive construction, starting from Y (k)1 = E(k)n , explains why we do not allow k′ = 0 here.
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ψ(I (k)) = I (k′), ψ(E(k)j ) =
{
E
(k′)
j if j = n,
(−1)amE(k′)n if j = n.
(C.14)
We only need to show that this map preserves the relations (2.51) and (2.60). Of the former, only 
those involving E(k)n require checking. For example, (E(k)n )2 = UkE(k)n is checked as follows:
ψ
(
(E(k)n )
2)= (E(k′)n )2 = Uk′E(k′)n = (−1)amUkE(k′)n = ψ(UkE(k)n ). (C.15)
Similarly, one may check from (2.58) that ψ(Y (k)t ) = (−1)amY (k
′)
t , for t  k′, and that ψ maps 
the relation (C.11) onto the closure relation of Bn,k′(β).
This shows that Bn,k(β) is a quotient of Bn,k′(β). To conclude that these algebras are iso-
morphic, we note that the inverse map, obtained by swapping k and k′ in (C.14), is likewise 
well-defined. 
For 1  k′ < , the algebra Bn,k′(β) is well-defined both diagrammatically and algebraically. 
It is therefore the specialisation of Bn,k′ at β = 2 cos πa ∈ C, hence the dimension of Bn,k(β) 
Bn,k′(β) is given by
dim Bn,k(β) =
(
2n
n
)
−
(
2n
n− k′ − 1
)
, (k = 0 mod , n > k′). (C.16)
In fact, this dimension formula also covers the case n  k′, if we understand that the second 
binomial coefficient above is then 0. We also note that taking k′ = 0 in (C.16) gives the correct 
dimension of Bn,0  TLn(β).
The only missing case is k′ = , that is k = m, m ∈ Z+. In this case, Proposition C.5 asserts 
that Bn,k(β)  Bn,(β), but not that it is isomorphic to Bn,0(β)  TLn(β). This is because the 
generator E(k
′)
n , required to define ψ in (C.14), is not defined in TLn(β). Because Bn, is not 
defined diagrammatically, further analysis is required to determine the dimension of Bn,k in this 
case. This will not be addressed in this paper.
Appendix D. Boundary seam module proofs
This section provides proofs of statements made in Sections 2.3.1 and 2.3.2 about standard 
representations of the boundary seam algebras Bn,k and the determinants of the Gram matrices 
of their invariant bilinear forms.
D.1. Properties of standard modules
Recall that a basis of the standard Bn,k-module Vdn,k is given by (the equivalence classes of) 
the TLn+k link states, with d defects, for which no two of the k boundary nodes are linked 
together. This basis was denoted by Bdn,k in Section 2.3.1 and the boundary nodes were indicated 
diagrammatically in pink. We study the restriction of Vdn,k to the TLn subalgebra 〈I (k), E(k)j ; j =
1, . . . , n − 1〉 ⊆ Bn,k . Under the restricted action, seen from the bulk, the arcs connecting to 
the boundary nodes may be viewed as a second class of defects. This may be formalised by 
taking a link state in Bdn,k , erasing the boundary nodes and any arcs connecting to them, and then 
inserting a new type of defect, which we shall draw as a wavy pink line, at any bulk node that 
was originally connected to the boundary. For example,
(D.1)
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If we ignore the difference between the two types of defect in these diagrams, then they may 
be identified with TLn link states. Suppose that we start with a Bn,k link state with d defects. By 
considering the number d ′ of bulk defects and d ′′ of boundary defects, separately, it follows that 
the number of defects in the resulting TLn link state is
e = d ′ + k − d ′′ = d + k − 2d ′′ = 2d ′ + k − d, (D.2)
which is bounded below by |k − d| and above by min(k + d, n). Moreover, it is easy to re-
construct the Bn,k link state from the TLn link state, given k, d and e, by solving for d ′′ and 
linking the rightmost k− d ′′ bulk nodes to the leftmost boundary nodes (the remaining boundary 
nodes are defects). This proves that we have a bijective map between the Bn,k and TLn link state 
bases:
Bdn,k ←→
min(k+d,n)⋃′
e=|k−d|
Ben. (D.3)
The prime indicates that e increases in steps of two. We illustrate this map for (n, k, d) =
(4, 2, 2):
B24,2 = (D.4)
Combining this bijection with the cardinalities of the bases of TLn link states, given in (2.13), we 
have proven the following proposition.
Proposition D.1. The dimension of the standard module of Bn,k with d defects is
dim Vdn,k =
(
n
n+k−d
2
)
−
(
n
n−k−d−2
2
)
. (D.5)
We remark that the action of Bn,k on the standard module Vdn,k does not restrict to the standard 
action of TLn upon cutting link states. This is why we did not express the bijection (D.3) as a 
decomposition of the restricted module. The standard rule, whereby one sets the result to zero 
when the number of defects decreases, is modified so that connecting defects of the same kind 
gives zero, but connecting defects of different kinds need not. For example, e1 acting on 
gives zero, but acting with e2 instead gives
Our next goal is to show that the standard representations ρdn,k are well-defined for all β ∈C. 
This is the content of the following proposition.
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Proposition D.2. The matrix ρdn,k(a) has non-divergent entries for all a ∈ Bn,k , so specialis-
ing the representation ρdn,k of the formal boundary seam algebra Bn,k to any β ∈ C defines a 
representation of the specialised algebra Bn,k(β).
Proof. It is enough to show that ρdn,k(a) is non-divergent when a is the unit I (k) or a gener-
ator E(k)j of Bn,k . Recall that I
(k) ∈ Bn,k ⊆ TLn+k is the identity element of TLn glued to the 
Wenzl–Jones projector Pk = , acting on the boundary nodes n + 1, . . . , n + k. The TLn+k
representation ρdn+k will therefore have singularities when specialised to certain β ∈C, if k > 1. 
However, we may expand Pk as the identity plus a linear combination of non-trivial monomials 
in the Temperley–Lieb generators ej , where j = n + 1, . . . , n + k− 1. Acting with such a mono-
mial on an arbitrary TLn+k link state will result in a link state with two linked boundary nodes 
or in zero. Either way, the result is set to zero in the quotient (2.67) defining the standard Bn,k
representation ρdn,k . Thus, ρ
d
n,k(I
(k)) is the identity matrix, which is clearly non-divergent upon 
specialising to Bn,k(β).
Similarly, when j < n,
ρdn+k(E
(k)
j ) = ρdn+k(I (k))ρdn+k(ej )ρdn+k(I (k)) = ρdn+k(I (k))ρdn+k(ej ) (D.6)
has singularities because of the projector in ρdn+k(I (k)). However, ρdn+k(ej ) has no singularities, 
so the above argument shows that ρdn,k(E
(k)
j ) is non-divergent in the quotient, hence may be 
specialised, for all j < n.
It remains to consider the generator E(k)n = I (k)enI (k). For this, we employ (2.59) to expand 
E
(k)
n as
E(k)n = Uk−1
= Uk−1 −Uk−2
+Uk−3 − · · · + (−1)k+1U0
=
k−1∑
j=0
(−1)jUk−1−j I (k)enen+1 · · · en+j . (D.7)
Since ρdn+k(ej ) is non-divergent, for each j , the only singularities are again in the Wenzl–Jones 
projector and these are again removed in the quotient. Thus, ρdn,k(E(k)n ) is non-divergent, so it 
defines a representation of the specialised algebra Bn,k(β), for all β ∈C. 
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D.2. Gram determinant
The invariant bilinear form 〈·|·〉(k) for the standard modules Vdn,k of Bn,k was introduced in 
Section 2.3.2 using the inclusion of Bn,k in TLn+k and the definition of Vdn,k as a quotient of the 
TLn+k standard module Vdn+k . Indeed, if w1, w2 ∈ Bdn,k are TLn+k link states with d defects and 
no two boundary nodes linked together, then their product 〈w1|w2〉(k) (or, rather, the product 
of their images in Vdn,k) is the value of the TLn+k product 〈w1|I (k)w2〉. Diagrammatically, this 
is equivalent to sandwiching I (k) between w1 and the reflection of w2. This product may alter-
natively be interpreted using the bijective map (D.3) between the link states of Bdn,k and those 
of TLn, where the latter are modified so as to admit two different kinds of defect: boundary and 
bulk. The invariant bilinear form on Vdn,k is then viewed as acting on these modified TLn link 
states (and their linear combinations):
〈·|·〉(k) :
⎛⎝min(k+d,n)⊕′
e=|k−d|
spanBen
⎞⎠×
⎛⎝min(k+d,n)⊕′
e=|k−d|
spanBen
⎞⎠→C, (D.8)
where a prime on 
⊕
indicates that the indices increase by steps of two. In this case, for w1 ∈ Ben
and w2 ∈ Be′n , the value of 〈w1|w2〉(k) may be non-zero even if e = e′. In terms of boundary and 
bulk defects, the fundamental rules are given by
(D.9)
These rules follow directly from the definition of the bilinear form and from the properties (2.8b)
of the Wenzl–Jones projectors. We note that and only appear in cases where the result is 
already zero, so no extra rule is needed to account for these cases.
The next proposition shows that for β formal, a change of basis recasts the Gram matrix 
in a block-diagonal form. We then use this to compute the Gram determinant explicitly. Upon 
specialisation, the change of basis used in the proof fails at certain roots of unity. If the Gram 
matrix is well-defined at a given root of unity β = βc, its determinant is obtained using continuity 
by taking the limit of the generic expression as β tends to βc. If the bilinear form is identically 
zero or undefined at βc, then the determinant of the renormalised form 〈 〈v|w〉 〉(k), see (3.38)
and (3.41), is obtained by first multiplying by an appropriate power of (β −βc) before taking the 
limit.
Before proving these results, it is useful to see an explicit example. Take (n, k, d) = (4, 2, 2). 
Working with the modified link states w on the right-hand side of (D.4), obtained from the 
bijection (D.3), the elements U(w) of the new basis are diagrammatically given by including a 
Wenzl–Jones projector that only acts on the defects:
(D.10)
The first two states already appeared in B24,2, while the last four are linear combinations of link 
states. For example,
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= − 1
U1
, = − 1
U1
,
= + U1
U3
(
−U1 +
)
+ U1
U2U3
(
−U1
)
. (D.11)
If the elements U(w) are ordered so that the number of links is weakly decreasing, as in (D.10), 
then the matrix of this change of basis becomes upper-triangular, with ones on the diagonal. Its 
determinant is therefore 1. Moreover, we find that (2.76) becomes block-diagonal in this basis:
UT G24,2 U =
⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
1 ·
(
(U1)2 U1
U1 (U1)2
)
U3
(U1)2
·
⎛⎝U1 1 01 U1 1
0 1 U1
⎞⎠
U4
U2
· (1 )
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
, (D.12)
where we use the same symbol, U , for the map and its matrix realisation. Up to the constant 
prefactors, the three blocks may be recognised as the TLn Gram matrices G04,0, G24,0 and G44,0.
Proposition D.3. For β formal, there exists a (change of basis) matrix U , with det U = 1, for 
which
UT Gdn,kU =
min(k+d,n)⊕′
e=|k−d|
A
1
2 (e+d−k), 12 (e−d+k)
k Gen,0, (D.13)
where the prime indicates that e increases in steps of two and the Ai,jk are functions that multiply 
each block, given by
A
i,j
k =
Uk+i,j−1
Ui+j−1,j−1 Uk−1,j−1
, Uk,r = Uk!
Uk−r−1!Ur ! , Uk! =
k∏
i=1
Ui, (D.14)
with the conventions U−1! = U0! = 1.
Proof. As in the example above, we use the bijection (D.3) and order the modified TLn link 
states so that the number of links weakly decreases. The link states with |k − d| defects appear 
unchanged in the new basis, while those in spanBen with e > |k − d| are replaced by linear com-
binations. If the modified link state w has e defects, we define U(w) to be the linear combination 
of link states obtained by letting the Wenzl–Jones projector Pe act on the defects from above. 
Since Pe is the identity plus terms which will increase the number of links, we conclude that the 
matrix U is upper-triangular with ones on the diagonal, so its determinant is 1.
In this new basis, the Gram matrix UT Gdn,k U is block diagonal. Indeed, if w and w′ don’t 
have the same number of defects, then in the diagram describing the product of (the equivalence 
classes of) U(w) and U(w′), two defects must be linked. This could lead to a non-zero result 
because the rules (D.9) allow defects of different types to be linked. However, this link will then 
touch a projector at two nodes, so the result must vanish. If w and w′ have the same number 
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of defects, then they each have the same number i of bulk defects and the same number j of 
boundary defects, by (D.2). A similar argument as before now shows that we have
〈U(w) |U(w′)〉(k) = Ai,jk 〈w|w′〉(0) (w,w′ ∈
min(k+d,n)⋃′
e=|k−d|
Ben), (D.15)
where the indices of 
⋃′ increase by steps of two and the constants Ai,jk are defined by
A
i,j
k = . (D.16)
To evaluate the Ai,jk , we use (2.59) and its adjoint (obtained by reversing the order of multipli-
cation), along with the rules (D.9). This leads to the following relations which determine the 
constants uniquely:
A
i,j
k = Ai−1,jk −
(Uj−1)2
Ui+j−1Ui+j−2
A
i−1,j−1
k , A
i,0
k = 1, A0,jk =
Uk
Uk−j
. (D.17)
The solution is (D.14) which completes the proof. 
Let us note that the coefficients Ai,jk appearing in Proposition D.3 may be nicely written in 
terms of q-binomials (recall that β = q + q−1)[
m
n
]
q
= [m]q ![m− n]q ![n]q ! , [n]q ! =
n∏
k=1
[k]q, [n]q = q
n − q−n
q − q−1 , [0]q ! ≡ 1,
(D.18)
namely
A
i,j
k =
[
k + i + 1
j
]
q[
i + j
j
]
q
[
k
j
]
q
. (D.19)
They may also be expressed in terms of the theta nets of Kauffman and Lins [79]:
A
i,j
k =
Net(i, j, k − j)
Net(i,0, k − j) =
θ(i − j + k, i + j, k)
θ(i − j + k, i, k − j) . (D.20)
We recall that theta nets are built from Wenzl–Jones projectors, suggesting that this expression 
might have an elegant derivation in the setting of Temperley–Lieb skein theory.
Proposition D.4. The determinant of the invariant bilinear form 〈·|·〉(k), in the basis Bdn,k , is 
given by
detGdn,k =
 k2 	∏
i=1
(Ui−1
Uk−i
)dim Vdn,k−2i n+k−d2∏
j=1
(Ud+j
Uj−1
)dim Vd+2jn,k
. (D.21)
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Proof. From Proposition D.3, the Gram determinants satisfy the relation
detGdn,k =
min(k+d,n)∏′
e=|k−d|
(
detGen,0 ·
(
A
1
2 (e+d−k), 12 (e−d+k)
k
)dim Ven,0). (D.22)
Closed expressions for detGen,0 are known, see (2.20), so (D.22) already constitutes a closed 
form for Gdn,k . After a lengthy but straightforward computation using (2.68) and its consequent 
recursion relation
dim Vdn,k = dim Vd−1n−1,k + dim Vd+1n−1,k, dim V−1n,k = 0, (D.23)
we find that (D.22) translates into a recursion relation for the Gram determinants:
detGdn,k =
(Ud+1
Ud
)dim Vd+1n−1,k detGd−1n−1,k detGd+1n−1,k, detGn+kn,k = 1, detG−1n,k = 1.
(D.24)
We note that the conventions dim V−1n,k = 0 and detG−1n,k = 1 ensure that the recursion relations for 
dim Vdn,k and detGdn,k also apply to the case d = 0. For k = 0, the relation (D.24) was computed 
in [58] to calculate detGdn,0. The final form (D.21) is seen to satisfy both the recursion relation 
(D.24) and the two boundary conditions. 
Appendix E. Virasoro representation theory
In this appendix, we review the structure of certain classes of modules over the Virasoro alge-
bra. Further details may be found in [107,108]. The Virasoro algebra is the infinite-dimensional 
complex Lie algebra spanned by the modes Ln, where n ∈ Z, and C, subject to the commutation 
relations[
Lm,Ln
]= (m− n)Lm+n + m3 −m12 δm+n=0C. (E.1)
The element C is central and will be assumed to act on all modules as a given multiple c of the 
identity operator called the central charge. Formally, we are therefore considering modules over 
the quotient of the universal enveloping algebra of the Virasoro algebra by the two-sided ideal 
generated by C − c 1.
E.1. Highest-weight modules
A highest-weight state 
∣∣〉 for the Virasoro algebra satisfies
Ln
∣∣〉= 0 for n > 0; L0∣∣〉= ∣∣〉. (E.2)
Such states are characterised by their conformal dimension (L0-eigenvalue)  and central 
charge c. We generally omit explicit reference to the latter in notation, regarding it as fixed 
for the model under consideration. As usual, a highest-weight state 
∣∣〉 generates a Verma mod-
ule V through the free action of the Ln with n < 0 and this module has a unique irreducible 
quotient that we will denote by L.
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Fig. E.1. The singular vector structure, marked by black circles, of Virasoro Verma modules for t ∈ Q+ . Arrows from 
one singular vector to another indicate that the latter may be obtained from the former by acting with Virasoro modes. 
The chain and braid structures have infinitely many singular vectors. The conformal dimensions of the singular vectors 
increase as one moves down.
With the standard parametrisation
c = 13 − 6
(
t + t−1
)
, r,s = r
2 − 1
4
t−1 − rs − 1
2
+ s
2 − 1
4
t (t ∈C \ {0}),
(E.3)
the Verma module Vr,s ≡ Vr,s may be shown to be reducible precisely when r and s are positive 
integers. If t is rational, then this parametrisation may be written in the form
t = p
p′
, c = 1 − 6
(
p′ − p)2
pp′
, r,s =
(
p′r − ps)2 − (p′ − p)2
4pp′
, (E.4)
where one customarily takes gcd
{
p,p′
}= 1. The Virasoro minimal models M(p, p′) are built, 
for p, p′  2, from the irreducible highest-weight modules Lr,s ≡ Lr,s with 1  r  p − 1 and 
1  s  p′ − 1. Our focus is on the logarithmic counterparts of these minimal models, so we 
will restrict ourselves to t = p/p′ rational and positive, taking p′  p > 0 (and hence c  1). 
However, we shall not insist that p, p′  2.
It turns out that the submodules of a Virasoro Verma module are always generated by singular 
vectors and that the maximal dimension of the space of singular vectors of any given conformal 
dimension is one. The submodule structure of a Verma module V then reduces to determining 
its singular vectors. The possible singular vector structures for the Verma modules V, with 
t ∈ Q+, are illustrated diagrammatically in Fig. E.1. As mentioned above, if  = r,s for any 
integers r and s, then V is irreducible.19 This is represented by the point case in the figure. If 
 = r,s , where r is a multiple of p or s is a multiple of p′, then the singular vector structure 
of Vr,s is represented by the infinite chain of Fig. E.1. For all other choices of r, s ∈ Z+, the 
structure of Vr,s is represented by a braided pattern. In both the chain and braid cases, a singular 
19 In general, this is only true for positive integers r and s. However, t ∈Q+ implies the symmetry r,s = r+p,s+p′
which shows that the set of r,s with r, s ∈ Z+ coincides with the set of r,s with r, s ∈ Z.
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vector is always present at grade rs, though this need not be the lowest (positive) grade at which 
a singular vector appears.20
Given a central charge c, the conformal dimensions r,s signalling reducible Verma modules 
are conveniently summarised in an extended Kac table. To make contact with the above structural 
distinctions and those of the next subsection, we will partition the extended Kac table into three 
subsets as follows:
• If p divides r and p′ divides s, then we say that (r, s) is of corner type in the extended Kac 
table.
• If p divides r or p′ divides s, but not both, then (r, s) is said to be of boundary type.
• If p does not divide r and p′ does not divide s, then (r, s) is said to be of interior type.
Summarising, corner and boundary type Verma modules have singular vectors arranged in chains 
whereas interior type Verma modules have a braided pattern of singular vectors. We remark that 
if p = 1 or p′ = 1, then there are no interior entries in the extended Kac table, and if p = p′ = 1, 
then there will be no boundary entries either. We illustrate this with the extended Kac tables 
corresponding to (p, p′) = (1, 2) and (2, 3) in Fig. E.2.
E.2. Feigin–Fuchs modules
An important class of modules that are not highest-weight are the Feigin–Fuchs modules that 
arise in the Coulomb gas free field realisation of the Virasoro algebra. Their structures were first 
studied in [109] and we refer to [108] for details omitted here. A general, but briefer, summary 
of Feigin–Fuchs module structures appears in [73, App. A].
In this realisation, one starts with the infinite-dimensional complex Lie algebra called the 
Heisenberg algebra. This algebra is spanned by modes an, where n ∈ Z, and a central element 1
which is generally assumed to act on all modules as the identity. We therefore write the commu-
tation relations as[
am,an
]= mδm+n=01. (E.5)
The (universal enveloping algebra of the) Heisenberg algebra carries a one-parameter family of 
copies of the (universal enveloping algebra of the) Virasoro algebra:
Ln = 12
∑
j∈Z
ajan−j − 12 (n+ 1)Qan for n = 0; L0 =
1
2
a20 +
∞∑
j=1
a−j aj − 12Qa0.
(E.6)
The parameter Q then determines the central charge c = 1 − 3Q2 of the corresponding Virasoro 
algebra. We choose Q so as to reproduce the central charge of (E.4), namely
20 If M is a Virasoro module for which the conformal dimensions of the states are bounded below, we define the grade 
of a (generalised) L0-eigenvector in M to be the difference between its conformal dimension and the minimal conformal 
dimension among states of M .
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Fig. E.2. A part of the extended Kac table for c = −2 (p = 1, p′ = 2) and c = 0 (p = 2, p′ = 3). The rows of the table 
are labelled by r = 1, 2, 3, . . . and the columns by s = 1, 2, 3, . . . . Interior entries are shaded dark blue, boundary entries 
are shaded light blue, while corner entries are white. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, 
the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
Q =
√
2p′
p
−
√
2p
p′
=
√
2
pp′
(
p′ − p) . (E.7)
Heisenberg highest-weight states 
∣∣λ〉 are eigenvectors of a0, parametrised by their eigenval-
ues λ:
an
∣∣λ〉= 0 for n > 0; a0∣∣λ〉= λ∣∣λ〉. (E.8)
The conformal dimension of 
∣∣λ〉 is then
λ = 12λ (λ−Q) =
(λ−Q/2)2 −Q2/4
2
= 2pp
′ (λ−Q/2)2 − (p′ − p)2
4pp′
. (E.9)
Comparing with (E.4), we see that λ will coincide with the r,s of the extended Kac table when
λ = λr,s ≡ −α′ (r − 1)+ α (s − 1) , (E.10)
where we introduce
α =
√
p
2p′
, α′ =
√
p′
2p
(E.11)
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Fig. E.3. The subsingular vector structure of Virasoro Feigin–Fuchs modules for t ∈ Q+ . Black circles represent the 
socle of the module, grey the second socle layer, and white the third. Each of the black circles corresponds to a singular 
vector and the top circle (of lowest conformal dimension) is always singular, but the rest are only subsingular. Arrows 
from one subsingular vector to another indicate that the latter may be obtained from the former via the Virasoro action. 
Note that the two braid diagrams that we have drawn are structurally identical. This repetition serves to indicate that the 
corresponding Feigin–Fuchs modules are not self-contragredient. The conformal dimensions of the subsingular vectors 
are chosen to increase as one moves down and to the right.
for convenience. We note the symmetries
λr+p,s = λr,s −
√
pp′
2
, λp,s+p′ = λr,s +
√
pp′
2
⇒ λr+p,s+p′ = λr,s . (E.12)
Since λ = Q−λ, it follows that there are two distinct a0-eigenvalues giving rise to the same 
conformal dimension (unless λ = λ0,0 = Q/2). In particular, λr,s and λ−r,−s give rise to the same 
conformal dimension.
The Heisenberg Verma module Fλ generated from 
∣∣λ〉 is often referred to as a Fock space. 
When regarding the Fλ as Virasoro modules, we will refer to them as Feigin–Fuchs modules. 
In contrast to Virasoro Verma modules, Fock spaces over the Heisenberg algebra are always 
irreducible. However, their structure as Virasoro modules is more interesting — see Fig. E.3. In 
particular, their Virasoro submodules need not be generated by singular vectors, but rather one 
needs subsingular vectors as well. These are vectors belonging to a given module which become 
singular in an appropriate quotient module. The space of subsingular vectors at any grade has 
dimension greater than 1 in general. However, dimensions greater than 1 arise solely because 
there are many states which are in the kernel of the projection onto the appropriate quotient. We 
will often speak of the subsingular vector at a given grade, understanding that it is only specified 
up to this kernel (and normalisation).
The subsingular vectors indicated in Fig. E.3 have been sorted into three classes. Those repre-
sented by black circles are actually singular. They generate the socle of the Feigin–Fuchs module, 
the socle being defined as the maximal completely reducible submodule. Quotienting the Feigin–
Fuchs module by its socle corresponds, diagrammatically, to removing the black circles and any 
arrows pointing to them. If the quotient is non-trivial (the chain and braid cases), then the socle 
of the quotient corresponds to the grey circles. Finally, if quotienting this quotient by its socle 
is non-trivial (the braid case), then the result corresponds to the white circles (there will be no 
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arrows left). The final non-trivial quotient is the maximal semisimple quotient, also called the 
head of the Feigin–Fuchs module.21
As with Virasoro Verma modules, Feigin–Fuchs modules are generically irreducible (the point 
case). More precisely, Fλ is irreducible as a Virasoro module if and only if λ = λr,s for any 
r, s ∈ Z. Suppose then that λ = λr,s for some r, s ∈ Z (and that t ∈Q+). We may summarise the 
remaining possibilities for Fr,s ≡Fλr,s as follows:
• If (r, s) is of corner type, then the structure of Fr,s is represented by the islands diagram in 
Fig. E.3.
• If (r, s) is of boundary type, then the structure of Fr,s is represented by one of the chain 
diagrams.
• If (r, s) is of interior type, then the structure of Fr,s is represented by one of the braid dia-
grams.
For corner type (r, s), the Feigin–Fuchs module thus decomposes as a direct sum of irreducible 
Virasoro modules. This is the only case in which Fλ is decomposable. We remark that the two 
different diagrams for the chain and braid cases arise because the Feigin–Fuchs module is then 
not isomorphic to its contragredient dual. In particular, Fr,s and F−r,−s are contragredient to one 
another.
For r, s ∈ Z+, the grades of the subsingular vectors in the Feigin–Fuchs module Fr,s precisely 
match the grades of the singular vectors in the Virasoro Verma module Vr,s . In particular, Fr,s has 
a subsingular vector at grade rs. Inspection of Fig. E.3 shows that this subsingular vector must 
be either associated to the socle or the head of Fλr,s . With the parametrisation chosen above, it 
turns out that it is always associated to the head for r, s ∈ Z+. The grade rs subsingular vector 
of F−r,−s is therefore associated to its socle (and is therefore singular). This identification of the 
structure may be extended to all r, s ∈ Z using the symmetries (E.12).
For chain type Feigin–Fuchs modules, identifying the grade rs subsingular vector as being 
non-singular, when r, s ∈ Z+, allows one to identify the appropriate structure in Fig. E.3 by or-
dering all the subsingular vectors by their conformal dimensions. This does not quite suffice for 
braid type modules because one also needs to know, at every other horizontal level of Fig. E.3, 
whether the conformal dimension of the singular vector exceeds that of the subsingular vector 
or not, or equivalently which of the two conformal dimensions is represented by a white circle. 
Perhaps the easiest rule here is that the sign of the difference between the singular vector and sub-
singular vector dimensions does not depend upon the horizontal level. Thus, one can check this 
sign at the level where the (for r, s ∈ Z+, non-singular) grade rs vector appears. Alternatively, if 
one lets r = r0 mod p and s = s0 mod p′, where 0 < r0 < p and 0 < s0 < p′, then this sign will 
be positive whenever p′r0 + ps0 < pp′ and negative otherwise. With the conformal dimensions 
of the subsingular vectors chosen to increase towards the right and bottom in Fig. E.3, the first 
and second braid diagram correspond to the sign being positive and negative, respectively, when 
r, s ∈ Z+.
21 We remark that the socle of the chain- and braid-type Virasoro Verma modules with c  1 is the zero submodule. 
This concept is therefore not particularly useful for highest-weight modules of this type.
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Appendix F. Tables of structural results for lattice Kac modules
This section presents examples of the conjectured characters and module structures that we 
expect to describe the scaling limit of the lattice Kac modules. In particular, we detail the ev-
idence obtained by applying the Gram matrix to the states associated with each composition 
factor.
Below, in Tables F.1–F.9, we tabulate the results for all models with 1  p < p′  5, 0  k  3
and 0  d  4, in both ξ -regimes A and B . Each table entry contains three pieces of information:
(i) The value of r guessed from the character analysis. In all cases, the value of r is found to 
be independent of d . On the other hand, s is always found to equal d + 1, explaining why it 
is not included in the tables.
(ii) The conjectured structures of the limiting Virasoro modules. The Kac character χr,s found 
in (i) decomposes as a sum of irreducible characters, each of which corresponds to one 
composition factor of Kr,s . Each factor is depicted by a black circle and labelled by its con-
formal weight. For regime A, the arrows connecting the black circles are drawn according 
to Conjecture 3, which is a main result of this paper and is supported by evidence from 
character, bilinear form and conformal field theory analyses. For regime B , the structures 
are guessed according to the character and bilinear form analysis.
(iii) The evidence obtained from the bilinear form analysis. Each black circle is assigned either 
(R), (Q) or (U), indicating that the corresponding factor is in the radical Rdn,k of Vdn,k , in the 
quotient Vdn,k/R
d
n,k , or that its status is unknown because the grades of its states are too large 
to be investigated by our computer program. Barred or underlined versions of (R), (Q) or 
(U) indicate that the bilinear form used was renormalised: (R), Q or U for (3.38) and (R), (Q) 
or (U) for (3.41).
Table F.1
Module structure for critical dense polymers, LM(1, 2).
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Table F.2
Module structure for LM(1, 3).
Table F.3
Module structure for critical percolation, LM(2, 3).
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Table F.4
Module structure for (p, p′) = (1, 4).
Table F.5
Module structure for the logarithmic Ising model, LM(3, 4).
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Table F.6
Module structure for LM(1, 5).
Table F.7
Module structure for the Yang–Lee model, LM(2, 5).
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Table F.8
Module structure for LM(3, 5).
Table F.9
Module structure for the logarithmic tricritical Ising model, LM(4, 5).
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